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ABSTRACT 

Thirty women ranging in age fiom 55 to 77. with diverse socio-economic backgrounds and 

work histones, were interviewed about the experience of returning to paid employment afler 

retirement. Following initial analysis. the interview transcnpu were analyzed in four cohorts. 

according to participants' birth years. The cohorts were designated, **Children of the Roaring 

T wenties", "Children of the Depression", "Depression Babies" and "Wartime Babies". 

Most of the study participants belonging to the first cohort viewed work as part of their 

identities, and expressed negative attitudes towards retirement. All but one indicated that they 

intended to work as long as they were capable of doing so. Most of those in the second cohort also 

expressed negative attitudes towards retirement. They worked aAer retirement to avoid boredom and 

to remain socially and mentally active. Few had specific plans to retire permanently. A high 

proportion of those in the third cohon had retired after losing full-tirne jobs during econornic re- 

structuring in the mid-1990s. Their attitudes towards retirement were Iess negative, but most had no 

specific plans to retire. Those in the fourth cohon expressed somewhat more positive attitudes towards 

retirement. The relatively advantaged members of this p u p  planned to retire pennanently at a 

specific age, or after achieving specific goals. Those without such resources worked to support 

themselves. but even they planned to retire permanently at a specific age. 

Thme patterns of cornbining work, study and family responsibilities across the life span were 

identified: 'traditional' and 'multiple role' for mothers, and 'career' for childless women. These were 

found to vary across the four cohorts, with more mothen in successive cohorts adopting multiple role 

patterns. Mothers with multiple role patterns and childless career women were more succeuful than 

mothers with traditional patterns in finding work afler retirement that rnatched their needs. Almost al1 

participants engaged in part-tirne or temporary work d e r  retiremeni, for which most expressed a 

preference. It remains unanswered whether this was a genuine preference or an accommodation to the 

non-availability of better-compensated and regular employment for older women. 
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Chapter One 

THE PROBLEM 

Introduction 

From the point of view of many older Canadian workers. the late 1990s cm only 

be described as tumultuous times. The Canadian economy. once dominated by primary 

resources and manufacturing, has been re-structured towards an emphasis on knowledge- 

based services. In the private business sector, Free trade agreements and technological 

change have intensified cornpetition in the global marketplace. causing some tirms 

operating in Canada to ceased operations, othen to relocate to regions with lower labour 

costs and less stringent regdatory regimes, and still others to reduced the size of their 

permanent workforces. The employer-employee relationship is king redefined (Marshall. 

1995a; Marshall & Marshall, 1996; Schellenberg, 199%; Schellenberg & Clark. 1997). 

The Fordist model' of stable, long-tertn employrnent, which provided wages adequate to 

support a farnily, as well as occupational pensions and group life and health insurance. is 

k ing  widely supplanted (though not entirely replaced) by more flexible employment 

arrangements. Govemments as well as private firms, under pressure to reduce operating 

deficits and accumulated debt, have drastically trimmed their workforces (Clark, 1997) 

and have embarked on a variety of strategies designed to reduce expenditures on public 

progams, including retirement income security (Myles & Quadagno. 1997). 

' The Fordist mode1 of production, named after the Americsn automobile industrialist, Henry 
Ford, came to prominence in the United States after the Second World War and spread to Europe and Japan 
in the pst-war period. It was characteristized by assembly line, mass production; the concentration of 
workers in large factories; and a structure of wages and benefits, cnforced by collective bargaining, that 
stimulated economic growth by facilitating consumption by worken themselves of the goods they pmduced 
(Harvey, 1 990). 



The trend toward unplanned, early exit fiom the labour force, ofien well before 

the traditional age of retirement2, is changing the way retirement is perceived in 

industrialized nations, fiom a period of fkedom and leisure to one of unpredictable 

timing and uncertain outcome (Guillemard & Rein, 1993). Reflecting this unpredictability 

and uncertainty, the repertoire of labour force exit patterns in later life is expanding to 

include reverse retirement. which involves a decision to retun to work afler formal exit 

from the labour force. Reverse retirement may take the fom of partial retirement 

(Gustman & Steinmeier. 1984a), 'bridge' employment ( R h ,  1994) or serial 

employment (Schellenberg. 1994). 

To date. retirement has received minimal attention in Canada as a research topic. 

and reverse retirement even less. Recent national statistics indicate that. depending on the 

data source and definitions used, between 16 and 21 per cent of men and between 9 and 

11 per cent of women aged 45 and over re-entered the labour force afler an initial 

retirement (McDonald, 1996b; Monette, 1996; Schellenberg. 1994). However. linle is 

known about people who reverse their retirement decision. Their perceptions of 

retirement, their subjective reasons for returning to work. the meanings they attach to 

work and retirement. and how they experience the transition back to work remain 

somewhat of a mystery. Mi le  more detailed knowledge about the retirement 

experiences of both men and women is needed, it is especially important and timely that 

women's reverse retirement be addressed. This is because of the acute lack of attention to 

wornen's retirement issues in the Canadian social science literature, despite drarnatic 

increases in women's labour force participation in al1 age groups in ment decades, and 

the penistence of relative disadvantage experienced by a high proportion of women in 

their later years. Increased understanding of the changing patterns of women's labour 

force entry, exit and re-entry is vital to the development of theoretical models to guide 

fUhW research the design of public and corporate policies, and the knowledge base of 

professionals who serve this population. 

' In Canada, the wditional age of retirement is 65, the age of  entitlemait to full pension and other 
old age-related benefits. 



The present study will explore whether retirement and reverse retirement among 

the study participants was conditioned by the world-views3 of the generations to which 

they belonged, and whether the participants' life course patterns influenced their 

retirement and reverse retirement experiences. I will argue that these generational and 

lifestyle differences represented different response to changing structural conditions 

associated with the emergence of post-industrial society following the Second World 

War. 

National and international retirement trends 

The average age of retirement among Canadians has ken  falling steadily since the 

1950s (McDonald & Wanner, 1990). In 1994, the average age at first retirement was 60.4 

years (Statistics Canada, 1995). 

Some scholars, observing that the life course in modern. industrial societies is 

organized into three well-defined phases - education and preparation for work, work 

itself, and retirement from work - have argued that the pattern of most people's lives has 

become highly institutionalized and state-regulated (Kohli & kin.  1 99 1 : Mayrr & 

Muller, 1986; Mayer & Schoepflin, 1989). The widely-noted trend toward early 

retirement in industrialized nations since the Second World War appears to support this 

view. The growing popularity of early retirement ond sharp declines in the labour force 

participation of male workers aged 55 and over parallelled the expansion and maturation 

of public and private pension systems in the 1950s, 60s and 70s. The availability of 

stable, long-term employment, occupational pensions and state pensions made it 

financially possible for increasing numbers of workers to retire even before the traditional 

retirement age, and to do so without suffering a major decline in living standards 

(Markides & Cooper, 1987; McDonald & Wanner, 1 !NO; Myles, 199 1 ). 

However, other scholars have offered evidence that the life course is becoming 

less uniform (Held, 1986); is at least more diverse at the individual level (Henretta, 1992); 

or even that the %ipartite" division of the life course into education, work and retirement 

3 The New Oxjiord Shorrer Dictionury. 1993 ed., vole 2, defines "world-view" as "...a set of 
hdamental beliefs, attitudes, values etc., determining or constituting a comprehensive outlook on life, the 
universe etcP. 



is "coming undone" (Guillemard & Rein, 1993). During the 1980s and 1990s the trend 

toward uniform retirement ended abruptly as economic restmcturing, which accompanied 

the absorption of national economies into a global, pst-industrial economy. led to high 

levels of unemployrnent and the widespread 'shedding' of older workea fiom the labour 

force. It becarne cornmon for both private sector employen and govenunents to 

encourage older workers to leave their jobs before traditional retirement age by offenng 

early retirement incentives (Guillernard & Rein* 1993: Harvey, 1990: Laczko & 

Phillipson, 199 1 ). Simultaneouslp, many governments took steps to reduce their 

commitments to universal, publicly-funded retirement prograrns as the long-term 

sustainability of such prograrns came under increasing scmtiny (Myles & Quadagno. 

1997). Recent comparative studies of retirement in industrialized nations have indicated 

that, as transitions out of the labour force become less clearly detined for many worken. 

the relationship beiween retirement and old age is "loosening" (Guillemard & Rein. 1993: 

Laczko & Phillipson, 199 1 ; Schmahl, 1989). 

Women and reverse retirement 

Wornen and men who consider reversing the decision to retire face a formidable 

array of institutional constraints against re-entering the paid labour force aHer retirement. 

These include an ambiguous Supreme Court position on mandatory retirement at age 65 

(David, 1993; McPherson, 1990), whereby the Court has ceded responsibility to the 

provinces, each of which has a different policyJ; pension plan and taxation rules that 

penalize pension recipients with earned income (Gundenon & Muynski.1990); the 

general reluctance of employers to offer partial or phased-in retirement options that would 

allow older workers to withdmw gradually h m  career jobs (Marshall & Clarke, 1996: 

McDonald. 1996b); and the underdevelopment of specialized training, job placement and 

support services for older workers (Marshall & Clarke, 1996; One Voice. 1994). In 

4 Two provinces. New Brunswick in 1973 and Manitoba in 1974. have leA the practice of 
mandatory retirement open to challenge, with a few exceptions. under their hwnan rights codes by not 
defining an uppcr age Iimit for the protection of wodcers h m  age discrimination in employment More 
ncently, in 1983 Quekc explicitly pmhibited age-bssed discrimination in employment under its Chuner of 
Rights and Freedons (Atcheson & Sullivan, 1985). anâ in 1985 Albem amendni its Individual's Rights 
Protection Act to remove the age ceiling for rights protection (Alberia, 1985; McPhem,  1990, p. 397). 



addition to these institutional constraints, both pnvate and public sector employen have 

actively promoted early retirement during periods of high unemployment. as occurred in 

the early 1980s and the early 1990s (David, 1993; McDonald, 1996b; O'Grady. 1995). 

Women may face a particularly daunting set of difficulties in attempting to 

maintain attachent to the labour force in later life, because of prevalent social attitudes. 

which have been referred to as the *'double whammy" (Nishio & Lank, 1987: Posner. 

1977). This discriminatory, double standard which applies to older women is explained 

by Nuccio ( 1989. p. 329): 

Women are viewed as becoming older at an earlier age than men. In a 
youth-oriented society, the phenornenon of age discrimination in 
employment is not surprising. The additional emphasis on sexual 
attractiveness, and the narrow definition for women of what constitutes 
sexual attractiveness, increases vulnerability of older women who seek to 
secure and hold on to employment. 

The perception and actuality of such social barriers may make the search for 

rmployment aftrr retirement especially problematic for women as they age. In a British 

study of attitudes toward work among the middle aged . Ginn and Arber (1996) found 

that a high proportion of employed men and women - over 80 per cent in their late 

fiflies - thought that they were too old to get a better job. Among unemployed women in 

their fifiies, reduced job-seeking behaviour was influenced. not by a reduced desire to 

work, but by a perception that employers would be reluctant to hire a woman approaching 

the age of eligibility for a state pension. 

Whiie there appears to be littie direct evidence of age and sex discrimination in 

employment, Stenzel (1987) summarized anecdotal evidence of employment 

discrimination against older women in the United States, collected through 

advertisements placed in newspapea across the country. Issues identified by respondents 

inciuded k i n g  unfairly denied employment, king denied access to promotion and 

training opportunities. king laid off while younger workers were retained. and king  

encouraged to retire early. The 1 986 Age Discimination in Emphyment Act, prohibiting 

age discrimination in employment, was criticized as king under-promoted, under- 

raouiced and under-utilized. Women were generally unaware of their rights under the 



legislation, and even when aware, were fearfbl of reprisais, or were reluctant to pursue 

costly and often cumbersome bureauciatic and legal procedures with uncertain outcornes. 

Thus, despite the dramatic increase in wornen's labour force participation during 

the p s t  forty years, many women experience stmctured inequality and discrimination in 

the labour market, which leads to accumulated disadvantage over the life course. Women 

continue to retire on average earlier than men, and they are not retuming to paid work 

alter retirement as fkquenily as their circumst;uices suggest they mi& wish to. 

Nonetheless, several trends support the view that reverse retirement among 

women will probably becorne more common as time goes on. These include 

the dramatic increase in, and the distinctive patterns of, women's labour 

force participation: 

the impact of economic restnicnuing and workplace change on the life 

course and on patterns of retirement; 

the increasing proportion of later life in which women live in non- 

fmily households; 

the public policy shifi toward individual responsibility for old age 

income security; and 

the projected shrinkage of the labour force in the second decade of the 

twenty-first century. 

These trends will now be elaborated. 

W m e n  3 labour force participation 

Women's labour force participation has increased dramatically during the past 

four decades. During the Second World War, women entered the labour force in 

unprecedented nurnbers as the government actively encouraged them to fil1 jobs vacated 

by men who had enlisted in the anned forces; but when the War ended, women were just . 

as firmly encouraged to r e m  to their 'naturai' d e s  as homemalcers and caregivers 

(Guest, 1985; Prentice et ai., 1996). However, social attitudes against women working 



rnoderated somewhat in the face of the women's movernent of the 1960s; and with the 

widespread adoption of birth control, women gained greater fieedom to pursue their 

personal educational, career and income objectives (Prentice et al., 1996). In the 1990s, 

working for pay outside of the home for a significant proportion of the life cycle is 

socially acceptable and normative for the majority of women (Ghalam. 1997). By 1993. 

58 per cent of al1 women aged 15 and over were in the labour force, and wornen 

comprised 45 per cent of the total labour force (Statistics Canada 1994). Increased 

participation was not confined to younger women. Women in older age groups increased 

their labour force participation, even as the labour force participation of older men was 

declining. By 199 1, almost one-half of women aged 55 to 59 - 49.7 per cent - were in 

the labour force. up from 38.7 per cent in 1971, while the participation of men in this age 

group fell from 84.9 per cent in 1971 to 77.8 per cent in 1991. The participation rate of 

women aged 60 to 64 remained stable during this penod at around 78 per cent. while the 

rate for men in this age group declined from 74.1 to 53.6 per cent (Schellenberg. 1994). 

Despite some gains. however, the increased labour force participation of women 

bas not eliminated the general disadvantage of working women in the labour force 

compared with men. Women are still highly concentrated in the services sector of the 

economy, in a number of 'traditional' women's occupations. In 1991, 7 1 per cent of 

women were employed in teaching, nursing and health-related occupations. clerical work 

or sales and services occupations, as compared with just 31 per cent of men (Statistics 

Canada 1994). The services sector is distinguished by wide variability in compensation 

levels. working conditions and stability (Econornic Council of Canada, 1990). Women's 

lower levels of compensation, pension plan membership and access to group life, health 

and dental insurance benefits reflect their over-representation in lower-paid, non-standard 

jobs. In 1994,70.9 per cent of al1 working women, but only 45.3 per cent of working men 

earned $28,000 or less per year (Scott & Lochhead, 1997). Approximately 70 per cent of 

al1 part-times jobs are held by women (Schellenberg, 1997b; Statistics Canada, 1994). 

-. 

Part-tirne woric is d e f d  as less thsn 30 hours of work per week (Schellenberg, 1997). 



Although the proportion of men in temporary6 jobs (56 per cent) is greater than that of 

women (47 per cent), mainly due to the predorninance of men in seasonal work in 

agriculture. forestry and fisheries, women account for 64 per cent of worken employed 

through temporary help agencies, and 60 per cent of on-cal1 workers (Schellenberg Br 

Clark, 1997). 

The prevalence of low-paid service work and part-time work among women 

canies important implications for their econornic secwity and independence in later life. 

particularly since the availability of occupational pensions associated with such work is 

generally low. In 1993 only 43.5 per cent of dl working women were memben of 

occupational pension plans. as compared with 50.7 per cent of working men (Statistics 

Canada, 1995); but only 17 per cent of al1 part-time workers were covered by 

occupational pension plans (Schellenberg, 1997b), and according to Statistics Canada 

(1995) 69.4 per cent of part-time workers were women. While the Bexibility of part-time 

and temporary work is preferred by some women and older workers. these forms of 

employment are oAen the only option available in the rapidly expanding services sector of 

the economy. Consequently. underemplopent due to the non-availability of full-time 

rmployment is an increasing problem for many women whose incomes from part-time 

work are inadequate to meet their and their families' needs. In 1993, 34 per cent of 

women working part-time indicated that they would prefer full-tirne work but were 

unable to obtain it (Statistics Canada, 1994). in 1995, 46 per cent of wornen who worked 

part-time indicated that they would prefer to work more hours for more pay 

(Schellenberg, 1997b). For al1 of the above reasons. more women may wish to reverse 

their retirement in hiture in an attempt to offset their life-long disadvantages in the labour 

market. 

- 

6 Work is considered to be temporary if it is of  fixed duration according to a contract between the 
worker and employer, or if it is obtauied through an agency which contracts workers out to client fim for 
specified periods o f  tirne. In the latter case, the worker is norrnally paid by the agency, which charges the 
employer an extra fee for its services (Schellenûerg & Cladce, 1 997). 



Economic and workplace change 

A second trend that may contribute to increased reverse retirement among both women 

and men is widespread change in the nature and organization of work (Marshall, 1995a; 

Marshall, 1995b; McDaniel, Lalu & Krahn, 1993). During the recession of the early 

1990s. massive layoffs and plant closures radically altered labour markets and contributed 

to the widespread early retirement of older workers, especially in the manufacturing 

sector (Betcheman, McMullen, Leckie, & Caron, 1994; Siroonian, 1993). Economic re- 

stmcturing in the 1990s lefi many older workers unexpectedly unemployed, or unable to 

obtain employment at a level of compensation cornmensurate with their previous 

employment (Cook, 1995). By 1993, the unemployment rate of men and women between 

the ages of 45 and 64 approached 9 per cent, a rate not exceeded since the Great 

Depression. The rate of unemployment among older worken remains lower than that of 

younger workers, partly because of longer job tenure and seniority; but the durution of 

unemployment among older workers is considerably longer (Schellenberg, 1994). 

Although job stability has actually increased overall since the 1990-91 recession7. in 

many industries the stable, long-term career has been replaced by new. flexible foms of 

employment (Marshall, 1995b; Schellenberg, 1996). 

These changes have afTected older women and men somewhat differently. Older 

men were often concentrated in the goods-producing sector of the economy and in 

primary industries, where compensation and working conditions were generally 

favourable. As these types of employment became less available. they fieqwntly found 

themselves at a cornpetitive disadvantage. New jobs associateci with the new economy 

often required new knowledge and technical skills that older workers, especiall y those 

with low levels of formal education andlot industry-specific skills, did not possess. New 

pathways to retirement appeared, including protracted unemployment, disability, partial 

retirement and serial employment (Sc hellenberg, 1994). 

Women, on the other hancl, were the prime beneficiaries of the expansion of 

' Heisz and Côte ( 1998) present evidence that, contrary to popular opinion, job stability in Canada. 
as measured by the average duration of employment, has actually been increasing since 1990. 



employrnent in the service sector of the economy during the 1960s, 70s and 80s 

(Cornmittee on Women and Economic Restructuring, 1994; Foot & Gibson, 1993). 

Overall, the service sector has ken  less affected by restructwing than the goods sector, 

and wornen as a group have experienced less unemployment and shorter durations of 

unemployrnent in recent years than men (Cornmittee on Women and Economic 

Restructuring, 1994). However, as governments have joined pnvate firms in shedding 

workers women have been far from immune to the effects of workplace re-structuing. 

The loss of steady, well compensated employrnent in the public services secior. where 

most jobs in health, education and social services are located has forced many women 

into pnvate sector or self-employment which are generally less well compensated and 

secure. In 1986, 2 1.2 per cent of women's and 19.1 per cent of men's jobs were in the 

public sector. By 1996. the proportion of women's jobs in the public sector had fallen to 

1 7.8 per cent, compared with 1 3.4 per cent of men's (Clark, 1 997). 

Another reality of women's labour force participation is  its fiequently 

discontinuous nature. Although women were less likely in the 1990's than in p s t  decades 

to interrupt their paid work, a high proportion of women exit and re-enter the labour force 

throughout the life cycle. in response to the changing needs and demands of farnily 

caregiving. Data fiom the 1995 General Social Sutvey indicated that, while over 70 per 

cent of women r e m e d  to work afler an interruption (not including retirement), less than 

one third (3 1 per cent) retumed to their former jobs, and less than one-half (47 per cent) 

retumed to work full-time (Fast & DaPont, 1997). Over tirne, this can have deletenous 

conxquences for career continuity, upward mobility and ultimately, resources for 

retirement. Most interruptions in paid work occur among younger women, in relation to 

child bearing, although stopping work to care for elderly parents is becoming more 

comrnon (McDonald, 1996b). 

Older women living alone 

A thkd trend that may be expected to Muence the reversal of women's 

retirement decisions in the fùture is the increasing proportion of women living on their 



own or in non-farnily households. As a result of greater life expectancy8, widowhood and 

marital dissolution, wornen are likely to spend an increasing proportion of their lives 

outside of marriage. The Iikelihood of living alone increases with age. In 199 1. only 12 

per cent of women aged 45 to 65. but 38 per cent of women aged 65 and over. lived 

alone; and 17 per cent of women aged 45 to 64, but 5 1 per cent of women aged 65 and 

over lived in non-family households (Statistics Canada. 1995. p. 19). Unattached women 

- those living alone or with non-farnily members - are at greater risk of low income 

than their male counterparts, and this risk increases with age. In 1993, the majority (56 

per cent) of d l  women aged 65 and over living alone or with unrelated persons. had 

incomes below Statistics Canada's Low Income Cut-Off (Statistics Canada, 1995, p. 35). 

which was $16.5 1 1 for a one pemn household living in an urban area with a population 

of 500,000 and over (Statistics Canada. 1998% p. 17). Increased life expectancy, and the 

propensity of women to many men older than themselves, contribute to the incidence of 

widowhood. in 1991. 47 per cent of women aged 65 and over were widowed. as 

compared with just 13 per cent of men in this age group (Statistics Canada 1997. p. 30). 

Widows have the greatest risk of low income of ail seniors (McDonald. Donahue. & 

Moore, 1 997). 

Marriage breakdown and divorce also contnbute significantly to the likelihood of 

older women living alone and k ing  at risk of poveriy. The introduction of the fint 

unifonn divorce legislation in Canada, which came into force in 1968. was immediately 

followed by a sharp increase in the divorce rate. frorn 54.8 per 100.000 population in 

1967 to 124.2 per 100,000 in 1969. Except for a three year period From 1982 to 1985. the 

divorce rate increased each year, reaching a peak of 362.3 divorces per 100.000 

population in 1987, or 96,200 divorces in that year (Statistics Canada. 1995). Since then. 

the incidence of divorce has abated considerably. in 1997 the divorce rate was 222.6 per 

100,000 population, representing 67,408 divorces (Statistics Canada, 1999a). It is 

important to recognize that the divorce rate, as a measure of formal marriage dissolution, 

is only a crude indicator of the full extent of mamage breakdown in society (Department 

6 In 1996, the life expectancy of females at birth was 8 1.4 years, compared with 75.7 years for 
males Canadian Social Indicarors (Winter, 1 998, p. 29). 



of Justice, 1990; Eichler, L 996). 

On the positive side. there is recent evidence that the incidence of manta1 

dissolution may be falling, overall. In 1997, 34.8 per cent of mariages were expected to 

end in divorce within 30 years, as compared with 36.9 per cent just one year earlier. There 

was also a trend during the 1990s toward divorce occwing later in life. In 1997 the 

average age of divorcing men had risen to 41.4 years and of divorcing women. to 38.8 

yem (Statistics Canada, 1999a). Mile  these trends may mean that young children are 

less likely to be exposed to the breakup of their parents' marriages. divorcing a few years 

later is ~iot likely to matenally alter the disadvantaged economic position of many women 

following divorce. 

Shifing old age income policy 

A fourth trend that may lead more wornen to reverse their retirement is the 

dwindling comrnitment of the Canadian state to the econornic well-king of its older 

citizens. Wiih the demographic transition that has accompanied population aging in most 

industrialized societies, political and economic concems regarding the sustainability of 

large-scale public pension guarantees have intensified (Myles. 1995; Myles & Quadagno. 

1994; World Bank, 1994). The spectre of escalating pension and health care costs. 

combined with foreboding about the pending retirement of a particularly large 'baby 

boom' generation are stimng the cauldron of pension reform and its attendant passions. 

During the late 1980s and throughout the 1990s public policy shified away from a 

collectivist, social security mode1 toward greater emphasis on individual responsibility for 

retirement income (Myles & Quadagno, 1997; Townson, 1995). There has been a 

concerted effort in recent years by the Government of Canada to reduce its expenditures 

on old age income security. The most significant actions to date have k e n  partial 

indexation of the 'clawback' threshold for Old Age Security (OAS) benefits9 and the 

9 Under the partial indexation nile, the threshold is adjusted annually only by the portion of 
inflation in excess of 3 pet cent. It has been estimateci that by 2020 OAS benefits could be taxed back 
beginning at incomes as low as $23,000 (in 1989 constant dollars). and benefits could be entirely clawed 
back h m  those with incomes as low as $49,000 in 1989 constant dollars; (Bade & Torjman, 1993). See 
also Wolfson and Murphy (1994) and Gee and McDniel(1991) for M e r  discussion of  this policy. 



(unsuccessfhl) attempt to collapse OAS and the Guaranteed Income Supplement (GIs) 

into a single, means-tested benefit based on family rather than individual income (Gee & 

McDonald, 1998). Several countries have already taken steps to discourage early 

retirement by raising the age of entitlement for full pension benefits, and there is 

speculation that Canada may not be far behind (Myles & Quadagno. 1 997). 

This situation is particularly distressing for women who. as a group, considerably 

arc more dependent thvr men on government transfers 3s 3 source of retirement income. 

In 1992. women aged 65 to 74 received, on average, 56 per cent of their total income 

fiom public transfer payments (OAS, GIs, Spouse's Allowance and CanaddQuebec 

Pension Plans); and women aged 75 and over received, on average. 57 per cent of heir 

total income fiom these sources. In comparison, men aged 65 to 74 received 42 per cent 

of their income from public transfers and men aged 75 and over received 47 per cent. As 

the ground beneath public pension policy shifts toward greater individual responsibility. 

increasing numbers of women may be motivated to either remain in the labour force 

longer to increase their pension entitlements, or return to work to increase their retirement 

savings and entitlements (Gee & McDaniel. 1 99 1 ). 

Shrinking labour jorcr 

Finally, it has been predicted that the labour force will shrink rapidly after the first 

decade of the twenty-first century. in tandem with the succession of the retiring 'baby 

boom' generation by the 'baby bust' generation (Foot & Gibson, 1993). Currently. high 

unemployment rates argue against a dramatic increase in demand for older workers in the 

immediate future (Marshall & Marshall, 1996). However, speculation in the professional 

literature and popular media that Canadian employers may soon be anxious to entice 

older workers, especially those with valuable professionai and managerial skills, to stay in 

their jobs longer or return to work (McDonald & Chen, 1993; Schellenberg, 1994; Taylor, 

1995) cannot be entirely discounted. 

The research question 



The foregoing discussion has presented a number of issues related to women's 

reverse retirement at present and in the fùture; but we still have little understanding about 

why some women reverse their retirement decision, and about the acnial experiences of 

women who re-enter or attempt to re-enter the labour force after retirement. Surveys give 

us some general answers, but little descriptive information. To offer just a few examples: 

a we have little detailed information about the attitudes toward work and 

towrird retirernent held by women who reverse ùieir retirement decision; 

we know liale about the ways that changes in family responsibilities and 

marital statu affect women's reverse retirement behaviour; 

a we do not know much about the kinds of work that women actually do 

after retirement, nor about the characteristics of such work 

a we do not know how women who reverse their decisions CO retire cope 

with changing skill requirements and work arrangements; 

O we do not know how women who retwn to work aAer retirement perceive 

government and corporate policies that may influence their well-being. 

In order to obtain such information, it is necessary to talk to women directly. 

Iistening to their accounts of their experiences, and what those experiences mean to them. 

in their own words. 

in view of the limited availability of information about the actual experiences of 

women who have reversed the decision to retire, and the subjective meanings of reverse 

retirement for women, the research question guiding this study was. 

"What meanings do women attach to work and retirement, and how do 
they describe the experience of returning to paid work af?er retirement?" 

Because of the desirability of basing understanding of women's reverse retirement 

on the lived experiences of women, a phenomenological approach to the question was 

chosen. As a philosophy, phenomenology is concemed with epistemologicai questions 

related to how we know what we know, taking the position that everything we know of 

the world is in our consciousaess. As a methoâology, phenomenology is concemed with 



producing detailed descriptions of lived experience, and interpreting the meanings those 

experiences have for people (van Manen, 1997). 

Significance of the study 

By reflecting upon and interpreting accounts oRered by women who have 

reversed their retirement decisions. it is anticipated that deeper understanding and new 

insights can be gained that will aid fûrther research and contri bute to relevant policy and 

practice. It is impenitive that policy and practice be infonned by improved undentanding 

of the labour market experiences of older women. Women have always coped with the 

irregular patterns of work, working conditions and uncertainties that charactenze the 

emerging services and knowledge-based economy. Deeper understanding of their 

perceptions and experiences can contribute to the development of ways to assist both 

women and men to adapt to the new working conditions, which Moen (1985) has referred 

to as a convergence of men's and women's fonns of work, and by Armstrong ( 1  996) as 

'rhe feminization of work". 

For the most part, social scientists have understood and analyzed retirement from 

a male perspective (Calasanti. 1993; Calasanti, 1992; Slevin & Wingrove. 1995: 

Szinovacz 1982a). Men have been and continue to be the main subjects of inquiry, and 

the male pattern of retirement - exit fiom the paid labour force with a pension after 

several decades of steady employment, with perhaps a period of r e m  to work before 

permanent retirement - has been regarded as normative. Retirement was assumed to be 

of secondary importance to women in relation to their 'primary' roles as homemakers and 

caregiven. This conception failed to account for the fact that the patterns of women's 

lives are rarely as unifom as men's, and usually include, in addition to education. work 

and retirement, periods of unpaid fmily caregiving (Fast & DaPont, 1997). Until 

recently, when women's retirement was studied it was comrnon to compare women with 

men rather than c o n s i d e ~ g  women's retirernent as a distinctive phenornenon which is 

infîuenced by di fferent factors than men's. 

Research on women's retirement has grown impressively in the United States 

during the past two decades, but, as noted above, has so fat a ~ t d  little attention in 



Canada. As will be show in Chapter Two. the study of neither women's nor men's 

reverse retirement is well developed in this country. Most North American research on 

retirement has been based on secondary analyses of data fiom a nurnber of large scale 

surveys conducted in the United States, seved of which are longitudinal. an important 

feature for modelling change over time. Nationally representative data sets suitable for 

retirement research are only now becoming available to Canadian researchea (Black. 

1995: Black. 1996). While some of the American research on retirement. women's 

retirement and reverse retirement is relevant to the Canadian context, no longitudinal. 

Canadian data base dedicated exclusively or pnmarily to retirement yet exists. A small 

store of information on women's retirement in the Canadian context is begi~ing to 

accumulate, but there is still little information on women's expenence of retirement and 

virtually no information about the lived experience of women who retnter the paid 

labour force after retirement. Knowledge about who retwns to work, the reasons for 

doing so, and the ways in which women's retirement and reverse retirement decisions in 

later life may be linked to their earlier life experiences are sketchy at best. Aimost al1 

studies have used quantitative methods which, while conveying a general impression. 

cannot portray the experience of individuals in any detail, nor discem the meanings of 

retirement-related experiences for individuals (Moen. 1992). Since the voices of women 

themselves have seldom been taken into account in analyzing their experiences of 

retirement, and never with respect to reverse retirement, little is known about the ways 

that wcio-historical context, farnily relationships and other social relationships interact 

with women's paid work. 

The findings of this study will help to clariq researchers' understandings and 

assumptions about women's work, retirement and reverse retirernent decisions in later 

life. and help to resolve some of the conceptual difficulties and arnbiguous or 

contradictory findings that have troubled earlier studies. This may contribute to the 

refinement of current definitions and conceptual models used in research in this area 

(Slevin & Wingrove, 1995) and help to advance theoretical understanding of women's 

reverse retirement. The knowledge base of social work and other helping professions will 

be enricheci by the findings. New knowledge produced by this study will connibute to and 



enhance the effectiveness of practice by enriching appreciation of how individual, 

familial and societal factors interact throughout the life course to influence women's 

work and retirement decisions and shape outcornes in later life. 

To the extent that reverse retirement is likely to become more common among 

older Canadian workers, and particularly arnong women, improved understanding of the 

meanings of pst-retirement work for women resulting from this study could be helphl to 

those prornoting pubiic and corporate labour market and retirement poiicics which are 

responsive to the needs of an aging labour force. As a result of this study, public policy 

advocates and corporate policy planners will have information available to hem with 

which to formulate labour market, income security and personnel policies that are 

supportive of women who choose to engage in pst-retirement work. 

The present study contributes to this important area of inquiry by addressing the 

phenomenon of women's reverse retirement in an interpretive manner. The study draws 

on life course and interview data obtained from a heterogeneous, convenience sample of 

thirty women who reversed their retirement decisions. It is not claimed that the results of 

this inquiry are applicable to dl fernale reverse retirees. Rather. the findings will provide 

general direction and form a buis for M e r  inquiry by providing indications of how the 

study participants experienced and interpreted reverse retirement, and by refining 

theoretical understanding of women's reverse retirement within a life course perspective. 

Summary 

in this chapter, the purpose of the study and what it aims to achieve were stated. 

National and international trends in retirement and reverse retirement were outlined, and a 

number of trends that may be expected to ifluence women's reverse retirement in the 

future were discussed. The impetus for the study - a dearth of information about the 

subjective meanings of work, retirement, and reverse retirement for women, and the need 

for better understanding of the experience of reverse retirement from the perspective of 

women themselves - was presented, and the main research question was articulated. The 



potential significance of the study to researchea, social work practitioners and policy- 

makers was outlined. 

The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter Two, the research 

literature on women's retirement and reverse retirement is reviewed, with critical 

attention to major gaps, inconsistencies and other shortcomings of this body of research. 

which provides M e r  context and justification for the present study. The relevance and 

utility of several theoretical perspectives on women's retirement and reverse retirement 

are discussed in Chapter Three. and the theoretical perspectives guiding the present study 

are presented. Chapter Four describes the procedures followed in conducting the study. 

including methodological orientation, research design, the criteria and procedures for 

selecting participants. ethical considerations, and methods of data collection and analysis. 

In Chapter Five, the findings of the study are presented, beginning with a socio- 

demographic profile of the study participants. This is followed by presentation o f  themes 

and excerpts frorn the interviews. Finally, a description of participants' life course 

patterns is presented, using a graphing technique to show how work and farnily histories 

interacted in the study participants' lives, and how the broader socio-historical contexts of 

the participants' lives influenced their decisions and life planning. Chapter Six presents 

the investigator's interpretation of the findings fkom a life course perspective. and 

incorporates the theory of reflexive modernization. implications of the findings for 

theory, practice, policy and fwther research are discussed in Chapter Seven. 



Chapter %O 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

introduction 

in order to locate the present study in relation to other work on women's reverse 

retirement, the research literature on the antecedents, process and outcomes of women's 

retirement and reverse retirement was reviewed. As defined hem, studies of antecedents 

are those concemed with identifjing the personal and structurai factors that predict who 

will retire and when. Process studies aim to understand how the transition fiom work to 

retirement is made, and the steps involved. Outcome studies document and try to explain 

the health, mental health, econornic and other consequences of retirement or reverse 

retirement for certain subgroups of wornen. Ewh study included in the review was 

categorized as being primady concemed with either antecedents. process or outcomes. 

and was reviewed chronologically by date of publication. in this way, a historical 

perspective was developed on how approaches to women's retirement have changed over 

time. in selecting studies for ths review, several criteria were applied. Studies of men 

only were not included unless they contributed to understanding of women's work, 

retirement or reverse retirement. Studies of women only, which focused on experiences 

unique to women, were given prïmacy (Calasanti, 1993; Slevin & Wingrove, 1995). 

While the beginnuigs of North Amencan research on men's retirement can be 

traced to the late 1940s (McDonald & Wanner, 1990) and early 1950's (Friedman, 1954; 

Mathiason, 1953), it was not until the 1970s that research on women's retirement began 

to appear (Slevin & Wingrove, 1995; Szinovacz, 1982a). Several authors have 

comrnented on the relatively small number of studies of women's retirement conducted 

prior to the mid-1970s, as well as the major design flaws and data Uiadequacies that 

compromised the value of rnany of these earlier studies (Belgrave, 1989; David, 1994; 

Gratton & Haug, 1983; Hatch, 1987; Slevin & Wingrove, 1995; Szinovacz, 1982a). 



Research conducted prior to the mid-1970s when the dramatic increase in women's . 

labour force participation occurred tended to be premised on traditional female roles. 

reflecting the predominant view of women's work as secondary and their retirement as 

subsidiary to that of their husbands (Hatch, 1987; Szinovacz, 1982a). These early studies 

tended to fucus almost exclusively on marriage and women. thus ignoring the retirement 

experiences of previously- and never-manied women, career-oriented women. and 

women returning to work after raising families (Szinovacz, 1982a). It was not until the 

late 1970s and early 1980s that researchers, prompted by growing appreciation of the 

long-tenn consequences of women's increased labour force participation, began to study 

the distinctive patterns of women's work and retirement. Consequently. most of the 

literature included in the present review was published in the late 1970s. 1980s and 

1990s. 

Since most of the literature included in this review reports on American and 

Canadian research, it is important to keep in mind the similarities and differences 

between the policy regimes that shape patterns of retirement and reverse retirement in the 

two countries. As noted in Chapter One, retirement in the United States and Canada has 

become highly institutionalized. as it has in most other industrialized countries, resuiting 

in a high degree of uniformity in forma1 age requirements for retirement as well as 

pension-based inducements for early retirement (Kohli & Rein, 1991; Markides & 

Cooper. 1987; O'Rand & Henretta, 1982b). However, there are important differences. For 

exarnple, Social Security replaces income to a considerably higher level than the 

Canadian prograrns. The income replacement ratio of American Social Security, up to 

two and a half times the average wage, to a maximum of 41 percent of pre-retirement 

income, is considerably higher than that of the Canada and Quebec Pension Plans and Old 

Age Security combined, which replace a maximum of 40 percent of the average wage. 

However, Canada's public old age benefits have a more redistributive and poverty- 

preventive effect. This is because Old Age Security and the Guaranteed income 

Supplement, which have no equivalent in the United States, are not tied to pre-retirement 

earniags. On the other hanci, Amencans age 65 and over have a higher rate of labour force 

participation and higher eamed income on average than their Canadian counterparts 



(Wolfson dé Murphy, 1994). Older Americans may be more inclined to work than their 

Canadian counterparts, in part because of the lack of universai, public health insurance in 

the United States (McDonald, 1996b; Wolfson & Murphy, 1994) and because the age of 

entitlement to full Social Security benefits is about to be gradually increased to 67 from 

65 between 2000 and 2027 (Reimers & Honig, 1995, p. 360). in addition, the delayed 

retirement credit for older workers who postpone applying for Social Secwity until d e r  

age 65 is king increased between 1990 and 2008; and several amendments to the Social 

Security Act have been passed by Congress in recent years, reducing or eliminating 

earnings tests which have acted as disincentives to work d e r  retirernent (Reirnee & 

Honig, 1995). In the United States, the 1979 Age Discrimination in Employment Act. and 

amendments to that legislation in 1986, oficially discourage mandatory retirement before 

age 70 (Levine, 1988). while in Canada mandatory retirement is regulated with no 

uniformity under provincial hurnan rights codes (McPherson. 1990. p. 397). However. the 

available empincal evidence suggests that few Canadian workers are forced to retire 

unwillingly because of mandatory retirement policies (Cifin, Martin & Talbot, 1977: 

McDonald & Wanner, 1 990, pp. 68-69). 

There are also differences in the personal income tax regimes of the two countries. 

Canada taxes income above the basic personal income tax exemption, which was $6.956 

in 1998. This is considerably lower than the Unites States' basic personal exemption of . 

$9,500 (Lopez-Pacheco. 1999). The prospect of king taxed on such low incornes may 

discourage some Canadians fiom working for low pay after retirement. Also, since OAS 

benefits are 'clawed back' at the rate of 15 percent of net income in excess of the 

annually indexed ihreshold ($53,215 in 1997), there may be less incentive for retired 

Canadians to earn additional income. 



Concepts and defmitions of women's retirement 

Retirement has been conceptualized as an event, a phase of life, a role or statu. 

and a process (Atchley, 1982a; Kohli & Rein, 1991). Atchley (1982a), Hatch (1987) and 

McDonald and Wanner (1990), among others, have pointed out that the way researchers 

conceive of retirement has a bearing on the emphasis they tend to place on various 

aspects of the phenornenon. If retirement is conceived of as an event or cnsis. researchers 

are likely to look for its negative consequences and the ways that individuals adjust or 

adapt to it. If it is treated as a phase of life, it is likely to be associated with age-related 

decline and the loss of status through withdrawal nom economically productive activity. 

If retirement is thought of as a role or status, attention may focus on socialization to the 

role of retiree and status changes associated with this role relative to earlier roles. If it is 

conceived of as a process, researchers are likely to examine mid-Iife attitudes toward 

retirement, pre-retirement planning and other preparations, and the conditions leading to 

retirement, as well as personal adjustment to and satisfaction with life &er retirement. 

The definition of retirement used by researchers is a pivotal issue in women's retirement 

research, given the wide variability of women's attachent to the labour force over the 

life course and across generations. The researcher's choice of definition may yieid quite 

different samples; and a lack of uniformity in defining wornen's retirement can make it 

difficult to compare studies, contributing to an incomplete understanding of women's 

retirement (Estes & Stone, 1985; Hatch, 1987; Slevin & Wingrove, 1995). 

At least five criteria have been used by researchers, often in combination. to 

operationalize the concept of retirement. These include separation fiom a career job; exit 

h m  the labour force; reduced hours of work; receipt of a pension; and definition of 

oneself as retired (Eckerdt & DeViney, 1990). Al1 but the last of these are problematic for 

women, since they are based on an outmoded, industrial, malecentred mode1 of fairly 

steady employment for four to five decades, followed by permanent exit fiom the labour 

force. 

Several authon have noted the difficulty of attempting to force women into such 

male-ôased detlliitions of retirement (Adelmann, Antonucci, & Jackson, 1993; Belgrave, 



1989; Calasanti, 1993; Connidis, 1982; Connidis, 1986). For example, using 'separation 

from a career job' as a criterion of retirement requires a fiuther definition of what 

constitutes a career job, which is problematic for women whose attachent to the labour 

force has been discontinuous across the life span. Nor does the criterion, 'exit from the 

labour force' capture the almost exclusively female reasons other than retirement that 

older women rnay have for leaving the labour force or retuming to it - such as husband's 

retirement or death, caregiving, or maritai dissolution. Use of 'reduced hours of work' as 

a criterion can be problematic for both sexes, since it requires the researcher to set a cut- 

off of the nwnber of hours bel~w which a worker is considered retired. and rnay overlook 

the fact that 'reduced hoius' in some industries rnay be seasonal or cyclical in some other 

way. It also does not provide a satisfactory way of categorizing those (disproportionately 

women) who have worked part-time for most of their working lives. 

The criterion, 'receipt of a pension' is not necessarily an accurate indicator of the 

recipient's retired status since only a minority of working women - 43 percent as of 

1992 - were memben of occupational pension plans (Schellenberg, 1997a). There are 

several other limitations to this criterion. Former military personnel. and othen whose 

careers end at a relatively early age routinely move on to second careers &er receiving a 

pension (Surman. 1989). Early retirees rnay not be old enough to qualiQ for public 

retirement benefits, or rnay choose not io apply if doing so before a certain age would 

result in reduced benetits. Recent immigrants, who do not meet residency requirements 

rnay be ineligible to receive public pension benefits, although they rnay be retired. 

Findly, it has become increasingly comrnon for older employees to be offered financial 

incentives, including early access to Company pensions, to retire earlier than they 

normally would (Marshall, 1995b; Marshall & Clarke, 1996b). 

This leaves selfdefinition of retirement. Defining oneself as retired rnay not 

coincide perfectly with other, more 'objective' criteria, or rnay even contradict them 

(Eckerdt & DeViney, 1990). The identity 'retireci' may be used to mask the less mcially 

acceptable identity of 'unemployed' (Jackson & Taylor, 1994). Nonetheless, there is a 

certain intuitive logic in assurning that people are themselves best able to detemine 

whether they are retired and when they entered that state. in support of this argument, 



Connidis (1986) found a high level of consistency in women's definition of themselves as 

'retired'. She fond that older women who defincd themselves as *retired9 were more 

likely to have worked outside of the home for longer pends, later in life and (in most 

cases) full-time than those who had worked outside of the home in the pst, but defined 

themselves as 'housewives'. Adelmann et al. (1993) found that a substantiai proportion of 

women referred to themselves as 'both retired and homemaker' when given a chance. In 

their study, those who referred to themselves as 'retired only' were less likely to be 

married, were more likely to have let? their 1st  job after age 51. were older than those 

who referred to themselves only as ' homemaken', and had the lowest incomes. 

Gustman and Steinmeyer (1984b) offered M e r  support for the use of self- 

definition. They found that the outcomes of analyses using the presumably objective 

critena, 'reâuced hours of work' and 'reduced wages' did not differ significantly from 

those based on subjects' definition of themselves as retired, and the conclusions of their 

study were not afTected by the definition of retirement used. 

Since about one-third of retired Arnericans continue to work (Herz, 1995). and 

one-quarter of Canadians aged 45 and over continue to work either full-tirne or part-tirne 

afler their fint retirement (hlonette, 1996), for these people retirement is perhaps best 

described as a transitional state rather than a definitive or permanent status. Hayward. 

Grady and McLaughlin (1988) have shown that American workea in almost al1 types of 

occupations experienced increased mobility during the 1970s' and older women in 

secondary types of occupations were especially likely to work afler retirement. Rather 

than a smooth transition, McDaniel, Laiu and Krahn (1993) found a 'zig-mg' pattern of 

labour market exit and re-entry arnong older Canadian workers in the 1980's. These 

shifting patterns of labour force participation compound arnbiguous definitions. and 

support the view that a flexible approach to defuiing retirement is appropriate under 

present circumstances. 



Antecedents of women's retirement 

Studies of the antecedents of women's retirement aim to identify those factors and 

their interactions which predict the decision to retire and its timing. in constmcting 

predic tive models, researc hen have included subjective variables (retirement intentions, 

attitudes toward work and retirement, and self-reported health status) and stnictud 

variables (demographic, socio-economic, and occupational characteristics; employment 

history, spouse's retirement status) arnong their independent variables. The findings 

regarding each of these sets of factors will now be reviewed. 

Retirement intentions 

Factors predicting the retirement intentions and attitudes toward retirement of pre- 

retired professionals were examined by Kilty and Behiing (1 985). In a stratified sample of 

professionals - 239 men and 21 8 women - they found that retirement intentions, 

defined as the age at which respondents planned to retire, varied according to the specific 

professions of their respondents (social workers, attorneys. high school teachers and 

college professoa), as well as by the degree of alienation fiom work, whether respondents 

had engaged in financial planning, and whether they had made plans for second careers or 

other involvements afler retirement. However, no separate analysis of the women's 

responses that might have detected possible differences between the men and women in 

the sample was offered. It is also not known whether the respondents acted according to 

their intentions. 

Some tesearchers have examined the influence of marital status on retirement 

intentions. Shaw (1984) found that married women with retired husbands are more likely 

to plan to retire earlier than they would othenvise; and Morgan (1992) found that married 

wornen generally planned to retire sooner, divorced women later and widowed women in 

between. Hayes and Anderson (1993) found that, while the divorced women in their snidy 

lwked forward to retirement, most were not financially prepared, lacking pension 

coverage and investments. 



in a ment Canadian study, MacFdgen and Zimmerman (1995) surveyed a 

convenience sample of 47 current and former female employees of a bank, aged 45 to 64. 

and conducted a focus group with seven of them. They found that the married women 

were more likely to plan to retire early than those who were divorced or separated. and 

those with low incomes planned to work longer. Most lacked knowledge of and access to 

retirement resources. 

Attitudes roward work und rerirement 

lnterest in the relationship between a woman's attitudes toward work and 

retirement and her retirement decision has attracted much scholarly attention. although 

some scholars asserted that attitudes and intentions were not very accurate predicton of 

the decision to retire, and that greater attention should be paid to what people actually do 

rather than what they Say they might do (McDonald & Wanner, 1984: Palmore. 

Fillenbaurn. & George, 1 984). 

Schnore (1985) found that when work held a central position in a person's life. 

attitudes toward retirement were more negative than when they held work to be less 

important. Cornpared to men, women expressed less satisfaction with life. had lower 

perceived self-cornpetence, assigned less importance to work, and were more willing to 

retire early. 

It is dificult to draw firm conclusions from much of this research. partly because 

of the small. non-representative samples used and partly because of a lack of conceptual 

clarity. Gordon (1 994) noted that researchers concerned with women's attitudes toward 

work had sometimes failed to distinguish clearly between measures of j O b satisfaction 

and measures of work commitment. Studies measuing job satisfaction tended to find that 

this dimension was not significantly related to attitudes toward retirement, while those 

measuring work commitment tended to tuid that it was significantly related to attitudes 

toward retirement. Gordon pointed out that some women who are highly satisfied with 

their jobs may not consider work to be as important as other activities and commitments 

in theu lives while others who are less satisfied with their jobs may nonetheless consider 

work to be essential to theù identities, and so be less positively disposed to retirement 



(Gordon, 1994). For example, most of the women in the 1995 study by MacFadgen and 

Zimmerman cited above showed strong cornmitment to work values, and felt that social 

contact with fellow worken and the public far outweighed the importance of other 

aspects of working. 

By the mid-1980s. interest in the influence of pre-retirement attitudes and 

intentions on the retirement decision waned sornewhat as attention shifted to broader, 

structural concem. A recent exception was a sîudy by Onyx and Benion (1996). who 

studied attitudes toward work and retirement among high-achieving wornen in the human 

services field in Sydney, Australia. Based on responses to a questionnaire administered . 

to 50 women between the ages of 45 and 65, and in-depth interviews with 25 of the 

questionnaire respondents, they found that traditional conceptions of work and retirement 

seemed to have little relevance for them. They oAen made little distinction between paid 

and unpaid, volunteer work, having engaged extensively in both throughout their lives. 

As these women aged. they often preferred part-time to full-time work as a way of 

balancing competing needs for income, professional fulfillment and personal 

development. Although culture-specific, and not representative, this study offered dues to 

the orientation of older women toward work and retirement that may have broader 

implications in industrialized socieiies. 

Dernographic, socio-economic and occupational characteristics 

McDonald and Wanner (1984) studied structurai factors predicting early 

retirement, using data on 6,127 men and women aged 55 to 64 h m  the 1973 Canadiun 

National Mobility Stuùj. They found that the early retirees were older on average than 

those who stayed in the labour force. Those most likely to retire early were single men 

and married women. The female early retirees had lower occupational status and lcss 

education than those who continued working. The base incomes (defined as total income 

less earned income) of those who retired early, though not large, were higher than those 

who continued to work. Both men and women who retired early had experienced more 

unemployment than those who continued to work. Self-employed women and those with 

higher occupational status tended to retire latet. The authors concluded that socio- 



economic factors are important in early retirement decisions, and that the different 

retirement expenences of men and women reflect the more precarious position of women 

in the labour market. 

During the 1980s. the limitations of available data presented problems for 

American researchers attempting to identiS, statistically significant antecedents of 

women's retirement. George. Fillenbaum and Palmore (1984) attempted to differentiate 

the antecedents of retirement for men and women usiny the Rdirrrrirnt thtory  S w r y  

(RHS). By the mid-1980s, the RHS, a longitudinal survey begun in 1969. was viewed as 

dated and inadequate, particularly for analyses including women (Juster & Suunan, 

1995). Becausc of the need to compensate for some of the limitations of the RHS, the 

researchers also ran their analyses using data fiom the Duke Second Longitudinal Stu& 

(DSLS) ,  arguing that although it was not a national survey. its relatively small sample of 

156 men and 79 women had been systematically selected, and the data were considered to 

be nch in detail (George et al., 1984. p. 365). The two surveys included measures of job 

charactenstics, attitudes, finances, health, activities, self-concept, well-king, and 

retirement, yielding a broad range of potentid predicton and outcornes. However. the 

authon commented that this broad approach meant that predictive power was 

compromised. Significant predicton of women's retirement - other than age - were not 

foound, although several predictoa of men's retirement were identified. It is not clear 

whether this finding was due to a lack of relationships among variables or an 

insufliciently large sample of women to detect them. 

In a second, even more elaborate attempt to overcome data limitations Palmore et 

al. (1985) attempted to differentiate the antecedents of retirement for men and women by 

pexforming multivariate analyses on data h m  seven longitudinal surveys: the Duke Work 

and Retirement Study; the Michigan Study of Auto Forkers, the National Longitudinul 

Surveys, the Panel Survey of Income Dynamics, Duke Second Longitudinal Survey and 

the Retirement History Sumey. The last four of these surveys contained wornen in their - 

samples. Unfortunately, none of them included measures of family characteristics, nor did 

they distinguish among married, single and previously married women, variables which 

the authors adrnitted were theoretically relevant for understanding women's retirement. 



Not surprisingly, the findings of Palmore et al. mirrored those of George et al. (1984). 

The only significant predictor of women's retirement revealed by their analysis was age; 

and retirement was related to far fewer consequences for women than for men. The 

authors conjecnired that the work histories and patterns of the cohort of women sampled 

in the four studies may have been so varied that it was not possible to identify significant 

predictors of retirement for individual women, but they rejected this premise on the 

grounds that in both the RHS and the DSLS the age ranges of men and women were 

comparable and their retirement rates during the study period were almost identical. 

indicating that retirement was not less predictable for women than men. Moreover. since 

almost al1 of the women surveyed for the RHS were unrnarried, the effects of irregular 

work histones were likely less applicable. Instead, they suggested that women's 

retirement may require a different theoretical mode1 that would include variables other 

than those used for studies of men. 

in a more recent study. McDonald (1996b) analyzed data fiom the 199 1 Survey of 

Aging and Independence (S AI), a cross-sectional survey of randoml y selected Canad ians 

aged 45 and over, to identie the antecedents of retirement. Her final, stratified sample 

consisted of 6,028 retired and 6,261 working men and women. Separaie analyses were 

conducted for men and women. in general, this study confirmed the findings of 

American studies with respect to the most salient predictors of retirement: the 

economically wellsff and the disadvantaged are most likely to retire early, and those with 

rniddle incomes, on time. With respect to the findings on women, married women with 

higher status professional and managerial jobs are the most likely to retire very early 

(between the ages of 45 and 54) if their husbands' incomes are high, while those aged 55 

to 64, for whom marriage doesn't provide sufficient financial security, are likely to keep 

working to build up full pension entitlements. Widows with survivor benefits h m  their 

husbands' pensions and single, never married women with stable cimers are able to retire 

early. Women (and men) with large households and hancial responsibility for others are 

likely to continue working. Women (like men) who work or worked in core the sector of 



the economy10 are economically better off before and after retirement on almost ail 

measures, including having private pensions. than those who work or worked in the 

periphery . 

Work history 

From the early 1980s on it was recognized that women's discontinous work 

histories, lower levels of compensation and indequate pensions had more to do with 

their retirement decisions than previously thought (Gratton & Haug, 1983; O'Rand & 

Henretta, 1 982b; Treiman, 1985). As expected, discontinuous work histories. having 

children, late age at first job, and king employed in the penpheral sector of the economy 

were found to be significantly associated with lower levels of expected retirement income 

(OtRand & Henretta. 1982a). In addition, because of their gender roles, family-onented 

women often paid a higher price than men in reduced personal assets as well as private 

and govemment pension income; and they were also less likely than more work-oriented 

women to be in the labour force in later life (O'Rand & Landeman. 1984). However. a 

non-random study of 149 women between the ages of 55 and 62 who were rnarried and 

working full-time (Feuerbach & Erdwins, 1994) suggested that work history may not 

have much effect on job satistàction. attitudes toward retirement or the manner in which 

women make their retirement decisions. This study found that 'career' women (those who 

had worked for 30 years or longer by age 55) were more likely to plan to retire at an 

earlier age than 'retntry' women (those who had started their careen late and had 

worked for 1 1 years or less by age 55). While the 'career' women scored higher on 

measures of mastery and competitiveness, and placed greater importance on working 

outside of the home than the 're-entry' women, most of the participants in this study 

expressed a high degree of satisfaction with piogress toward their career goals. whether 

they had a long or short work history. Late entry did not appear to be associated with 

negative attitudes toward retirement. 

1 O See Chapter Three for a defuition and discussion of dual economy theory. 



Health stutus 

Although the association between poor hedth and early retirement has generally 

been accepted, the extent of the relationship has attracted a great deal of attention, but 

little consensus (McDonald, 1996b; Quinn & Burkhauser, 1990). The question was not 

whether poor health influenced the retirement decision, but the best way to measure 

health. and the extent of its importance relative to economic and other factors. Most 

research on the relationship between hedth and retirement focused on men. leaving 

questions about the connections between health and women's retirement unanswered. 

Health status was long suspected of king  an important predictor of women's retirement 

(Hatch & Thompson. 1992; Szinovacz, 1982b). but the lack of appropriate data or the use 

of inappropriate measures in available data sets made it difficult to assess the strength of 

its importance. Several of the most frequently used databases. such as the Retirement 

History Suwey and the National Longitudinal Survey of Older Men did not include 

detailed measures of health status. Rather, respondents had typically been asked to give a 

global assessrnent of their current health status on a five point scale, without attempting 

to determine the presence of actual functional limitations that might (or rnight not) 

intl uence respondents' work or retirement decisions (Weaver. 1994). Not until surveys 

asked about specific functional disabilities that might interfere with working was it 

possible to âraw definitive conclusions about the effects of health on retirement 

decisions. Although there was some evidence that self-assessed health status is highly 

correlated with medical and functional measures of health (Shapiro & Roos. 1982), it was 

suspected that some people would exaggerate the importance of health as a reason for 

retiring, becaw poor health was considered more socially acceptable than other rasons 

for retiring (Weaver, 1994; Anderson & Buikhauser, 1985), or becawe they were trying 

to establish eligibility for disability benefits (Quim & Burkhauser, 1990). On the other 

hand the validity of more objective measures of healih, such as functional limitations. 

specific health impaixments or physicians' assessments of ability to work were also open 

to question (Anderson & Bwkhauser, 1985; Loprest, Rupp, & Sandell, 1995). 



With the advent of the Health and Retirement Survey, hi& qudiîy data and 

multiple measures of health are now available, and many of these issues will undoubtedly 

be put to rest. For example, Hurd and McGarry (1995) found a high correlation between 

HRS respondents' self-assessed probabilities of surviving to age 75 or age 85 and the 

probabilities of mortality at those ages. They also found that self-assessed probabilities of 

mortality related to variables such as heart disease or smoking also covaried in the came 

way that actual outcomes do. and concluded that self-assessment. in combination with 

other measures, could provide usehl information about how people make decisions in 

conditions of uncertainty. 

Again, as better data, particularly wt produced by the Healrh and Reriremenr 

Sumey (Juster & Suzman, 1995; Loprest, Rupp, & Sandell, 1995; Wallace & Herzog, 

1995) have become available, health statu is king confi~rmed as a major determinant of 

retirement among both women and men. 

Functional health problems have recently k e n  found to play a significant role in 

precipitating women's retirement. Using early release data fiom the fint wave of the 

HRS. Loprest, Rupp and Sandell (1995) stressed the importance of multiple messures of 

health to study the connections between disabilities and work. They were interested in the 

different ef'fects of disability on the labour supply of men and women aged 5 1 to 61. 

They found only very slight differences in the male and fernale respondents' overall self- 

assessments of their health: about 20 percent of both men and women said they had an 

impairment or health problem that limited the kind and amount of paid work they could 

do. However, men and women differed significantly in the level of health impairment 

they reported, with women reporting more limitations at each level than men. Sixty-two 

percent of men, but only 46.9 percent of women said they experienced no health 

limitations. Women and men also differed in the specific health impaiments they 

experienced. Loprest and her colleagues found that disabilities in this age group were 

associated with early retirement; but conûary to expectation, they found that health 

impainnents had less effect on the labour supply of rnarried women than on that of either 

single women or men. The authors specuiated that this may be because mamied women 



tend to work fewer hours than men or single women, and were therefore able to work in 

spite of their limitations. 

Family infiences 

Studies of family influences on the retirement of married women, which began to 

appear in the early 1980s, came to prominence in the mid- 1990s. signalling a growing 

interest in the life course perspective on women's labour force transitions. This line of 

inquiry examined the influence of family attributes, such as child rearing and caregiving 

responsibilities and husband's retirement status on women's retirement decisions. 

O'Rand, Henretta and Krecker (1 992) argued, from a life course perspective. that 

family decision-making is inseparable nom work-related decisions. and that the latter 

can't be understood without knowledge of family factors. They concluded from their 

study of dual-amer couples drawn fiom the 1982 New Beneficiaries Suwey that 

retirement is a cornplex, contingent, family phenornenon, rooted in early life course 

patterns. Studies of the way spouses influence each othea retirement decisions have 

yielded findings consistent with this conclusion. A wife is less likely to retire jointly with 

her husband if they are about the same age, and more likely to do so as the discrepancy 

between her age and her husband's increases (Henretta & O'Rand, 1983). A lengthy 

marriage has ken associated with joint retirement (Henretta O'Rand, â: Chan. 1993b). 

Joint retirement was found to be less likely if the husband had a lower income than his 

wife (Hemetta, @Rand, & Chan, 1993b; Henretta, O'Rand, & Chan 1993a); or if she did 

not have her own pension coverage (Henretta & Ovbmt, 1983: Pienta, Bun: & Mutchler. 

1994). The presence of a child under the age of 21 in the home has been found to reduce 

the likelihd of joint spousal retirement, and hav ing worked for at least two years while 

raising children has been associated with earlier retirement for women (Henretta, O'Rand 

& Chan, 1993a). 

Although fmily caregiving is increasing for women in mid-life, due to changing 

family structure and longevity, research on the efficts of caregiving on women's 

retirement has been somewhat contradictory. ûn one hand, Hatch and Thompson (1992) 



found that retirement was more likely for women - whether white or Black, married or 

unmarried, when caregiving of a household member was required. On the other hand, 

according to Moen, Robison and Fields (1994), caregiving for a spouse or ailing parent 

did not necessarily intemipi the labour force participation of working women. especially 

the better educated, suggesting that caregiving does not contribute to a p a t e r  likelihood 

of retirement. By way of explanation, it has been suggested that some women may be 

motivated to continue working when their spouses are il1 to maintain family income and 

cover additional costs of health care. It is also important to make a distinction here 

between transitory and chronic illnesses. The fotmer may be managed without major 

disruption. while the latter may precipitate a decision to retire (Weaver. 1994). 

In contrast, McDonald's study of the transition to retirement arnong participants 

of the Canadian Survey of ilging and Independence (McDonald, 1996b) found that a high 

proportion of older Canadian women are involved in caregiving whether they are 

working outside of the home or not. In her study, 44 percent of retired women aged 45 to 

54 said they had retired to provide care to a fmily member. Caregiving reduced the 

women's age of retirement by almost six years. Women who had worked in the core 

sector were more likely to retire early to caregive, while those who work in the periphery 

were less able to afford to do so. McDonald pointed out that, although most women in the 

SN sample did not anticipate retiring to caregive, this will probably become even more 

common in the future. based on the experience of recent cohorts. 

Process of women's retirement 

Studies of the retirement process seek to understand how women make the 

transition from work to retirement, with attention focusing on preparation and planning, 

decision-making and role transitions (Hatch, 1987). The process of women's retirement 

has not been researcbed as extensively as have antecedents and outcomes, and studies have 

often been exploratory in nature. 

The notion that the transition to retirement involves a nurnber of stages or phases 

fits with the conception of retirement as a d e .  Atchley tentatively sketched out seven 

stages of retirement, h m  the 'remote' and 'near' preparation phases leading up to the 



retirement event, through 'honeymoon', 'disenchantment', 'reorientation', 'stability' and 

'termination' phases following the event (Atchley, 1976), pp. 63-71. However, in his 

speculations, Atchley treated al1 pre- and pst-retirees as a homogeneous, gender-neutral 

group, and did not consider the possibility that retirement phases, if they exist. might be 

different for men and women. 

A few years later, Atchley (1982a) reported on a longitudinal study of the 

retirement process among the population aged 50 and over of a small community of 

25,000 located in a large metropditan area. Of those studied, 296 were aiready retired 

when the study began in 1975; 356 retired between 1975 and 1977, during the study: and 

168 were in the pre-retirement period when the study began, some of them retiring during 

the snidy and some continuing to work throughout. He found that women were more 

likely than men to say they didn't plan to retire. Women who planned to retire late tended 

to be of lower status, were unmarried and had less positive attitudes toward retirement. 

In their phenomenological studies of retirement, Hornstein and Wapner (1985) 

explored the underlying structure of adaptation to retirement in their sample. They 

administered a preliminary questionnaire on the relationship between the work world and 

other social worlds to 14 men and 10 women who planned to retire within one or two 

months. Then each participant was interviewed intensiveiy one month before retirement 

and 6 to 8 months &er retirement. A systematic description of each participant's 

experience was constmcted from interview transcripts, and a composite typology of four 

qualitatively different modes of experiencing the retirement transition was developed. 

The four modes or categories were labelled, 'transition to old age'; 'new beginning': 

'continuation of pre-retirement life structure'; and 'imposeci dismption'. The 24 study 

participants appeared to be evenly distributecl among these typologies with no particular 

trends specific to the women or the men. 

Hanson and Wapner (1994), decided to take this work a step M e r .  In a 

preliminary, gender-based analysis of the 24 case studies from Hornstein's and Wapner's 

(1 985) study, they f o d  that the women were fat more likely to report negative attitudes 

toward retirement and to report finaacial womes than the men. Based on this preliminary 



evidence of gender differences, they collected additional data fiom 48 women and 46 

men, al1 of whom had retired within the eighteen months prior to the study. They 

constmcted and adrninistered three instruments: openendeci interviews. a rating scale 

technique and a self-placement questionnaire in which participants placed themselves into 

one of the four categories of retirement transition described by Homstein and Wapner. 

There was a high level of agreement among the three instruments in the placement of 

participants into the bur categories, and major differences were found between men and 

women. Substantially more women than men (65 versus 26 percent) experienced 

retirement as a 'continuation of pre-retirement life stnictwe'. Compared with the men. 

more women had positive attitudes toward work and old age (except those in the 

'transition to old age' category, who had more negative attitudes toward retirement). 

Consistent with other studies, more women expressed financial worries: but surprisingly. 

more women than men reported a high degree of pre-retirement planning. 

Further evidence in support of these fmdings was recently offered by Pnce (1 998). 

In her natutalistic study of the transition to retirement as experienced by fourteen 

professional women, she found that nine of them experienced the transition to retirement 

as continuous with their pre-retirement lives, rather than an imposed disruption. a new 

beginning or a transition to old age. From her analysis she was able to distinguish rour 

stages in the transition to retirement as experienced by the participants, which she 

labelled, 'decision to retire'. 'relinquishing professional identity', 're-establishing order' 

and 'life in retirement'. Each stage was characterizcd by sets of properties that influenced 

t!!e way it was experienced. 

in seeking to understand the process of retirement, researchers have freguently 

compared men and women. Some have found that women have generdly had less access 

to pre-retirement planning resoues, and have been less likely than men to use such 

resources even when they were accessible (Behling, Kilty, & Foster, 1983; Kroeger, 

1982). Szinovacz (1 982c) found that planning retirement activities before retirement, if 

carrieci through, could have a positive effect on women's retirement adjustment, but that 

financial plannuig did not make much difference to adjustment. Richardson (1990) found 

that women were less likely than men to plan for retirement. She suggested that the lesser 



involvement of women in fuiancial planning may be a fuaction of their limited sources of 

retirement income. Perkins (1993) found that, while the great majority did not engage in 

retirement planning, working class women who said they retired voluntarily were more 

likely to have planned for retirement. 

In contrast to the findings noted above, Hanson and Wapner (1994) reported that 

the women in their study had a higher degree of involvement in pre-retirement planning 

than the men. While earlier writers (Atchley, 1982a; Newman, Sheman. & Higgins. 

1982; Seccombe & Lee, 1986) had found that women were more negatively disposed 

toward retirement. Hanson and Wapner found that women were more positively oriented 

toward retirement than men. most seeing it as a continuation of their pre-retirement lives. 

It may be that women in more recent pre-retirement cohorts, exemplified by Hanson's 

and Wapner's sample, have better access to planning resources, and are more likely to 

plan for retirement because they have more savings. investments and pension entitlements 

than their predecesson. 

Outcornes of women's retirement 

in the 1970's. researchers discovered, contrary to earlier assumptions. that 

retirement codd be more problematic for some women than for men (Fox. 1977; Streib & 

Schneider, 1971). As timr went on, evidence accurnulated that retirernent could be 

su~ssful for some women. Not al1 women adapted readily to the domestic role after 

retirement (Szkovacz. 1980). Those who entered the labour force later in life aiter raising 

families ofken developed strong work cornmitment and felt the achievement of their 

work-related goals threatened by retirement (Erdner & Guy, 1990). Moreover, women 

with disrupted work histories. and especially formerly married women, oAen needed to 

work to accumulate sufficient savings to support themselves in retirement (Logue, 1 99 1 ). 

However, as s i a l  acceptance of retirement increased it became increasingly 

appmnt that most men and women did not fmd it particularly stressful or unpleasant. For 

example, Seccombe and Lee (1986), in a survey of a fairly diverse (but nonandom) 



sarnple of community-dwelling people aged 55 and over, found retirement to be of equal 

importance to men and women, who showed few differences in their experiences of 

retirement. The retired women in the sample were less satisfied with retirement than the 

men, but they were also less likely to be married and had lower incomes on average than 

the men, which could account for their lower level of satisfaction. 

Cherry, Z h t  and Krauss (1984) found that female retirees adapted rather well to 

retirement, and more so with the passage of time. Cornparing recent and long-terni 

women retirees (school teachen. a ~ e d  58 to 91, N=181) on masures of job deprivation, 

social networks, satisfaction with retirement, happiness and self-esteem, they found no 

differences in overall satisfaction with retirement. However. adjustment rneant different 

things to mernbers of the two groups. Feelings of job depnvation were more relevant for 

the adjustment of ment retirees, while those who had been retired longer were happier if 

they had more kin in their social networks. Overall, age and health. not retirernent per se 

were found to be the best predictors of adaptation. 

Gigy (1 985-86) explored the effects of retirement on the morale and adjustment of 

women by asking a group of 25 women (mean age 58) who planned to retire in the next 

two years, and a similar group of 30 women (mean age 64) who had retired in the past 

few years, to answer open-ended questions about retirement and also to complete 

stnictured instruments to assess their psychological functioning. While background. 

current status, attitudes and values were related to adjustment, morale, and self-esteem. 

retirement status appeared to have little efTect on any of the psychological measures. The 

retirees and pre-retired women agreed that having activities and interests. adequate 

income and good health were important for successfd retirement. The retired women 

stressed the importance of friends and family, and doing 'something usefbl'. while the 

pre-rekd women saw the oppominity to pursue specific activities as the main advantage 

of retirement. The retired women felt more secure fuiancially and had more positive 

feelings about retirernent than the pre-retirai. 

Schwre (1985) developed a mode1 of behavior for predicting adjustment to 

retirement and tested it with a purposive sample of 750 male and female workea and 



retirees in Ontario. He found that satisfaction with one's standard of living and perceived 

selkompetence were stronger predictors of life satisfaction than was health status. 

Retirees expressed higher life satisfaction than workers. Compared to workers, retirees 

had lower expectations concerning money and lower expectations generally. Rathrr than 

striving for the unachievable, they tended to adjust their personal goals to be consistent 

with their levels of cornpetence. The retirees were more likely than workers to express 

appreciation for what they had and to evaiuate their health as better than expected. Locus 

of control - the pzrceivcd ability to shap one's own situation - did noi diff'r 

significantly between worken and retirees. 

in another Canadian study, Martin Manhews and Brown (1 988) challenged the 

common perception of retirement as a critical life event. In their survey of 300 retirees 

aged 60 to 72, 124 of whom were women, they attempted to clariQ contmdictory findings 

in the literanire for men and women. Attitudes were found to be significantly associated 

with adjustment to retirement for both men and women, while socio-economic status was 

found to be more important for men's retirement adjustment than women's. 

Health and mentul health 

Researchers have found it difficult to distinguish the effects of retirement on 

health fiom those attributable to the normal effects of aging. In one study. (Stone, 1984). 

retired women experienced a more negative change in self-assessed and functional health 

than did women who remained in the work force. The data also suggested that rarly 

retirees were at the highest risk for continued health deterioration. In another study (Wan. 

1984), retirement per se did not appear to significantly affect health but, as suggested by 

Szinovacz (1982a), the concomitance of stressful events in later life (including 

retirement, widowhood. and other role changes) were found to be associated with 

deterioration in health. 

in an analysis of Canada Pension Plan administrative data on 15260 men and 

5,632 women, Adams and LeFebvre (198 1) found a non-linear relationship between 

retirement and mortality: the probability of dying was highest among women retiring at 

age 65, during the h t  year following retirement; declined in the second and third years; 



and trended upwards again in the fourth year. It was noted that the mortality rate among 

retued women in al1 four years was lower than that for al1 women in the general 

population, suggesting that retirement rnay have a beneficial effect, at least trmporarily. 

However, a negative relationship was found between retirement income and mortality, 

suggesting that any health benefits of retirement may be offset by inadequate income. 

A recent contribution to the question of the effects of employment on the health of 

older women was offered by Hibbard (1995). Using Amencan data fiom the 1984 

Supplement on Aging of the National Health Interview Survey, and follow up data on 

modity from 1984 to 1990, she found that women with paid rmployment after the age 

of 45 were in better health and had lower risk of death afler the age of 70 than those who 

had never worked, or who had only worked before the age of 45. Multiple measures of 

health were used. However. the nsk of death among the respondents before the age of 70 

was not known. 

Estes and Stone (1 985) used longitudinal data from the RHS to evaluate the health 

consequences of retirement and associated economic stress on unmarried women. Their 

purposive sample consisted of 974 women who were aged 58 to 63 and actively 

employed in 1969. who had remained in the study for a full ten years and who did not 

return to work if they retired during the study period. Data for the 1969 and successive 

panels had ken  gathered every two years. The group that continued working for the 

entire ten years was compared with successive coho~s  of retirees and they with each 

other. As hypothesized, retirement for these women was associated with incremental 

declines in both self-assessed and tùnctionally defined health status, as well as life 

satisfaction, a measure of mental health. Both immediate and delayed effects were 

observed. Lower economic status was associated with these negative outcomes. However. 

the findings were not consistent, varying by the cohort and phase of retirement king 

examined, by the measure of health used, and by the historical period within which 

retirement occurred. The findings on work history were also inconsisteni. The study 

raised more questions than it answered and underscored the complexity of the 

relationship between retirement, health and economic well-king among older women. 



Studies of the mental health of older women have found that, although depression 

affects a rninonty, they are less likely than the general population to suffer fiorn major 

mental health problems leading to substance abuse and suicide (Canetto. 1992). 

Retirement has k e n  found to be associated with lower levels of stress, more health- 

promoting behaviours and fewer mental health problems (Midanik. Soghiian. Ransom. 

& Tekawa, 1995). The possibility of negative health effects associated with the increasing 

uncertainty of the transition from work to retirement for many older workers has been 

raiseci by Marshall and Clarke ( 1996 j. However, research has yet to be done in this area. 

Financial stress 

in the early 1980s, a few researchen examined the effects of work history and 

family attributes on the adequacy of women's incomes in retirement. Because most 

retired women depended on their husbands' pensions for financial stability. it was 

important to consider women's personal incomes, not just total household income. in 

order to get a realistic picture of their financial preparedness for retirement and the 

possibility of widowhood. Anticipating the growth of interest in these factors later in the 

decade, studies by O'Rand and Henretta (1 982a), Connidis (1 982) and O'Rand and 

Landeman (1984) indicated the rffects of work history and family factors on women's 

retirement income. 

The evidence of women's infenor financial status throughout life compared with 

men's led to inquiries into the possible causes of ineguality in the labour force. Nishio 

and Lank (1987) analyzed Canadian labour force &ta to explore the extent of older 

women's participation in the workforce, which was show to be about onequarter that of 

older men's. They pointed to the effects of combimd age and sex discrimination 

experienced by older women who wished to maintain attachent to the labour force, and 

to flaws in public and occupational pensions which oblige many oider wornen to continue 

working past age 65 for hancial reasms. Mandatory retirement and the predominantly 

marginal positions of women in the secondary labour market were also suggested as 

reasons for women's disadvantage in retirement. 



in the 1990s, researchers began to investigate the relative disadvantage of women 

in retirement compared with men, and the structural causes of women's heightened 

vuinerability resulting fiom widowhood and marital dissolution. 

In one study, using data from the longitudinal Survey of Incorne and Program 

Participalion, Crystal and Shea (1990) tested the "rising tide" and "status maintenance" 

explanations of pst-retirement income inequality. The former suggested that with 

impmvements to government retirement benefit programs the incomes of retirees should 

becorne more equal. The latter suypsted that ate pre-retirement incrime statuses or dider 

people should follow them into retirement. They found that patterns of inequality before 

retirement did follow people into retirement, as suggested by the status maintenance . 

explanation ; but that these effects were magnified with the passage of time, accounting 

for the pa t e r  inequality found among the elderly retired compared with the general 

population. This accentuation of inequality was found to offset the ' levelling' e ffects of 

public and private benefit programs. Although their calculations showed that while 

women were 50.1 percent of the elderly in the upper income quintile but 7 1.4 percent of 

the lower quintile, they did not offer a separate analysis of women's disadvantage. 

Logue ( 1 99 1 ) used data fiom the 1 982, cross-sectional New Beneficiaries Survey 

to study the economic status of women who had worked for at least ten years and were 

eligible for U. S. Social Secwity benefits in their own right. Although older women with 

discontinuous work histories were not included in the data, she found that al1 variables in 

her mode1 (including age, level of rducation, king Black, functional kdth  status and 

renting venus owning a home) predicted economic stress for unmarried women, while 

only involuntary retirement, low education and king Black were significant predictors of 

economic stress for married women. 

More recently, Farkas and O'Rand (1998) exarnined the efiects of life course. 

labor market and employment characteristics on pension plan participation among 

middle-aged and elderly women, drawing on data fiom the 1989 National LongitudiMI 

Survey of Labor Market Experience of Mu~we Women (N = 725) and the 1991 Survey of 

Young Wonen (hl = 2,200). Results inâicated that the older women had been largely 

excluded h m  private pension coverage, while younger women had encountered a rapidly 



changing employment environment in which traditional defined benefit pension plans 

(where they exist) are king replaced by defined contribution plans''. shifing the risk to 

workers. in combhtion with npid changes in womens' work and family lives, the 

authoa argue that such pension plan changes increase women's risk of not swing enough 

for retirement. 

During the 1990s researchers clearly established the importance of marital status 

to women's financial security in retirement, showing that, in contrast to m b e d  and 

never-married women, previously married women - the widowed, separated and 

divorced -were the most financially disadvantaged and the most likely to experience the 

lowest incomes d e r  retirement (Crown et al., 1993; McDonald, Donahue, & Moore. 

1997; Ozawa & Lum, 1998). The dramatic increase in marital dissolution in the United 

States (Hayes & Anderson, 1993; Moen, Downey, & Bolger, 1990) and Canada (Gee. 

1995) since the 1960s has had serious consequences for the econornic well-king of 

women in retirement. 

The importance of distinguishing among cohorts when assessing the relative 

disadvantage of retired. divorced women was illustrated in a study by Cmwn et al. 

(1993). They found that middle-aged (45 to 61) and older (aged 62 and over) divorced 

women were quite different groups. The rates of divorce among older cohorts as well as 

their rate of labor force participation were considerably lower than among middle-aged 

women. The economic status of the older divorced women was swngly influenced by 

having supplemental income in addition to Social Security, especially earnings or income 

fiom a private pension. The older divorcees had extremely modest asset holdings and 

were more likely to receive incorne tiom Supplemental Security 1ncome12 than the 

middle-aged group. In contrast, the middle-aged divorcees were much more likely to 

" Defmed benefit plans guarantee a specific retirement knefit ~gardless of the arnount 
contniuted, while the benefits derived fiom defined contniution plans depend on market retums over the 
life of the plan. 

'' Supplemental Security lncome (SSI), a pmgrarn managed by the U. S. Social Securiry 
Adminkation, provides a nationally uniforrn, guaranteed incorne for persons aged 65 and over, as well as 
blind and totally disabled persons. The enactment of SSl in 1974 consolidated several pension and income 
support programs which had existed at the state levei. The amount of the monthly benefit is calculated 
according to a welldefmeâ test of income and assets (McGarry, 1996, p. 334). 



receive public assistance than the older divorcees. The poverty rates of divorced older 

women increased with age, consistent with their lower labor force participation rates. 

McDonald. Donahue and Moore (1997) combined secondary anaiysis of the 1991 

Survey of Aging and Independence with in-depth interviews (N=40) to show that 

Canadian widows are disadvantaged on almost al1 economic variables. They found that 

widows have the lowest household incomes of al1 retired women (49% are below 

Statistics Canada's Low Income Cutsffs), and are more dependent on public pensions 

and other public transfers, even though most daim to be content with their incomes. 

Compared with non-widowed women, they were older and were more likely to be 

Canadian-boni. They had lower levels of education and occupational prestige. and their 

homes were worth less. They were also less likely to have prepared br retirement than 

married or separated and divorced women. 

Ozawa and Lum (1998) used large, national data sets from the Social Security 

Adminjstration's 1982 New Beneficiary Suwey and its 1991 follow-up to explore the 

relationship between marital status and income levels in a cohort of older adults. at the 

time of their retirement in 1982 and ten years later. Respondents were categorized as 

con~inuously married. continuously widowed, continuously separated or divorced. never 

mamied, or widowed dler 1982. Education, occupation, and labor force attachent were 

found to be important determinanis of the income status of both men and women. For 

women. k ing  widowed before retirement had a more serious effect on income staius at 

retirement and ten years later than did being widowed &er retirement. The incomes of 

recently widowed women in 1982 were no different from those of continuously married 

women in 1982, when other variables were controlled; but those who were widowed &et 

1982 had considerably lower incomes compared with those who were continuously 

married over the ten years. In this study, the most economically deprived at the time of 

retirement were separated and divorced women, who experienced the sharpest declines in 

income, and stayed on the bottom of the economic ladder ten years afler retirement. 



Women's reverse retirement 

Reverse retirement has been interpreted in a variety of ways. Some have seen it as 

a "bluning" of the tripartite 'education. work and rest' division of the life course 

(Guillemard, 1991; Guillemard & Rein, 1993; Kohli & Rein. 1991; Mutchler et al.. 

1997). Others have described it as an accommodation to economic restructuring and the 

unexpected loss of employment in later life (Laczko & Phillipson. 1991; MacFadgen & 

Zimmennan. 1995; McDaniel, Lalu & Krahn, 1993), or as a sûategy for building 

resources before permanent withdrawal fiom the labour force (Boaz, 1987; Loew. 1995; 

McDonald & Wanner. 1982; Perkins, 1993). For still othen. reverse retirement is an 

outcome of early life patterns and decisions (Moen, Downey & Bolger. 1990; Monow- 

Howell & Leon. 1988). The applicability of any of these interpretations to women is not 

well established, since relatively few North Arnerican studies of reverse retirement have 

included women in their samples. and even fewer have k e n  devoted exclusively to 

women's reverse retirement. 

Antecedents of women 's reverse retirement 

One of the first studies of relevance to women's reverse retirement was 

McDonaldTs and WannerTs (1982) study of who works after age 65 and why. This study 

was not specifically concemed with reverse retirement; the authon did not know who had 

continued working afler age 65 and who had retumed to work a e r  retirement. However. 

the data used, which was drawn fiom the 1973 Canadian National Mobilify Sfudy 

included both sexes (N=6,220 men and women aged 65 and over), and the data on men 

and women were analyzed separately. The authors found that those who continued to 

work past age 65 were younger on average than those who retired, and they were more 

likely to be macried men or unmarried women. The mean education levels of women who 

continued to work were higher than those who did not, but their earlier occupational 

statu was not related to whether they worked. The prhary  motivation of those working 

past age 65 appeared to be economic need. With respect to women, base income (defined 



as total incorne less eamed income) was found to be the strongest indicator of labour 

force participation. 

Pdmore and his colleagues (1985, p. 102) concluded from their analysis of 

longitudinal data from the Retirement History Survey that "...pst-retirement work is a 

fiequent and substantial phenornenon among retirees." They compared three groups, 

matched by age and sex - those who worked throughout the entire study period, those 

who retired and did not retum to work, and those who retired and did return to work. 

More than one-third (37 percent) of the men and more than one-quarter (26 percent) of 

unmarried women who retired since 1969, the base year, worked during the two years 

following retirement. On average. the men worked 66 weeks during the two year period. 

and the women, although less likely to return to work, worked more - between 75 and 

80 weeks on average. The working women retirees were of lower socio-economic status 

and had lower incomes than the non-retired and non-working retired women. but there 

were no significant differences in health arnong the three groups. 

In a study of the employment of retired women based on 1982 New Beneficiaries 

Survey data, Iams (1986) also found economic need to be an important motivator. 

Although the 1982 NBS sample was not representative of older women with 

discontinuous work histones. Iams found that female respondents without pensions were 

three times more likely to be working &er retirement than those with pensions. Even 

health limitations did not appear to stop them. Unmanied women, especially those 

without pensions were the most likely to be working, as were lower paid worken. 

Married women were more likely to be working after retirement if their husbands also 

worked. 

In a second study using NBS data, lams (1987) described the pst-retirement jobs 

of 5,307 men and 4,212 women about two years d e r  they began receiving U. S. Social 

Security old age benefits. He found that about 20 percent were working part-time for 

modest wages, in the same type of white collar occupations that they had been in before 

receivhg benefits. Women were concentrated in administrative support, clerical and sales 

occupations, while men's work was evenly spread across occupational categories. Those 



who changed From their pre-benefits occupations usually moved into jobs in the service 

industries. 

Boaz (1987) added to the accumulating evidence in her investigation of the 

effects of low and decreasing income on retirees' decisions to retum to work. Using data 

on men and unmarried women fiom the 1969 to 1979 waves of the RHS, she found that 

work during retirement seemed to be a response to low or moderate levels of non-wage 

income for both men and wornen at the beginning of retirement, and for men. dunng 

retirement as well. She concluded that indexation of Social Security benefits to protect 

against inflation had reduced but not eliminated the pressure on low income retirees to 

work. 

Momw-Howlett and Leon (1988) sought to identify the life span determinants of 

pst-retirement work, using data from the first 13 waves of the Panel Survey of lncornr 

Dynamics (PSID). Their analysis indicated differences in the life histones of those who 

worked der retirement and those who did not. They found that the group that continued 

to work had stronger work histones - meaning higher incomes. more employment and 

more selfsmployrnent - than those who did not. Those who formally retired tended not 

to have had particularly positive work experiences, and were not attracted to ps t -  

retirement work despite their lower incomes. They also found that women were less likely 

to work after retirement, were less likely to be self-employed and had less pst-retirement 

income than men. Women were also more likely than men to report that they were in poor 

health. a major determinant of not working afier retirement. 

The importance of the social and economic contexts of retirement was 

demonstrated by Moen, Downey and Bolger (1 990) in their study of labour force re-entry 

among mid-life women. Using longitudinal &ta fiom the 1970-74 (N=281) and 1975-79 

(N=259) waves of the PSID, and applying a life course perspective, they were able to 

show that the labour force re-entry experiences of younger and older middle-aged women . 

differed, suggesting the need for distinctive models for women at different life course 

stages. While education, marital dissolution and age were al1 found to be related to re- 

eatry, the likelihood of middle-aged women mentering the labour force increased 



significantly within a five year period during the 1970s dur to changing social attitudes 

toward women working outside of the home, and changes in the employment 

oppomuiiiies available to women. 

Hardy (1 991) reported the results of telephone interviews with a random sarnple 

of Florida residents aged 55 and over (N=2013), 59 percent or 1257 of whom were 

women, regarding their retirement and labour force re-entry experiences. She contnsted 

three groups of respondents: retirees: those available for work: and successful labour 

market re-entrants. She found that older workers faced longer periods of unemployment 

when laid off than younger workers, and that financial need was the main reason for 

continuing to work (more than 80 percent gave this reason); but that the most needy were 

the least likely to obtain employment. Women were found to be particularly 

disadvantaged in their attempts to maintain labour force attachrnent &er retirement. 

being three times less likely to have pst-retirement work than men, even when pre- 

retirement job stntus and educational achievement were controlled. 

The impact of unexpected retirement on retum to work has been explored. 

Calasanti and Bonanno (1992) who conducted in-depth interviews with 33 women and 25 

men, al1 working class, who had lost their jobs to economic restmcturing in the 1970s and 

early 1980s. They found that some of these 'retirees' returned to work to survive 

financially, since their retirement benefits were inadequate. ûthers retumed to work to 

maintain their pre-retirement social status and identity. Still others worked, often without 

pay, to improve the quality of life of their extended families or to assist with cornmunity 

services. The authors concluded that economic restructuring forces retirement on many 

older, blue collar workers, while economic 'recovery' creates low paying jobs that limit 

potential retirement benefits. 

in a study of working class women, Perkins (1993) conducted a telephone survey 

of a stratified random sample of Black and Caucasian female applicants to a job training 

and placement prognun (N--99, who were age 65 and older, to assess why they retired 

and why they retumed to work after retirement. Fifiy-nhe percent of this group. over 90 

percent of whom had not engaged in pre-retirement planning, said their retirement was 



involuntarily and bat they returned to work for econornic reasons. Race was not found to 

be associated with either involuntary or voluntary retirement, and was assumed to be less 

of a factor than either class or gender. 

Ruhm (1 994) snidied 'bridge jobs' -jobs held between retirement h m  a career 

job and permanent retirement and found that they were fairly common. Although about 

three-quarters of such post-retirement jobs involved a change of occupation ancilor 

indus.. and one-half led to pay cuts of 25 percent or more. they were not necessarily 

part-time, nor of poor quality. However, most bridge jobs were occupied by higher status 

men. Women, non-whites, high school dropouts and other low status workers were more 

likely to leave their longest jobs early and were least likely to obtain Mdge jobs. 

Some descriptive Canadian information on reverse retirement has recently become 

available. Schellenberg (1994) and McDondd (1996b), using data fiom the Survey of' 

Aghg and Independence, estimated that 1 1 percent of Canadian women and 2 1 percent of 

men over the age of 45 reversed their retirement decision, while Monette (1996), using 

GSS data, found that only 9 percent of Canadian women cornpared with 16 percent of 

retired men in the same age group returned to work &er retirement. Monette Found. not 

surprisingly, that reverse retirement among women declined with age. While 38 percent 

of women under age 55 retumed to work. only 26 percent of women between the ages of 

55 and 59, 16 percent of those between 60 and 64 and 12 percent of those between 65 and 

69 retumed. Women retumees were more likely than their male counterparts to work for a 

former employer, to work as salaried employees, and to hold part-time. contract or 

temporary work. n i e  reasons given by women for retuniing to work afler retirement were 

different than the reasons given by men. Twenty-nine percent cited a 'desire to return to 

work', compared with 17 percent of men; 24 returned to 'occupy k e  time', compared 

with 19 percent of men; and 21 percent renimed for financial reasons, compared with 16 

percent of men. 

In one of the few Cariitdian studies to look at women's reverse retirement in detail, 

McDonald (1996b) found that Canadian women who r e m  to work afier retirement were 

more likely to enjoy good to excellent health, and to be Canadian-bom than those who 



did not. in a pattern sirnilar to that found in American studies, reverse retirement was 

associated with higher education, higher pre-retirement occupational statu, good health 

and lower income - the opposite of those factors predicting early retirement. However, 

professional women with higher personal incornes who had retired early were also likely 

to return to work, and if they also had private pensions fiom pre-retirement employment. 

to do so full time; but if they owned their own homes - an indicator of wealth - they 

were unlikely to return to full-time work. McDonald observed that this pattern of re- 

employment was more similar to a career progression than a fonn of retirement. 

In the mid-1990s. a few Canadian scholars conducted exploratory studies to 

examine the impact of changing economic conditions during the 1980s and early 1990s 

on women's work and retirement patterns. In one of these studies. McDaniel, Lalu and 

Krahn (1993) employed a Iife table approach, using longitudinal data fiom the Lubour 

Market Activify Survey (LMAS), to document the increasing complexity of labour market 

exits and re-entries for workers in the 45 to 64 age range. They described the emerging 

pattern as a "Dg-zag" rather than a smooth transition to retirement for both men and 

women. They also discerned distinct patterns of work and retirement for married and 

unrnarried women. They found, as might be expected, that unmarried women spent about 

the same number of years employed as unmameci men. while married men spent more 

years at work than married women. and married women spent longer durations outside 

the labour force than non-manied women. However, as McDaniel points out, LMAS does 

not rneasure the effects of economic incentives, pension availability, health factors or 

family responsibilities, al1 of which are theoreticaily relevant to women's retirement 

behaviour. 

In another study, McDaniel(1995b) conducted interviews and a focus group with 

eight older workers, five of whom were women. Multiple transitions in and out of the 

labour force were found to be common among the snidy participants, especially for the 

women. Family and non-family women experienced change in employment status 

differentiy, with mamed women more likely to anticipate early retirement. Those 

expeçting lower retirement incomes prefemd later retirement. Lack of assistance with 
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retirement planning and lack of knowledge about or access to retirement income sources 

was pervasive among these women. 

Process and outcomes of women S reverse retirernent 

Neither the process nor the consequences of reverse retirement for wornen have 

been given much attention. One of the few studies to include women in an exploration of 

reverse retirement outcomes was conducted by Palmore and his associates (1985). They 

found that working aî'ter retirement resulted in reverse retirees king better off tinancially 

than retirees who didn't work, but not as well off as the non-retired. They also found that 

lower status, service occupations were over-represented among the working retired, while 

higher status occupations were under-represented. 

Continuing issue in the üteratun 

The foregoing literature review has revealed a nurnber of issues which continue to 

elude resolution. These include several limitations in the quality of data available for 

retirement studies; a notable lack of national. longitudinal data from Canadian samples: 

an overwhelming emphasis on quantitative studies; inconsistent and contradictory 

findings in several areas of inquiry; a continuing lack of both conceptual clarity and 

theoretical models that are appropriate to the life course patterns and experiences of 

women; and lack of cornmitment among researchers to theoretical development. The 

implications of these shortcomings will now be explored. 

Dutu limitations 

A major problern with North American studies of women's rctirement has been 

the use of small, convenience samples in many studies or conversely, the secondary 

analysis of data h m  large surveys that do not cover women and men equally, do not ask 

a full range of questions relevant to retirement, andor are conducted only afler retirement 

has occurred. Reliance on small, purposive samples has tended to emphasize the 

experiences of well-educated, married, white women while overlooking the experiences 

of women of lower educational and occupationai status, unmarried and previously 

marriai women, and racial and ethnic minority women (Slevin & Wingrove, 1995). 



While national labour market surveys conducted in the United States have the 

advantages of large sample size, they are &en less than ideal for studying wornen's 

retirement, because women and/or older age groups have not always been well 

represented, and little priority has k e n  placed in such surveys on the types of questions 

of interest to retirement researchers. Even when designed specifically to study retirement, 

information relevant to women's retirement has too often been overlooked. The prime 

example is the Retirement History Survey (RHS) (Boaz, 1987; Estes & Stone. 1985; 

George, Fillenbaum & Palmore, 1 984; O'Rand & He~etta, l982a; Stone. 1984; Wan, 

1984), the data source most widely used by retirement researchers in the 1980s (Juster Br 

Suzman, 1995). This national, longitudinal survey consisted of biennial interviews with a 

large, representative sample of individuals who were aged 58 to 63 in 1969, generating 

six waves of data fiom 1969 to 1979. Unfortunately, the design of the RHS reflected the 

relatively weak labour force attachment of women in the 1960s. Based on preliminary 

interviews, RHS designers assurned that most married women did not consider their own 

retirement to be significant, only their husbands', and accordingly it was decided not to 

sarnple rnanied women independently nor to ask them the full range of questions. 

Following this iogic, the full questionnaire was only given to men and a separate sarnple 

of non-married women. precluding detailed cornparison of married and unmarried 

women. By the time persons in the early waves of the RHS began to retire, its utility for 

studying women's retirement was seriously limited. Furthemore, RHS questions on 

health status, attitudes, private pensions and wealth were of limited value to those 

studying adjusmient to retirement or wishing to include these factors in their models 

(Estes & Stone, 1985; Gratton & Haug, 1983; Juster & Suzman. 1995: Slevin & 

Wingrove, 1995; Weaver, 1 994). 

When surveys have included adequate representation of women the y have O ften 

had other limitations. For example, the New Benefciwies Survey (NBS) (Henretta 

O'Rand & Chan, 1993% 1993b; lams, 1986; Iarns, 1987; Logue, 1991; O'Rand, Hemtta 

& Krecker, 1992; Ozawa & Lum, 1998) included a large number of women in its sarnple 

as well as measures of health status and a wide range of other retirement-relevant 

questions, and was linked to respondents' Social Security records. However, the NBS 



sarnple was h w n  fiom al1 applicants for Social Security who turned 62 years of age 

between May, 1980 and May, 1981. Therefore, since it was limited to people who had 

already made the decision to retire by beginning to receive Social Security benefits, it was 

not representative of the whole population of older workers and retirees. Moreover. as a 

cross-sectional 'snapshot', it was also not able to mode1 change over time, although some 

retrospective questions were asked (Clark & McDemed, 1989; Weaver, 1994). 

A number of  recent Arnerican surveys such as the Panel S u y v  qf Incorne 

Dynamics (PSID) (Moen. Downey & Bolger, 1990; Morrow-Howell & Leon. 1988; 

Smith & Moen. 1988); the Survey of Incorne and Program Pariiciparion (SIPP) (Crystal 

& Shea, 1990; Pienta et al.. 1994); and the National Survey of Families and Househulds 

(NSFH) (Hatch & Thompson. 1992); have corrected some of the earlier inadequacies. and 

confidence in research tindings should improve accordingly. 

One large, nationally representative. longitudinal survey focuses exclusively on 

women. The National Longitudinal Suntey of Mature Women (NLSM W), funded by the 

Department of Labor is an ongoing survey of a representative simple of 5.083 women 

who were aged 30 to 44 when the survey began in 1967. In the early 1990s the original 

panel of the NLSMW reached retirement age, and a number of retirement researchers 

(Caputo, 1997; Crown et al.. 1993; Farkas & O'Rand, 1998; Morgan, 1992) have used 

this data for their studies. 

The Health and retire men^ Survey (HRS). launched in 1992. is a particularly rich 

and promising source of longitudinal data for retirement research (Loprest, Rupp & 

Sandell, 1995; Juster & Suzman, 1995; Olson, 1996). The HRS has been described as 

'....one of the largest and most ambitious academic social science projects ever 

undertaken" (Juster & Suzrnan. 1995). The HRS sarnple, drawn from the 193 1 to 1941 

birth cohort and their spouses, is nationally representative. The first interview gathered 

baseline data on demographics, physical health and bctioning, housing and mobility. 

family structure, c m n t  job, past job, work history, disability, retimnent plans, cognition 

and expectations, net worth, income, insunuice, and widowhood h m  12,652 members of 

the cohort - 5,866 men and 6,78 1 women. Biennial interviews measure change in labor 



supply and health status. The HRS is linked to Social Security Administration records and 

employer data on health and insurance benefits. 

In cornparison with the Amencan situation, Canadian research on women's work 

and retirement is in its infancy. Only one study with a nationally representative sample of 

men and women, and with an exclusive focus on retirement, has been published. narnely 

Statistics Canada's cross-sectional survey of male and female retirees and pre-retirees 

authored by Cifin. Martin and Talbot (1977). The information from this study is now out 

of date. The few researchen in this field have used a variety of data sources. including 

local, community-based surveys (Connidis, 1982; Martin Matthews & Brown. 1988; 

Schnore. 1985) and small, purposive or convenience samples (MacFadgen & 

Zimrnerman, 1995; McDaniel, 1995b). Only recently have the few available national data 

sets been put to use by retirement researchers. In addition to the Canadian Census 

(McDonald & Wanner. 1987; Nishio & Lank, 1987), these include the 1973 Canadian 

National Mobility Stuày (McDonald & Wanner, 1982; McDonald & Wanner. l984), a 

nationally representative, cross-sectional survey of occupational mobility that did not 

include measures of health or attitudes; the 1991 Suwey of Aging and Independence 

(SM), a one-time, cross-sectional survey of Canadians age 55 and over (McDonald, 

1996b; McDonald, Donahw & Moore, 1997; Schellenberg, 1994); the General Social 

Survey (GSS), an annual 'theme' survey (Monette, 1996); and the longitudinal Lubour 

Market Acrivify Survey (LMAS) (McDaniel et al., 1993). 

However two new, longitudinal sweys are about to improve the situation 

âramatically. The National Population Heulth Survey ( N P H S )  began gathering data in 

1994 fiom household residents in al1 provinces and temtories. A sub-swey of 

institutional residents is also included. This nationally representative survey, which is 

linked to provincial health insurance records, promises to provide a wide range of high 

quality information on demographic and socio-economic charactenstics, health status, use 

of health services, and risk factors (Statistics Canada, l998b). Finally, a new, national, 

longitudinal survey of labour force trends, the Survey of Labour and Income DyMnics 

(SLD), was launched in 1995. While SLID does not include any direct questions about 

respondents' retirement status, necessitating the iderence of retired status fiom a 



combination of characteristics, it should prove to be a hitful source of data for 

researchers on work and retirement as successive waves accumulate (Black. 1995; 

McDonald, l996a). 

Inconsistent and contradictory findings 

Partly because of the limitations of many surveys for the purposes of retirement 

research, but also because of design, conceptual and theoretical shortcomings. studies of 

women's retirement continue to yield inconsisterit or contradictory findings on the effects 

of individual factors such as attitudes, health, caregiving and marital status on the 

antecedents, process and outcomes of women's retirement. While some of these 

contradictions and inconsistencies may be resolved through more careful attention to 

cohort differences and the effects of social change, and greater consistency in the 

definition of retirement, others such as caregiving and attitudes toward work and 

retirement cal1 for re-conceptualization of what is to be measured and how. 

Lack of descriptive studies 

There has been an ovenvhelming emphasis on large-scale. quantitative analysis in 

this field of research. Several researchers has been lamented the rarity of studies 

describing actuai retirement experiences and behaviour, including some whose 

preference in their own work is for quantitative analysis (Slevin & Wingrove, 1995; 

Quinn & Burkhauser, 1990; Palmore et al., 1985). Quantitative studies are important for 

identifjhg overall trends and patterns, but their over-emphasis can obscure the 

importance to knowledge building of analyzing subjective experiences and meanings. It 

cm also downplay the potential importance of individual agency and self4etemination 

in shaping the decisions, process and outcomes of retirement. The lack of descriptive 

studies has also deprived the research comunity of clues to possible sources of 

inconsistency and contradiction in their findings. 

This literature review has revealed a number of other significant advances during 

the 1980s and 1990s. During this perioâ, resemh attention shifted wticeably h m  the 

intluence of individual characteristics and attitudes on cetirement decisions and timing to 

a broder focus on the health and financial outcomes of retirement on women and their 



structurai causes. This change in emphasis is vital in order to inforni the escalating 

debates over appropriate policy responses to the inequities of women's disadvantages in 

retirement. 

Lack of appropriate models of women S retirement 

It has ken clear for some time that models based on the male experience of 

retirement are inappropriate for women (Calasanti, 1993; Palmore et al.. 1985). Models of 

women's retuement are underdeveloped compared to men's. David and Pinard (1993) in 

their analytic bibliography (David, 1994; David & Pinard, 1993) teviewing 21 8 

documents on women's work and retirement, conducted from the mid-70s to the end of 

1990, detected several problems with research in this area, including the adoption of the 

use of samples that under-represent women numerical1 y; the ob fuscation of real 1 i fe 

conditions as they are experienced by women; and the use of explanatory frameworks 

based on stereotypes that are not empincally grounded. 

Howevet. increased attention to the ways that family and work roles intenct in 

particular socio-histoncal contexts over the course of women's lives to shape retirement 

patterns hold promise that more adequate models of women's retirement will soon 

appear. increasingly, scholars are including in their models variables that capture more of 

the distinctive realities of women's lives, including family charactenstics. caregiving and 

work history (Brubaker & B~baket ,  1992; Feuerbach & Erdwins. 1994; Hatch & 

Thompson. 1992; Henretta & O'Rand, 1983; Henretta, O'Rand & Chan, 1993a 1993b; 

Hurd. 1990; Logw, 1991 ; McDonald, 1996b; Moen, Robison & Fields. 1994; O'Rand & 

Henretta, l982a; O'Rand & Landeman, 1984; Pienta, Burr & Mutchler, 1994). 

Implications for the pment study 

The present study will contribute to the smail nurnber of Canadian studies of 

women's retirement and reverse retirement. Since better statistical data is soon to be 

available, now is an appropriate time to re-examine the cietinitions and assurnptions that 

have ken  used in past studies of women's retirement and reverse retirement. A 

phenomenological approach, which is disthguished by suspension of the mearcher's 



preconceptions of the focal phenornenon, lends itself to such re-exarnination, and is 

particularly appropriate for studying a relatively unexploreci topic such as this one. It 

should enable the revelation of t'undarnental knowledge about the experience of women's 

reverse retirement by asking women themselves how they perceive retirement and reverse 

retirement, and what meaniags these phenornena have for them. A phenomenological 

approach should help to dari9 confusion about the most appropriate way to 

conceptualize women's retirement and reverse retirement nom the perspective of women 

themse Ives. 

A life course perspective will be used to analyze and interpret the findings of the 

study. This perspective. although not fully developed as an integrated theory, is most 

appropriate for interpreting the reverse retirement experiences of women, because it 

draws attention to the interaction of work and farnily responsibilities across the life span. 

rather than treating them as sets of independent d e s .  A h .  rather than focusing pnmarily 

on individual characteristics at one extreme, or social structural factors at the other as 

determinants of various outcomes, the life course approach seeks to explain outcomes as 

the result of interacting micro, meso and macm level inthences. Thus, an explanation of 

women's reverse retirement infomed by a life course perspective attends to the ways that 

interacting famil y and work patterns, interacting within socio-historical contexts. s hape 

women's labour force participation decisions in later life. 

in the next chapter. the theoretical underpinnings of the extant research on 

women's retirement and reverse retirernent will be examined. 



Chapter Tbree 

THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVES 

Introduction 

Several scholars have commented on the reluctance of researchers in the field of 

social gemntology to adopt a theoretical perspective from which to analyze and interpret 

data, or at least to be explicit about the theoretical perspectives used (Bury. 1995: 

Marshall, 1996; Bengtson, Burgess, & Parrott, 1997). Several critics have suggested that 

the preoccupation of gerontologicd nsearchers with policy responses to the 'problems' 

of aging has impeded the development of theory in the field (McDaniel. 1989; Bury, 

1995). In a similar vein, others (Marshail, 1996; Bengtson Burgess. & Parrott, 1997) have 

noted that there has been more emphasis on data collection than on theory-building in 

social gerontology . 

The apparent reluctance of many researchers who study retirement to engage in 

theory-building (Slevin & Wingrove, 1995) is curious, in that a wide range of social 

science theones are relevant to the field, providing plenty of choice. An overview of these 

perspectives wiil now be presented, with special attention to those that have been applied 

in wornen's retiremeni research or, if not yet applied, that hold promise. 

Theories relevant to retirement can k divided into two broad categories: those 

concerned with individual retirement decisions and adjustment to retirement ('micro- 

level' theories) and those concerned with economic and social-stmcnual influences on 

retirement ('macro-Ievel' theories). As social, economic and political conditions changed, 

the emphasis shifted h m  micro- to macro-level explanations. although the latter never 

completely eclipsed the former. in the ielatively pmsperous pst-war period of the 1950's 

and 1960'~~ when political concerns about the implicatioiis of population aging were less 



urgent, researchers were chiefly concemed with individual adaptation to and satisfaction 

with retirement (Gratton & Haug, 1983). Some were guided by social psychological 

theories that emphasized the importance of attitudes in shaping retirement behaviour, 

while othea were guided by structural-functionalist theories which centred on adaptation 

to the changing roles associated with aging. These included activity theory (Friedmann & 

Havighurst, 1954), which saw the substitution of new activities to replace the lost work 

role as key tu retirement adjustment; and disengagement theory (Cumming & Henry. 

1961) which suggested that retirement is an example of how older people gradually 

reduce their social roles in preparation for death. These early theories pnmarily 

influenced the study of men's retirement, since there was very linle interest in wornen's 

retirement at the time. 

in the 1970's and 19803, these theories came to be seen as over-individualized 

and deterministic. They represented retirement as a nonnative and inevitable consequence 

of physical and mental decline, to be passively accepted without question. In rejecting 

these theories, attention shified to the identification of social-structural factors to account 

for the inequality and relative disadvantage of older people in retirement. Studies in this 

mode included modernization theory (Cowgill & Holmes. 1972) and age stratification 

theory (Riley, Johnson. & Foner, 1972). The former argued that in modem, industrial 

societies, the role of elders in passing on traditional ways is no longer valued. Older 

people face a loss of status which is exacerbated by their inability to adapt to rapid 

technological change and remain economically productive. The latter argued that social 

statw is to a large extent socially structured and age-graded, beginning at a iow level in 

chi ldhd,  peaking in late middle adulthood and declining thereafler. 

With respect to women's retirement, researehers who were Uifiuenced by the 

prevalence of segregated gender roles in the pst-war period, and by role theonsu such as 

Burgess (1 960) and Rosow (1 974), presumed that many men would experience retirement 

as a loss of status and self-esteem, while working women would easily revert to the role 

of homemaker after leaving the labour force (Szinovacz, 1982a). 



The influence of individuals' attitudes toward work and retirement on their 

retirement behaviour continued to interest some researchen in the 1990s (Bailey & 

Hansson, 1995; Gordon, 1994). Psychologists in particular have continued to stress the 

importance of attitudes towards work and retirement, seeking evidence of psychological 

withdrawal h m  work in later life (Jackson & Taylor, 1994). 

More recent theories 

Economic theories 

In the 1980's through mid-1990's. as political concems mounted over the 

increasing economic 'burden' of old age benefits and health care on the 'productive' age 

segment of the population (those aged 15 to 64), Amencan economists turned their 

attention to retirement, and especially early retirement, but few included women in their 

studies. These researchers tended to prefer supply side explanations of labour force 

participation in later life, studying the effects of economic "push" factors such as labour 

supply (Hardy, 1982) and "pull" factors such as pension d e s  (Parnes & Sommem. 1994; 

 qui^, 1990; Gustman & Steinrneier, 1984a) on the timing of retirement decisions. Many 

of these studies were underpinned by the economic theory of rational choice, which sees 

retirement as the aggregate result of individuals applying a self-interested calculus to the 

retirement decision. Such an approacb hinges on certain assumptions. namely that the 

individuals who are about to retire have a clear understanding of what their best interests 

are; that they have access to information that is complete and accurate, and that ihey are 

not conseained by social-structural factors such as race, class or gender (Coleman. 1990; 

Gunderson dé Muynski, 1990; Kmlble, 1995; Landry, 1995). 

Some researchers, primarily economists, bave argued that reverse retirement can 

best be explained h m  a labour supply perspective that stresses the importance of 

individual human capital investments in education, training and labour market 

idormation (Boaz, 1987; Myers, 1991 ; R h ,  1990; Ruhm, 1994; Ruhm & Sum, 1988). 

This view is reinforced by flndings that the likelihd of working after retirement is 

largely detennined by education, work history and prc-retirement occupational status. 



Like other supply side theones which emphasize individual characteristics and decisions, 

this perspective draws attention away from the importance of class, race, gender and 

similar social-structural factors as possible sources of unequal outcomes. 

Career structure 

In searching for determinants of retirement and reverse retirement. sociologists 

have tended to concentrate on the influences of demographic and socio-economic 

characteristics, in combination with structural factors such as unemployment and career 

structure, to explain differential retirement decisions and outcomes. Using a career 

structure approach, Hardy (1 99 1) found that occupational characteristics that are linked to 

higher rewards at younger ages carry over into older ages; and that the most advantaged 

workers have better access to pst-retirement work than the less advantaged. although 

they want and need it least. Morrow-Howell and Leon (1988), who also used a career 

structure approach, found that higher pre-retirement income and occupational status 

predict pst-retirement work. A strong work history, and working in the year immediately 

preceding retirement, were also associated with pst-retirement work. 

Continuity theory. a micro-level perspective articulated and later refined by 

Atchley (1976, 1989). postulates that loss of the work role is not a primary concem of 

most retirees. Rather, retirement allows for the continuation of some roles while offenng 

new opportunities for maintainhg a sense of self-esteem. in his more ment formulation. 

Atchley suggested that as people experience the effects of aging, they seek to maintain an 

integral sense of self (intemal continuity) as well as familiar links to their environment 

(extemal continuity). Maintaining these connections gives a sense of continuing 

cornpetence and mastery, despite biological decline. This theory resonates with the 

findings of some ment women's retirement re~eatrh. in their study of differences 

between the adjustment to retirement of men and women, Hanson and Wapner (1994) 

found that significantly more women than men (65 versus 26 percent) described their 

experience of retirement as continuous with theù pre-retirement lives. Price (1 998) found 



similar evidence of ~ontinuity in her study of the transition to retirement as experienced 

by professional women. She pointed out that women are more accustomed to 

discontinuity throughout their lives (related to bodily, family and developmental 

changes), to which they l e m  to adapt and improvise. To deal with discontinuity, women 

may develop sources of continuity such as volunteer work, farnily roles and fkiendships, 

which help them adjust to new circumstances such as retirement. 

Political economy 

A growing number of sociologists have analyzed retirement from a political 

economy perspective, showing how retirement patterns in modem industrial societies 

reflect politically-determined economic structures and dominant ideological positions 

(Estes, Swan, & Gerard, 1984; Laczko & Phillipson, 1991 ; McDonald & Wanner. 1990; 

Minkler & Estes, 199 1 ; Myles, 1984; Olson, 1982; Townsend, 198 1; Walker. 198 1 ; 

Walker, 1986). This approach has yielded important insights into the way that socially- 

constructed inequality based on race, class and gender extends into old age. It has been 

applied to the analysis of women's reverse retirement by McDaniel (1995b). MacFadgen 

and Zimmerman (1995) and McDonald (1996b). An important limitation of political 

economy is its emphasis on economic and political factors as the primary influences on 

the quality of life d e r  retirement. This can be overly deteministic. dixounting the role 

of human agency in affecting outcornes, and relegating individuals to the status of mere 

victims of social forces (Hendricks & Hendncks, 1986; McDonald & Wanner. 1990; 

Bury, 1 995; Marshall, 19%; Bengtson, Burgess & P m t t ,  1997). 

Dual economy theory 

A variant of politicai economy theory, known as economic segmentation or dual 

economy theory, bas particular devance for women's retirement. Dual economy theorists 

conceive of labour markets in capitalkt economies as being broadly divided into two 

sectors - a core and a periphery. The sector in which a people are employed strongly 

Uifluence their work patterns, life chances and ultimately fuianciai status in retirement 

(Calasanti, 1988; Dowd, 1980b; Gunderson & Muzynski, 1990; Krahn & Lowe, 1988; 

McDoaald & Wannet, 1990). Core sector employrnent includes the state sector (i.e. civil 



service) and large, often monopolistic fims with high 

productivity and profits. Governrnent employee and iore sector 

and tend to enjoy high wages, good working conditions and 

levels of capitalization, 

firms are often unionized, 

attractive fnnge benefits. 

Since technology in these settings is often complex and employee training is costly, a 

premium is placed on workforce stability. The peripheral sector, in contrast, is comprised 

of smaller fims that use low-technology, labour-intensive processes and tend to have 

relatively low productivity. Workers are less likely to be unionized. Because cornpetition 

arnong firms in the peripheral sector is ofien vigorous and workers have less power. 

employment is characterized by low wages, few f i g e  benefits, little opponunity for 

advancement and high employee turnover. Women, older workers and members of 

ethno-racial minonty groups tend to be disproportionately represented in the peripheral 

sector (Dowd, 1980b; Beck, 1985; Calasanti, 1988; Gunderson & Muynski, 1990; 

McDonald, 1995). A number of feminist researchen (Perkins, 1993; Calasanti Br 

Bonanno, 1992; Logue, 1 99 1 ; Nishio & Lank, 1987) have shown how the segregation of 

labour markets by gender serve to maintain older women in a state of dependency. This 

work has served to mise awareness of the structured sources of women's disadvantage 

and oppression under conditions of industrial capitalism. 

Other theories and approachcs 

A nurnber of theories and appmaches used by scholars in the field of gerontology 

have not yet been applied to the study of retirement, or have not k e n  used to the extent 

that their potential would recommend. 

While noi widely used in retirement research, the sociological theory of exchange 

has been adapted to social gerontology by Dowd (1980a). This theory postulates that as 

people age, their power resources âiminish, placing hem at a disadvantage, both 

individually and collectively, as they negotiate for economic security. This approach . 

offers an explanation of disadvantage in retirement that codd be applied at both micro 

and rnacro levels. While its characterization of power imbdances between workers and 

employea has been described as more typical of the t u -  of the century (McDonald & 



Wanner, 1990, p. 13), the w of exchange theory could arguably have new relevance to 

contemporary conditions, as economic change erodes the individual and collective 

negotiating power of older workea. 

Another approach which has yet to be applied by retirement researchers is 

Atchley's institutional theory (1982). Atchley described retirement as a 'modest' 

institution which is linked to the major institutions within the social system - the 

economy. poiitics and govemrnant. The pnmary goal of the retirement institution is to 

move older workers out of the labour force with minimal political resistance and financial 

hardship, through the provision of pensions. Alternative means for accomplishing this 

goal are contained in niles and policies goveming such matters as pension eligibility. 

required length of service and retirement age. The criteria for selecting among these 

alternatives are value-based. They include lowering unemployment by reducing the size 

of the labour force; reducing the mobility of skilled workers; accomrnodating the desires 

of individuais to retire; and impmving the morale of current worken by promising to 

provide pensions in their old age. The selection of alternatives is also consrrained by laws 

against age discrimination in employment, mandatory retirement and retirement through 

il1 health. The acton involved in the process of selecting alternatives are the myriad 

people and organizations-employea, retirees, unions, governments, age advocacy 

organizations and so on-who shape the retirement institution (Atchley, 1982). This 

approach would direct attention to the dynamics of institutional and policy change over 

time in response to the changing needs of individuals, mediated by political, demographic 

and economic pressures. Atchley maintains that the history of retirement in America 

provides abundant evidence of just such dynamics. 

S levin and Wingrove ( 1 995) pointedl y criticized the under-utilization of feminist 

theory in women's retirement research, despite the strong infiueace that this perspective 

has had in the social sciences generally. They found the lack of feminist theory puzzling 

in view of the over-emphasis on psycho-social analysis which has characterized much 

gerontological research, and despite overwhelmhg evidence of structural constraints and 

inequalities affecthg women (ibid., p. 12). David and Pinard (1993) in their analytic 



bibliography of 21 8 documents on women's work and retirement noted that much of the 

research conducted in the 1970s and 1 980s tended to be gender-neutral. 

Taking up the challenge of enhancing the importance of gender and age in social 

theory, McMullin ( 1 995) has drawn attention to the inadequacies of establ ished 

sociological theories for explaining the ways that gender and age combine to structure 

inequality among older people. AAer considenng several ways that established theories 

souid b<: modified, she advancd an argument for a new theos of gender and a p  

relations, based on Marx's concept of class, that would heat gendrr and age as two 

inseparable and interacting systems of inequality in modern societies. 

While not h i n g  his suggestions as a theory, Atchley (1993) drew on 

institutional, dual economy and life span theones in arguing for the development of a 

"critical gerontology of retirement" to counter what he saw as the neuvality with which 

retirement has genedly been treated in gerontological research. His approach involved 

exposing hidden motives and patterns of domination associated with retirement. focusing 

in turn on retirement as an institution, as a system of distribution and as a stage of life. 

Beginning with retirement as an institution, Atchley invoked his earlier assertion that the 

main goal of retirernent is to remove large nurnbers of mature workers fiom the labour 

force with minimal political fallout (Atchley, 1982b). This goal is based on certain 

assurnptions that serve the needs of bureaucratie, capitalist production, but are of 

questionable benefit to society as a whole. It suggests, for exarnple, that society has no 

obligation to al1 citizens who wish to be gainfully employed; and it reinforces stereotypes 

of older workers as being less productive, and less able to develop theù capacities. than 

younger workers. The assumption that aging causes people to lose their productive 

capacity is similar to other discriminatory beliefs about the effects of gender, race, or 

disability on capacity to perfonn, and ignores the potential strengths of older worken. As 

a system of distribution, retirement is directly linked to access to jobs, income and 

retirement benefits, which varies across sectors of the economy. Drawing on dual 

economy theory, Atchley notes that profitable companies in the core sector tend to offer 



the most stable and rewarding jobs and correspondingly generous pensions in recognition 

of long service. Companies in the highly cornpetitive peripheral sector tend to pay low 

wages for work of less certain duration. If they offer pensions at dl .  they are unlikely to 

be generous. The govemment sector emphasizes long service and promotes early 

retirement, with relatively generous benefits in ternis of income replacement. The sector 

in which one is employed therefore has a large efTect on the quality of retirement benefits. 

thereby perpetuathg class di fferences in the labour force, into retirement. 

Finally, as a stage of life, Atchley suggested that the characterization of retirement 

as a time for self-development and personal fulfillment is open to question. Such a 

characterization overlooks the fact that people are often coerced into retirement. even 

when they may prefer to Mfill themselves through continuing to work. Moreover. present 

systems of education place emphasis on vocationaily relevant knowledge and skills, but 

offer little to prepare people for the enlightened use of leisure time after retirement. 

According to Atchley, a critical gerontology of retirement has a role to play in identifying 

ways that retired people could be more effectively engaged in constructive social and 

political criticism, and ways that retirement could be made more optionai and Iess 

coercive. 

Atchley also makes note of the challenge to a critical gerontology of retirement 

posed by a "demassified, postmodem" society, pointing out that the institution of 

retirement appeared at a tirne when large organizational structures prevailed. As a 

response to the alienation and loss of worker autonomy associated with large. 

bureaucratie organizations, demassification is leading to less universalistic approaches. In 

a demassified context, there is often more room to negotiate individual tenns within 

broad organizational purposes. Concurrentîy, postmodem thought discourages 

universalistic solutions and reinforces the quest for situation-specific, comrnunity-based 

solutions. This makes it more dificult to generalize about the ills of retirement. Atchley 

suggests that the success of a critical gerontology of retirement hinges on its ability to 

develop an emanciptory vision of the fiiture within thïs emerging context of social 

change. 



While some of the foregoing approaches - particularly the continuity and 

feminist - hold promise for building an understanding of women's retirement and 

reverse retirement, most are onented towards male patterns of work and retirement. As 

such they do not adequately account for or explicitly address the expenences of women. 

Perspectives such as human capital and continuity place emphasis on individual factors. 

while the economic and political economy perspectives tend to focus on macro-level 

fWt0rs. but none (wiih the possible exception of zxchanp theos) addresses the challenge 

of fitting these two levels of analysis together. 

The üfe course perspective 

The life course perspective in social gerontology has added a new dimension to 

the study of aging, providing a broad. conceptual framework for anaiyzing age-related 

phenornena. According to one version of this perspective, which incorporates elements of 

age stratification theory, the age systems created by al1 societies provide normative life 

path 'templates' for individuals that aid predictability and facilitate Me planning. within 

the context of historical and culturai change, and shaped by particular political economies 

(Elder & O'Rand, 1992; Elder, 1985; Hagestaâ & Neugarten. 1985). Indeed. some 

German scholars (Kohli & Rein. 1991; Mayer & Muller. 1986: Mayer & Schoepflin. 

1989) have argued that the whole life course in modem, industrial societies has become 

institutionalized, divided into t h e  well-defined phases: education and preparation for 

work; work itselF; and retirement h m  work. Others, however, dispute this daim, 

pointing to evidence that the life course is becoming less uniform (Held, 1986). or is at 

least becoming more diverse at the inciividual level (Henretta, 1992). in this regard. there 

is substantial agreement among xholars that the timing and permanence of retirement as 

a life course transition is becoming less certain and predictable (Guillemard, 1991; 

Guillemard & Rein, 1993; Gustman & Steinmeier, 1984a; Hardy, 1991; Honig Br 

Hanoch, 1985; Kohli & Rein, 1991; Laczko & Phillipson, 1991 ; Myles & Street, 1995; 

Ruhm, 1990; R h ,  1994; Ruhm & Sum, 1988). 



Giele (1998) referred to the massive entry of women into the paid labour market 

after 1950 as an example of a "life course innovation", which was accompanied by major 

change in the ideals of how life should be lived. She recounted how women's increasing 

labour force participation during the 1 950s and 1 960s came to be seen by tesearchers not 

just a matter of tising employment, but of combining work and family roles to meet the 

new challenges of modernity. The modem wornan is likely to have "...limited her fertility. 

gained further education and delayed mmiage. as well as pursued employment heyond 

early adulthood (Giele, 1998. p. 252). 

The life course perspective is particularly well suited to analysis of women's 

reverse retirement. For example, Moen, Downey and Bolger (1990) applied a life course 

perspective to their examination of factors influencing labour market re-entry of 

homemalcers in their fonies and fifiies. They showed that the likelihood of successful re- 

entry increased noticeably during just five y e m  in the mid-1970s, due to changing social 

attitudes toward working women. Younger wornen were the main beneficiaries, while 

wornen in their Mies were clearly disadvantaged in their attempts to re-enter the labor 

force. This study demonstnited the importance of taking into account the macm context. 

including cohort difierences and histoncal period effects, in explaining women's labour 

force experiences. 

Pienta, Burr and Mutchler (1994) used a life course approach to study the 

relationship between women's work orientation across the life course and the likelihood 

of working in later years. They found that women who had worked continuously. either 

throughout life or after age thirty-five, were more Iikely to work full-time in later life. 

Worksriented women - those who toc& brief p e n d  out of the workforce for family 

reasons - were similar to continuous workers. However, family-oriented women, who 

took long periods out for family reasons, tended not to work either full or pari-time. Self- 

employed women were more Iikely to work reduced hours. 

At its present stage of development, with several concepts and relationships yet to 

be cleerly defineâ and mapped out, the life course perspective is more appropnately 

described as a perspective or framework than a theory (Bengtson, Burgess & Parrott, 



1997; Marshall, 1996). Nonetheless, it bas several features that recornmend it for anaiysis 

of women's retirement and reverse retirement. First, the life course perspective allows for 

individual agency by placing the process of individual aging within a context of social 

and cultural change. This suggests that, rather than king determined by structure. 

individuals are involved in a dpamic and dialectic relationship with it (Moen, Robison. 

& Fields, 1994; Moen, 1992; Bury, 1995). Second, by addressing connections between 

the lives of individual women in the conte'rt of cohort effects, social and economic 

structural factors and historical events, it offers a mechanism for 'linking' micro and 

macro levels of analysis (Marshall, 1996; Ryfï & Maishall, 1999). This does not preclude 

theorizing an intermediate or 'meso' level of influence on the course of individual lives. 

spcifically the cmtexts of family and workplace, which are of centrai importance to the 

majority of working women. In fact, the family context of women's work, as well as its 

historical context, has been explicitly acknowledged and studied by a nurnber of life 

course scholars (Elder, 1985; Gee, 1986; Moen, 1992). Third, by recognizing both 

stability and fluidity in personal relationships and social structures over time. the life 

coune perspective serves as a 'bridge' between normative and interpretive approaches 

(Marshall, 1996). Fourth, it draws attention to the "structural lag" - the mismatch 

between institutions and the explosion of women in the work force - that attends rapid 

changes in women's roles in the late twentieth cenhuy (Moen, 1992). 

The need for a balanced perspective in assessing the interaction between family 

and work in women's lives is captured in Marshall's assertion that, "...despite embracing 

the life course perspective, gerontology has so far mt Nly recognized the manner in 

which the life course is stnictutally and experientially tied not only to family experiences 

but to work experiences. When it has attended to work, it has failed to recognize the 

extent to which the nature and organization of work are changing." (Marshall, 1995c: 

S 13 1). The present study undertakes to address these issues. 

A major drawback of the life course perspective may be its attempt to link 

normative and interpretive approaches. As Matshall(1996) has warneâ, it may founder in 

attempting to be al1 things. On a practid level, Bengtson, Burgess and P m a  (1 997) 



observe that it is difficult to incorporate into a single study al1 of the variables identified 

conceptuaily through a life course perspective. 

Retirement and reflexive modernization 

In a ment review. Phillipson (1999, p. 315) pointed out that as an institution. 

retirement "...is at the intersection of key social changes in the 20th century. most notably . 

the rise of social security and the welfare state; the growth of industrialization and mass 

production; and the increased importance of leisure and consumption in daily life." He 

went on to explain that by the 1970s and 1980s, the spread of mass unemployment and 

the fiscal crises of welfare states in the industrialized countries brought an end to the 

development of a stable life course ending in permanent withdrawal ftom the labour force 

and 'structured dependency' of the old on state pensions. Researchers began to document 

a variety of pathways (Le. institutional arrangements) bridging the end of work and 

retirement. But the strength and scale of these changes suggested that widrr social 

dynamics associated with postindustrial and postmodem soc ieties were at work. These 

dynamics included the displacement of mass production by flexible forms of work 

organization; the globaiization of mial  life; and a weakening of the institutions and 

practices of nation states (Phillipson, 1999, p.3 1 8). From here, Phillipson (1 999) outlined 

the theory of reflexive modemization as developed by Giddens (1991, 1994) and Beck 

(1992, 1994), suggesting that this perspective may have particular televance for 

understanding retirement in the advanced industrialized societies of the late twentieth 

century. 

Beck (1992, 1994) and Giddens (1991, 1994) held that changing patterns of 

individual bebaviour are not simply the result of individual choices. but are indicative of 

a fundamental transformation of indusbial society in the late twentieth century. It was 

their shared position that the current, "high" phase of modemity is chanicterized by rapid 

change and chronic uncertainty, and by the pervasiveness of nsk, of which people are 



increasingly made aware through mass comm~nication~~. These authors argue that during 

the industrial phase of modemity, the traditional social forms of feudal society dissolved 

as new ones, including trade unions, welfare States, the nuclear family and class 

structure, emerged. In their tum, during the current, reflexive phase of modemity'". the 

social arrangements of industrial society are king eclipsed by "...individualized forms 

and conditions of existence, which cornpel people - for the sake of their own material 

survival - tu rnake themselvrs the centre of rheir own planning and conduct of life" 

(Beck, 1992. p. 88). This is happening in part, they argued, because 1) reflexive 

modemization challenges al1 forms of structured inequality, 'fieeing' individuals tiom the 

constraints of industrial society, including gender roles; and 2) the postindustrial labour 

market increasingly demands that workers be flexible and unfettered by traditional ties to 

family and cornmunity. Under these conditions, individuais increasingly reflect upon the 

social conditions of their lives and make choices intended to improve those conditions in 

a process that Giddens (1 99 1 ) refea to as ''reflexive life planning". 

Elaborating upon the impact of modemity on women and the family. Beck (1992) 

argued that in the simple phase of modemity, industrialization led to the replacement of 

traditional sources of identity and statu such as kinship, locaîity and community by clsss. 

stratification. family and gender. However, ihis shifi affected men and women differently. 

While industnalization ernancipated men frorn the constraints of traditional. feudal 

society, industrial society continued to depend upon the unpaid work of wornen to 

reproduce labour power (Beck, 1992, p. 106). But gender inequality contradicts a principle 

of' reflexive modemity, namely individual equality and Freedom beyond the barriers of 

birth. Declaring chat, " ... at the tum of twenty-first century the unleashed process of 

13 Rather than engaging in debates about the existence of a distinctively new, posmodern 
condition, these authon acknowledged the qualitative differences of the contemporary world while staking 
out a middle ground that envisions modemity as a continuous, reflexive ptocess that is entering another 
phase in the late twentieth cenniry. 

" nie reflexivity of modernity "...refers to the susceptibiiity of mon aspects of social activity, and 
material relations with nature, to chronic revision in the light of new information or knowledge" (Giddens, 
199 1, p. 20). In this sense, reflexive modemity challenges the insecurities generated by modemization and 
enables individuals to reflect upon and influence the social conditions in which they fmd themselves 
(Phillipson, 1998, p. 3 19). 



modernization is ovemuuiing and overcorning its own coordinate system", Beck ( 1992, p. 

108) argued, 

The sarne thing - modemization - has opposite consequences under 
the overall conditions of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Then the 
consequences were the division of housework and wage labour. today 
they are the struggle for new foms of teunification; then the tying down 
of women through marital support, today theù rush into the labor market; 
there the establishment of the stereotypical male and female roles, here 
the liberation of men and women h m  the feudal dictates of gender. 

Beck addressed the changing d e  of women under conditions of high modemity. 

He outlined five developments that have liberated women from their traditional 'gender 

fates' and propelled hem into the labour market. First, while child bearing served in the 

past as the main focus of most women, increasing longevity meant that women now ofien 

survive three. four or more decades beyond the 'empty nest' - well beyond the end of 

their fertile years. Second, access to contraceptive and family planning measures. and 

access to legal means of terminating pregnancies, has enabled women to have greater 

control over their reproductive hction, including the timing and number of c hildren, and 

al1 of the associated consequences of matemity. Third, housework. which dso gave a 

central focus to women's lives in the past, has been restructured and de-skilled, leading 

women to search for more iùlfilling work outside of the home. Fourth, the equalization of 

educdtional opportunity has enabled many women to pursue careers. Fifth. women have 

ken  "liberated from life-long dependency on the support of a husband. Rising divorce 

rates and the feminization of poverty underscore the consequences of the lwsening tie 

between marriage and women's financial secunty, and have funher contributed to the 

rush of women into the labour market. (Beck, 1992, pp. 1 10-1 1 1). 

But the demands of the workplace have also changed in ways that require 

hcreased flexibility of workers, and which are increasingly incompatible with the nuclear 

fonn of family: 

In the requirements of the market, the requirements of family, marriage, 
parenthd or partnership arc ignored. Those who demand mobility in 
the labor market in this sense without regard to private interests are 
pursuing the dissolution of the family ..." (Beck, 1992, p. 122) 



Beck maintaineci that individual identity is increasingly the product of self- 

reflexive choices individuals must make among various educational, career and family 

options. Both within and outside of the family, individuals become the agents of their 

own educational and market-mediated subsistence and the related life planning and 

organization. Within the family, the process of individualization leads to "... continuous 

juggling of diverging multiple ambitions among occupational necessities. educational 

constraints, parental duties and the monotony of housework". (Beck. 1992. p. 89). A new 

fom of "negotiated" family comes into king, which is always subject to cancellation. 

through divorce. 

Giddens (1991) was concerned with the relationship between agency and social 

structure, and with the creation and maintenance of self-identity. He focused attention on 

the pervasiveness of 'kflexive life planning" as the predominant strategy for coping with 

risk, in which the creation of identity and biography becomes a "reflexive project of the 

self '. He pointed to increased reliance on expert knowledge and the continual revision of 

identity as individuals seek to came out a sense of secwity in an uncertain and ever- 

changing world. He suggested that the reflexive nature of rnodemity undermines the 

certainty of knowledge and promotes an atmosphere of "radical doubt" which is 

"existentially troubling to individuals" as they stniggle to manage risk in their lives: 

Living in the risk society means living with a calculative attitude to the 
open possibility of action, positive or negative, with which, as 
individuals and globally, we are conf'ronted in a continuous way in our 
contemporary social existence (Giddens, 199 1, p. 28). 

Placing individual agency in a social structurai context. he postulated that in the 

modem world, individuals must engage in a continual process of "reflexive life 

planning": 

Changes in intimate aspects of personal life are directly tied to the 
establishment of social connections of very wide scope. For the first tirne 
in history, self and society are interrelated in a global milieu. In a pst-  
traditionai society, the self becomes a reflexive project ... a process of 
co~ecting personal and social change (Giddens, 1991, p. 32). 



The theory 

because both take 

of re flexive modemization complements a li fe course perspective 

a historical view, interpreting present phenornena in light of earlier 

soc ietal develo pments and social structural change over time. They also ex plici t ly address 

changing foms of family and the changing d e s  of women, and they link individual 

agency to social change by emphasizing the reflexive choices individuals make as they 

constnict and modify their identities in a changing world. Reflexive modemization theory 

will be considered f ~ h e r  in Chapter Six, in the discussion and interpretation of the 

findings of the present study. 

A conceptual model of women's reverse retirement 

The conceptual h e w o r k  of the present study draws on earlier work by 

McDonald (1996b), and findings in the extant literature. The framework depicts three 

types or levels of influence on women as they live their lives. labelled micro, meso and 

macro. The components of the framework and the relationships arnong these components 

will now be delineated, with reference to Figure 3.1. 

The macro level of influence consists of overarching social structural factors and 

historical events that set the broad context of social, organizational. farnily and individual 

life. The way that these factors (Le. historically significant events and periods) are 

apprehended in the consciousness of individual women, and whether and how they affect 

retirement and reverse retirement behaviour is one concem of the present study. Since it 

would not be practical to include al1 potentially relevant macro influences in the 

concepnial Framework, those with a theoreticai andor demonstrated relationship to 

women's work, retirement and reverse retirement have k e n  selected. These include 1) 

the size of successive birth cohorts and corresponding age oppomuiity structures; 2) 

major historical events, such as economic depressions and recessions: 3) social structural 

factors, such as gender, class and race relations; 4) economic structural factors, including 

the industry and industrial sector w i t .  which an individual is employed and fluctuation 

in rates of employment; and 5) public policies such as divorce law and public and semi- 

pnvate retirement income programs which govem key areas for the well-king of women. 





Some of these influences, for example economic and political events and the 

enactment or amendment of statutes, are ternporally specific, while othen such as 

economic expansion and women's increased labour force participation can be located 

within specific spans of time. The t h e  line, shown in five year increments at the top of 

Figure 3.1 indicates the temporal location of these events and time spans in relation to 

one another. Structural factors, such as industrial location and social conventions 

goveming gender, class and race relations are not ternporally specified because they are 

presumed to be relatively imrnutable over several decades. 

The meso level of influence includes several fmily characteristics and workplace 

factors that are thought to impinge on a woman's everyday life within and outside of the 

home. From the life course perspective, the trajectories of women's lives, especially those 

of married women. are intemKined with those of immediate family members (Henretta. 

1980; Henretta, O'Rand & Chan, 1993b; Moen, Robison & Fields, 1994; O'Rand. 

Henretta & Krecker, 1992). Family characteristics and relationships, in interaction with 

workplace factors. largely determine the personal financial resources available to a 

woman for retirement (O'Rand & Henretta, 1982b; ORand & Landeman, 1984). Family 

characteristics include marital status; the number and timing of children; changes in 

marital status through separation, divorce, widowhood and remasnage: and the caregiving 

needs of children, parents and other close relatives. In later years. retirement and reverse 

retirement behaviour may be influenced by changes in marital statu or by the age and 

retirement status of a woman's husband. At times, the demands of family may be in 

conflict with work demands, leading to reduction of hours worked outside of the home or 

complete withdrawal fiorn the paid labour force (as when children, parents or other close 

relatives require care during illness or when young children require Ml-time care). At 

other times, usually when children are older and more independent, a manied woman 

may find ways to manage al1 of the competing demands on her time, with or without the 

assistance of child care and other social supports, or flexible work time anangements. 

When mamage breakdown or widowhood occurs, pressure to return to full-time work to 

provide family income ofien increases. UnmatTied women, ioo, may withàraw 



temporarily from the labour force to caregive, although generally their patterns of work 

are more continuous and unbroken than those of married women. 

It is assumed that nurnerous workplace facton affect the ability of married women 

with families to balance their work and fmily cornmitments. A partial list of these 

facton includes the size of the employing fimi; its location in relation to the home; its 

wage or s a l q  structure; whether it is unionized; whether the work is part-time, full-time. 

permanent or temporaiy; whether a compOwy pension is availablr to her. and if JO, ils type 

and quality; whether group insurance benefits are available; whether there is a career 

ladder and access to an intemal labour market; whether there is a workplace policy of 

gender equality of compensation and opportunity; and whether supports such as 

workplace child care and/or flexible work hours are available. When few or none of these 

faftors are favourable to women with fmily responsibilities, it is presurned that they are 

less able to maintain steady. adequately compensated employment over time suscient for 

hem to accumulate wealth for their eventual retirement. 

The micro level, which has k e n  the main focus of much previous research, 

includes personal c haracteristics and capabilities known to afTect women 'si work, 

retirement and reverse retirement. These include age; personal health status; personal. 

househoid and non-eamed (investment) income; human capital in terms of formal 

education, job-specific training and marketable skills; occupational status; work history. 

including recency and duration of past employment; and attitudes toward work and 

retirement. Related to the latter is involvement in pre-retirement planning. 

As a woman progresses through the life course, the mode1 depicted in Figure 3.1 

indicates how her family and work, and ultimately her retirement decisions, are 

influenced by these myriad macro, meso and micro level factors. As indicated by the bi- 

directional arrows between the three levels of infiuence and the retirement decision. and 

between retirement and reverse retirement in Figure 3.1, an important objective of the 

present research is to discover how micro-, meso- and macio-level idluences interact to 

produce retirement patterns, and how the timing and conditions under which retirement 



occurs infiuences reverse retirement behaviour. Finally, the consequences of reverse 

retirement, in terms of incorne, hedth and satisfaction are of interest. 

Summary 

A number of theoretical perspectives with devance to the study of women's 

retirement and reverse retirement were reviewed in this chapter. It was concluded that 

with only a few exceptions, these theories are oriented towards a male model of work and 

retirement which fails to account for the realities of women's lives. A life course 

perspective was proposed to guide the present study. It was argued that. even though it 

does not quali@ as a fully developed theory, the life course approach offen many 

advantages for the midy of women's retirement and reverse retirement. A conceptual 

h e w o r k  which provided a h e  of reference for the design of the study and analysis 

of data was set out. 

in the next chapter, the procedures followed in conducting the present study are 

described. 



Chapter Four 

PROCEDURES 

Context of the study 

The present study was conducted as part of a larger, multi-method study of reverse 

retirement among Canadian men and women entitled "Reversing the Retirement 

Decision: Retuming to Work After Retirement". The purpose of the larger study is ". . . to 

examine the circurnstances thsit lead to work after retirement for Canadian men and 

women; to examine the type and nature of this work and to explore its effects on seniors 

health and well-being." The methods used in the larger study include secondary analysis 

of Statistics Canada data from the General Social S w e y  and the Swey of Labour and 

Income Dynarnics; and interpretive analysis of in-depth interviews with 30 men and 30 

women who successfully obtained paid work d e r  retirement. and 30 men and women 

who were not successful in obtaining work der  retirement. A detailed description of the 

larger study is provided in Appendix 1. 

Methodological orientation 

Because relatively little is known about women's reverse retirement in the 

Canadian context, and much of the literature is inconclusive or contmdictory, 1 decided 

that a phcnomenological study would be appropriate. The goal of a phenomenologically- 

oriented social science study is to obtain fidamental knowledge of a phenomenon of 

interest about which little is known. Phenomenology is a philosophical approach whose 

leading figure, at the tum of the twentieth century, was Edmund ~usserl". As a 

15 Heidegger, Sartre, Merleau-Ponty and others addeâ important contributions to the development 
o f  phenomenological thought. In the 1940s and 50s, Alûeâ Schutz developed a phenomenological 
sociology, based on Husserl's work. Schutz's central focus was on intersubjectivity, the processes whereby 
people comprehend one another's consciousness and create the shared understandings of reality upon which 
society is ùased (Ritzer, 1992, p. 232-253). Berger and Luckmann in theu influential book, The Social 
Consirucrion of Red@ (Berger & Lucbnann, 1980) applied the concems of  phenomenological sociology 



philosopher, Husserl was concemed with epistemology, the study of the nature of 

knowledge. To him, phenomenology was the "science of origins" upon which al1 

knowledge rested (Cohen & Omery, 1994, p. 137). The cenaal epistemological position 

of phenomenology is that everything we know of the world is in Our consciousness: a 

phenomenon is anything that exists in consciousness. A study undertaken in the 

phenomenological tradition therefore gives pnmacy to subjective experience, considering 

actors' consciousness of the phenomenon under investigation to be the key to 

comprehending it. (Moustakas, 1994; Schwandt, 1995; Kvale. 19%; Creswell, 1 998). 

There are two main strands of phenornenological thought. each of which has a 

distinctive goal. Eidetic, or descriptive phenomenology seeks to discover the essential 

structures of a given hurnan experience. lts goal is to describe an experience from the 

perspective of those who have had the experience. A phenomenological investigation 

seeks to uncover the essence of a phenomenon by aââressing the question. What it is 

about something that makes it what it is, and without which it would not be what it is? 

(Cohen & Omery. 1994, p. 138; Ray, 1994, p. 119). The production of a 

phenomenological description is an iterative process that altemates between the parts and 

the whole of a text. The phenomenological description is as precise and complete as 

possible, without attempting to explain or analyze. Ultimately. the phenomenological 

approach airns to m a t e  a synthesis which unites the various dimensions and components 

of the phenomenon into a coherent whole (Kvale, 1996; Moustakas, 1994; van Manen, 

1997). While not a rigidly standardized set of procedures, the eidetic phenomenological 

research method consists of "bracketing" or holding in suspension the researcher's 

presuppositions about the phenomenon of interest (including concepts and theories) in 

order to apprehend and describe it as faithfully as possible as it is presented in the 

consciousness of research participants (Moustakas, 1994; Cohen, 1994; Kvale. 1 996; van 

Manen, 1 997). 

The other main strand of phenornenological thought, known as hermeneutic 

phenomenology was originated by Husserl's influentid student and critic. Martin 

to social sçnictures and institutions in an attempt to integrate individual and societal ievels of analysis, a 
classical challenge in sociology. 



Heidegger. Heidegger's chief philosophical concem was ontology - the nature of being. 

in his search for understanding. as distinct h m  eidetic description, he developed an 

interpretive phenomenology, based on principles of hermeneutics. the interpretation of 

texts. The goal of hermeneutic phenomenology is to discover the rneanings of 

phenomena, that are not irnmediately apparent. For this purpose, it is appropriate to apply 

everyday understandings including theories and concepts. 

From these two traditions, three schools have evolved, each with a distinctive 

approach to applying phenomenological principles in social science research. The 

Duchesne school, rooted in Husserlian existential phenomenology, is onented toward 

eidetic description of phenomena. The Heideggerian school emphasizes hermeneutic 

discovery of hidden meanings in texts describing phenomena. The Utrecht (or "Dutch") 

school combines aspects of both descriptive and interpretive phenomenology (Cohen & 

Omery, 1994). Van Manen, a Canadian scholar who is associated with the Dutch school. 

offers a definition that is intended to bridge the descriptive and interpretive approaches. 

According to van Manen. phenomenology is "...the systematic attempt to uncover and 

describe ... intemal meaning structures of lived experience" (van Manen. 1997, p. 10). The 

present study applies this 'mixed' approach, which aims to both describe and interpret the 

phenomena studied. 

Focusing the study 

Although a phenomenological inquiry may be initially unstnictured, because it is 

attempting to describe phenomena that have not been extensively explored, it must have 

focus. Carehil wording of the research question which guides and gives focus to the 

inquiry is of paramount importance (Morse, 1994; Moustakas, 1994; Morse & Field. 

1995; Kvde, 1996; Creswell, 1998). As noted in Chapter One, the central research 

question addressed by this study was, "What meanings do older women attach to work 

and retirement, and how do they describe the experience of retuming to paid work &er 

retirement?" 

The wording of this question carries several implications for study design and 

methodology. The key concepts contained in the research question are, 'older women', 



'meanings', 'experience', 'retuming to paid work', and 'retirement'. The definitions and 

implications of these key concepts will now be elaborated. 

'Older women' are specified as the subjects of the investigation, irnplying the age- 

and gender-specific nature of the phenornenon under investigation. While a person can 

retire at any age, the designation, 'older' calls for M e r  specification. The age of 55 was 

used as the cut-off for this study, in order to increase the likelihood that participants who 

described themselves as having retired had not merely pawd temporarily between jobs. 

with no intention of staying out of the labour force, and that their subsequent decision to 

return to work was a conscious reversai of the retirement decision. 

The term 'meanings' refen to the subjective meanings of the focal experience in 

the consciousness of snidy participants. It also refen to the interpretation of those 

meanings by the researcher. 

'Returning to paid work' refers to a process of achieving or seeking to achieve a 

state of king gLiinfully ernployed, which has obtained in the past. Instances of first time 

work are thereby excluded. 'Paid work' excludes non-paid fonns of work and locates the 

study in relation to the formal labour market. The extent and duration of paid work 

(whether full-time, part-tirne, permanent, temporary, or casual) is not specitied. leaving 

open consideration of different patterns of women's retirement and pst-retirement work. 

'Retirement' refea to withdrawal fiom the labour force, following the end of paid 

employment. For purposes of this study, self-definition was the criterion used to 

detemine whether prospective participants had k e n  retired before retuniing to work or 

seeking paid work. 

hiecthg the participanb 

A phenomenological inquiry enlists the aid of 'participants' or -CO-researchen' 

rather than 'subjects' or 'respondents'. This is because the data of a phenomenological 

study comprise the descriptions of their subjective experiences as freely offered by the 

participants. The participants are considerd to be the 'experts' in their own experience 

and its meaning, and an objective of researcher is to reach a mutual understanding with 



them of their experience (Kvale, 1996). Such an egalitarian approach is particularly 

appropriate for an inquiry into women's experiences, because it implies striving for a 

relationship of equality and mutual respect between the investigator and participants. 

which should enhance the willingness of participants to share their subjective expenences 

openly. As a male researcher, this approach also seemed appmpriate to me. in order to 

minimize the hierarchical relationship between researcher and subject which has been 

inherent in much conventional social research on women (Harding, 1986; Neysmith. 

1995), and which parallels the inequality of women and men in the broader social 

context. 

Selection criteria 

The criteria for selecting study participants were as follows: 

Sumpling procedures 

women, aged 5 5 years or older 

retired (by sel f-de finition)'' 

cunently working for pay, actively seeking paid 
employment; or selfsmployed 

located within reasonable geographic proximity of the 
researc her. 

A sample size of 30 was considered necessary in order to achieve adequate 

representation of theoretically relevant characteristics such as age groups, marital status 

and labour force status. Thirty participants were recruited fiom a total of 55 potential 

participants who were referred to me and/or expressed interest in the study. The sources 

of potential and achial participants are shown in Table 4.1. The majority of potential 

participants and participants were identified by collegial referrais and by response to 

cornrnunity newspaper advertisements. One of the newspapers used for recruitrnent is 

16 Selfdefinition as fonnerly retired was the primary criterion, supported by other self-reported 
criteria such as receipt of pension incorne and involvement in paid employment or job-seeking activity at 
the tirne of the study. 



directed toward senior citizens and is distributed free of charge through a popular dnig 

store chah. The other two are generic, monthly cornmuni9 newspapers delivered free of 

charge to households. The advertisements were placed to appear in the February, 1998 

issue of the senior citizens' publication and one of the community newspapers. and in the 

March, 1998 issue of the other community newspaper. 

ïable 4.1 - Sources of Potentid and Actual Participants 

Sources Potential Participants 

Total ........................................................ [ 55 30 

Actual Participants 

Self referral/word-of-mouth ...................... 
Referred by colleagws .............................. 
Responded to community newspaper ads.. 
Clients of community agencies ................. 
Unknown .............................. .,,,. ................ 

Final selection of study participants 

Of the 25 potential participants who were not included in the sample. ten did not 

meet the study criteria. Eight, whom 1 did not contact becaw the required number of 

interviews had been completed, were referred to other researchea for possible inclusion 

in their studies. Three could not be contafted because they did not r e m  my repeated 

telephone calls. One dropped out before the interview, for personal reasons. The audio 

tapes of t h e  interviews were unintelligible or could not be used for other reasons. Table 

4.2 shows the reasons why 25 of the 55 potential participants were not included in the 

mdy . 

3 
13 
28 

8 
3 

2 
3 

18 
5 
3 



Table 4.2 -- R e m s  for Non-inclusion of Potential Participants 

Reason Number 

Under age 55 ................................................ 1 
Has not retired .............................................. 5 
Not in the labour force ................................. 4 
interview tape inaudi ble/unusable ............... 3 

......................... Not contacted by researcher 8 
.................... Researcher's cails not returned 3 

Dropped out ................................................. 1 

Total ........................................................... 25 

Orientation of participants to the study 

Shortly d e r  they had contacted me in person or by telephone. 1 sent al1 

prospective participants by mail or facsimile, a letter (Appendix 2) thanking thern for 

their interest and enclosing a three-page description of the research (Appendix 3) which I 

asked them to read before agreeing to meet me for an interview. This was a means OF 

emphasizing the voluntary nature of the study as well as increasing the likelihood that 

prospective participants actually met the study criteria. A modest cash honorarium of 

$1 5.00 was offered to al1 prospective participants as acknowledgment of the value of th& 

contribution to the study and to help d e h y  any expenses such as public transportation 

rares or parking fees associated with attendhg the interview. 

Data colîection 

Instruments 

Three instruments were used to collect data. These consisted of a 37-item, 

smcnired questionnaire, developed by the research team for the larger study and 

aâministered to d l  participants (Appendm 4); a one-page 'Life Events T h e  Lhe' 

instrument which 1 developed independentiy to gather information on life course 



transitions and penods related to farnily responsibilities and work outside of the home 

(Appendix 5); and an interview guide, which 1 developed in consultation with the other 

research assistants and the principal investigator, to assist in focusing participants' 

attention on focal questions during open-ended in-depth interviews (Appendix 6). These 

instruments were designed to complement one another, to optimize the range and types of 

information collected. and to do so in an efficient manner. 

The structured questionnaire was designed to systematically collect data on the 

socio-demographic, work history, present work or job search, present income and future 

income characteristics of participants, including al1 those to be interviewed for the larger 

study. These data were used to prepare a descriptive socio-demognphic protile of the 

snidy participants, which served as contextual background for the analysis of life eveni 

and interview data. 

The Life Events Time Line was designed to record major educational. 

employment, family and other penonally significant life events in chronological sequence 

on a single page. lt was also used to cross-reference and verify responses to the structured 

questionnaire items. The years From 1945 to the present were indicated on a line at the 

bottom of the page, and a coding system was used to represent various life events. in 

chronological sequence. Notes were added as needed to provide additional detail or 

clarification as necessary. 

Although the interviews were conducted in an open-ended. participant-directed 

manner, the interview guide served as a rough agenda to maintain focus on the research 

topic and to elicit responses to the research subquestions outlined below. 1 used the 

interview guide with discretion according to the context of each interview, as 

recornmended by Moustakas (1 994, p. 1 14): 

The phenomenological interview involves an ùiformal, interactive process 
and utilizes open-ended comments and questions. Although the primary 
researcher may in advance develop a series of questions aimed at evoking 
a cornprehensive account of the pemn's experience of the phenomenon, 
these are varied, altered or not used at al1 when the CO-nsearcher shares 
the full story of his or her experience ... 



in addition to a number of open-ended questions about work history, retirement, 

post-retirement work and present emplopent, job search experiences, volunteer 

involvements, present and fiitwe income and concems about changes and proposed 

changes to govemment-sponsored retirement income policies and programs, I asked a 

n m k r  of sub-questions when appropriate", and w d  probes as necessary to elicit 

additional responses and elabration by the participants. These subquestions centred on 

1) emotional aspects of the experience, including feelings and perceptions about work, 

retirement and pst-retirement work; 2) satisfaction with present employrnent: 3) 

practicai aspects of retuming to work, such as possible barriers to and sources of support 

in obtaining or keeping paid employment; 4) the impact of changes in marital status on 

pre- and pst-retirement income; 5) the level of participants' personal financial 

management skills; 6) the acquisition and maintenance of employment-relnted knowledge 

and skills in rapidly changing work environments; 7) pre-retirement preparation and 

planning, and 8) the level of participants' awareness of pending public policy changes. 

particularly in the area of old age income security. 

Interviews 

The duration of interviews (including the completion of instruments) ranged fiom 

one and one-half to two hours. Nine interviews took place in participants' homes. fifieen 

took place at the social work faculty, five took place in community agencies and one took 

place in a private office borrowed from a friend. 

1 administered the smictured questioMaire to participants at the begiming of each 

inteniew to orient them to the data collection process. Focusing initially on information 

of a primady factual nature also helped to put the participants at ease (Morse & Field, 

1995). At the end of each interview, to reinforce the participatory and egalitarian nature 

of the i n t e ~ e w  process, 1 asked the participant if she had any questions of me. 1 also 

asked whether, if she had been conducting the interview, there was anything she would . 

have asked about ihat 1 might have overlooked. Finally, before tenninating the interview, 

17 Some subquestions, for example questions about children for ever single participants or 
questîons about divorce for ever married participants, wcre not asked. 



I asked participants if they would agree to be contacted again if I required clarification or 

additional information, and 1 offered to send them a surnmary of the study findings if they 

wished (Morse & Field, 1995). All participants gave their verbal consent to be contacted 

again, and most expressed interest in meiving a sumrnary of the findings. 

The data gathered through the interviews was converted to typewritten text by an 

assistant skilled in audio tape transcription. To ensure the accuracy of the transcriptions. 1 

read each one shortly afler it was prepared, and when necessary listened to the audio tapes 

and made corrections as required. 

Analysis of the data 

Demographic data 

The demographic data, which were collected from participants using the 

structured questionnaire, were tabulated and summarized using a spreadsheet program's 

to aid accuracy. 

Lfe events data 

Since the study was infomed by a life course perspective. 1 decided at an early 

stage in the analysis to divide the data on individual study participants into clusters of 

single year birth cohorts. defined according to historical periods (Marshall, 1983). Since 

the study participants ranged in age from 55 to 77 at the time of their interviews. and their 

years of birth spanned the period frorn 1921 to 1943,I divided them into three clusters of 

single birth year cohorts, the temporal boundaries of which corresponded to three 

historical periods: the "Roaring Twenties" (1 92 1 - 1928); the Great Depression (1 929- 

1938); and the Second World War (1939-1943). On the assumption that the experience of 

histoncd periods varies with the developmental stage of the individuals exposed to them 

(Eider, 1974; Giele, 1 W8), and because the age of eligibility for retirement benefits 

(normaily 65) may affect perceptions of retirement and related phenomena, 1 subdivided 

the Great Depression participants into two groups: those bom during the first half of this 

" Microsofl Excel for Windows 95, version 7.0. 



period (1929 -1933), who were aged 65 to 69 at the t h e  of their interviews. and those 

born during the second haif (1934-1938), who were aged between 60 and 63 at the time 

of their interviews. This yielded four groups, which were labelled according to their 

developmental stages during the specified socio-historical periods, namely "Children of 

the Roaring Twenties", "Children of the Depression", "Depression Babies" and -'Wartime 
~ ~ b i ~ ~ w  19. 20 

Inspired by the efforts of several scholm to diagram life course patterns (e. g. 

Imhof, 1986; Mger ,  1993), 1 developed a technique for displaying life events and socio- 

histokal events and periods visually. This approach builds upon earlier approaches. but 

was developed independently. Using computer spreadsheet software21, 1 converted the 

data on life events to a graphic format to depict individual life course patterns. 1 then 

grouped these individual diagrams into the socio-historical periods described above. 

according to the birth years of participants. in order to visually detect similarities and 

differences among the life course patterns of participants belonging to successive cohort 

clusters. 1 was able to examine relationships between individual life course patterns and 

macro-level influences visually by displaying the diagrarns against a background 

representing theoretically significant socio-historical periods and events. 

Interview data 

1 followed procedures described by Moustakas (1994) and Cresswell (1998) for 

developing eidetic phenomenological description fiom interview data. The interview data 

were in the fom of tranxripts prepared fiom audio tape recordings. To prepare for the 

analysis of each transcript, 1 reviewed my field notes and/or the profile of each participant 

i9 Although bounding my cohorts by slightly different dates, 1 have borrowed the tenns, "Children 
o f  the Roating Twenties" and "Depression Babies" h m  Foot (19%) who used them to descri i  the cohorts 
born between 1920 and 1929 and between 1930 and 1939 respectively. The approach is also similar to that 
taken by Elder (1974) in his study o f  Americans who were children during the Great Depression. I also 
acknowledge parallels to Easterlin's (1 980) 'birth and forhine' thesis, in which he argues that the relative 
size of  a bùth cohort influences the life chances o f  its members, since access to resources and opportunities 
are more restricted for membets o f  large than for members o f  srnaIl cohorts. 

" 1 recognize that immigrants to Canada mry have expnienced these historical periods differently, 
or perhaps nor at all. However, most o f  the e1even study participants who were not born in Canada had Iived 
in Canada most o f  the ù lives. 

" A sample showing the conversion of data h m  a Life Events f ime Line fonn to graphic fonnat, 
using MicrosoA Excel for Windows 95, version 7.0, rnay be found in Appendix 5. 



which 1 had prepared following each interview. This refreshed my memory of important 

details and impressions. 1 then read the transcript in its entirety to get an overall sense of 

its structure and meaning. I then ce-read it, with specid attention to the focal experience 

of reverse retirement. During this second reading, 1 made margin notes to indicate 

significant words, phrases and passages in the text. Next, 1 tentatively assigned these 

meaning units to categories. When several categories had been identified. 1 identified 

tentative themes and highlighted passages of text relevant to these themes. Upon further 

reflection, the tentative thernes were refined and rnodified in relation to the whole text. 

(Creswell, 1998). As the text of each interview was analyzed cornparisons were made 

with those previously analyzed to identify common elements and points of divergence. 

until a synthesis of the individual texts began to emerge (Moustakas. 1994). 

AAer about one-half of the transcripts had been analyzed. a nurnber of themes 

emerged indicating the possibility of genenitional differences arnong the participants. 1 

therefore continued the analysis on the basis of the socio-historical periods into which the 

participants had been bom, as described above. 

Ethical considerations 

The protection of human participants in a research project from possible harm 

should be of paramount importance (Moustakas, 1994). To ensure that the research was , 

conducted in an ethical manner that protected the interests and respected the rights of 

participants, 1 based the following procedures on an ethical protocol developed by 

McCracken (1 988). 

1) 1 mailed al1 prospective participants a letter confïrming their willingness to participate 

in the study and enclosing a three page description of the research (see Appendices 2 

and 3). This Reseach Description contained identiwg information about myself as 

the investigator, the name and telephone number of my research supervisor. and the 

name and telephone number of my professional College, to which any ethical 

concerns about the study or the investigator could be directed. Participants were 

guaranteed that personal information would not be used in a way that could reveal 

their identities, in the thesis or any subsequent publications. The Research Description 



also indicated the background, rationale and objectives of the research project; the 

voluntary nature of the study; the criteria for selecting participants; the methods to be 

used in collecting information; the estimated amount of time that would be required 

of participants; and the fact that interviews would be audio taped. 

2) In al! communications with prospective participants, 1 stressed the voluntary nature of 

participation in the study, both in the written descriptions of the research and verbally 

3t the beginning of each inteniew. Mer participants had received k i r  cash 

honoraria, 1 reminded them of their right to not participate. to refuse to answer any 

question and to terminate their participation at any time, without pendty. 

3) Following introductions. but before each interview began, 1 asked each participant if 

she had any questions about the study. If not. or when al1 questions had been 

answered to her satisfaction, 1 asked her to sign a Consent to be Interviewed form 

(Appendix 7), and to keep a copy. This fonn provided information about the identity 

of myself and m y  supervisor, reminded the participant of the voluntary nature of her 

participation, and assured her that any information she provided would be treatrd 

confidentially . 

Pilot testing 

The structured questionnaire, Life Events Time Line instrument and interview 

guide used in this research were pilot tested. Before commencing the study, 1 

administered these instruments to six people who were over the age of 55, three of whom 

were womenX, to determine the comprehensibility and utility of the instruments in the 

field. 1 asked each pilot test participant to comment on the wording and clarity of meaning 

of each question. In addition, hanxaipts of four early interviews using the three 

instruments were reviewed by the four research team membea individually and in 

meetings, to ascertain whether they were eliciting the type of information sought and the 

L2 Mm were also included in the p i h  testhg of instruments to meet the needs of the larger study. 



level of detail required for analysis. Numerous items were added, modified or deleted 

accordingly . 

Reflexive journui 

During the research design, pilot testing, data collection and analysis phases of the 

study. 1 rnaintained a journal in which 1 recorded the process of data collection and 

decisions bearing on the study (Erlandson et al.. 1993). 1 used this journal during data 

analysis to refresh my memory about my subjective impressions of individual interviews. 

issues and decisions regarding the selection of participants, interviewing problems and 

techniques, and tentative ideas about data analysis. 

Peer debriefing 

During the data collection phase of the study, 1 maintained periodic contact (once 

or twice a week. on average) with another student member of the research team who was 

fmiliar with the larger study and with research interview methods. as suggested by 

Erlandson et al. (1993). i found it helpful to have a peer available to mediate my sense of 

isolation as a researcher, and to have someone available. other than my research 

supervisor, with whom to test my ideas and perceptions. share aspects of the research 

process, help confiont my possible biases as a researcher and periodically re-focus the 

process of inquiry. 

When about one-half of the interview transcripts had k e n  analyzed, 1 organized a 

focus group with four participants, who 1 selected on the basis of their availability, verbal 

expressive ability in their interviews, and professed interest in the study (Carey, 1994; 

h e g e r ,  1988). The purposes of this procedm were 1) to obtain feedback about the 

preliminary categories and themes I had developed fiom the data; 2) to detennine 

whether 1 had remained faithfùi to the participants' descriptions of their experience, From 

iheir perspectives; and 3) to detect any serious misinterpretations before writing the final 

draft of the study report. A Focus Group Consent Fom and a sumrnary of the procedures 

followed in conducting the focus group are found in Appendices 8 and 9. 



Tr iunguf ut ion 

While analyzing interview transcnpts, 1 frequently checked answen given in 

response to the stnictured questionnaire and/or the Life Events Time Line against 

information of a facnial nature to determine the consistency of such information. In cases 

of significant discrepancy, follow-up with participants could have clarified the 

information, but this proved not to be necessary. In a few cases. participants provided 

career resumes, which were helpfûl in wrting out dates and other detailed information 

that the participant might not otherwise recall accurately. Similarly, the accuracy of 

references made by participants to extemal historical or economic events, such as wars. 

the Depression, recessions or the introduction of govemrnent policies were checked 

against other sources of information about these events when warranted. 

Summa y 

The methodological approach and research design of the study were prexnted in 

this chapter. An interpretive, phenomenological approach was used. Thirty women aged 

between 55 and 77. al1 of who had returned to work, or were attempting to do so. afler 

retirement were selected t be interviewed h m  among Bfly-Fve women who were 

referred to the researcher. Information about the demographic characteristics. work 

histones and life course patterns of participants was collected using a smictured 

questionnaire and a Life Events Time Line instrument. In-depth interviews were 

conducted in a flexible, openended manner, using an interview guide to direct attention 

to the focal experience. Probes were wd when necessary to elicit more detailed 

responses. The interview data were analyzed using a stepwise, itenitive process for the 

analysis of interview texts adapted fiom Moustakas (1994) and Creswell (1998). A 

technique was developed by the investigator to visually display and compare the life 

course patterns of participants. A description of the ethical procedures that were followed 

to ensure that study participants were idomed about the nature of the snidy and that dl 

idormation collected remained confidentid was pmvided. Steps taken to enhance the 

tnistworthiness of the study and guard against researcher bias were outlined. The next 

chapter presents the fudings of the study. 



Chapter Five 

FINDINGS 

Introduction 

in this Chapter, the findings of the study are presented in t h e  sections. Section 1 

contains a socio-demographic description of the study sample, including information 

about participants' personal, family and socio-economic charactenstics. Regional and 

national statistics are also provided, where appropriate, for comparison of the sample with 

the broder population of Canadian women. 

To facilitate detection and comparison of changing attitudes and life course 

pattems over tirne, the study sample was divided into four cohorts, defined according to 

years of birth. in Section 2, the findings fiom the interviews. including the meanings 

associated with work, retirement and reverse retirement for study participants. as well as 

their concems about public retirement income policies and their orientations towards the 

ftture, are presented. In Section 3, the life course pattems of study participants are 

analyzed, using a graphing technique to show relationships among family, work and other 

significant events and pends in the participants' lives. The findings are summarized in 

Section 4. 

SECTION 1: DESCRiPTION OF THE STUDY SAMPLE 

All but two2' of the thirty women who participated in this study lived in the 

Census Metropditan Area of Toronto, the largest C. M. A. in Canada, with a total 1996 

population of 4.2 million. Although the participants came from a variety of socio- 

economic and family backgrounds, and represented a range of family and employment 

patterns as described below, the study sarnple is not and was not intended to be 

n ~ w o  participants lived in Brampton, a city with a population of 283,ûûû locaieâ 20 kilomems 
west of the Toronto C. M. A.. 



statistically representative. The participants were selected because they had in common 

the experience of retiring fiom the 

labour force d e r  several years of paid employrneat, following which they had decided to 

retum to paid work. Most important for purposes of this study, they were willing to taik 

about their experiences in a forthright manner and offer insights into what reverse . 

retirement meant to them. To assist the reader in situating the participants within the 

larger population of Canadian women, the most recent na t iod  or regiond information 

available for comparable age groups is provided where appropriate. 

The participants ranged in age fiom 55 to 77 at the time they were interviewed. 

Their mean age was 63.8 years and their median age was 62.5 years. The age distribution 

of participants by five year age geoups is shown in Table 5.1, with comparative data for 

women in the Toronto C. M. A. and Canada. 

Table 5.1 -- Age Distribution by Five Year Age Groups: Study Participants and Women 
in the Toronto C. M. A. and Canada 

I Women 

55-59 ........... 
60-64 ........... 
65-69 ........... 
70-74 ........... 
75 and ovet .. 

Total ............ 

Age groups 

Source: Statistics Canada (1  W2a). Table 3, pp. 33 and 97. 

Toronto C. M. A.* 
n % 

I 

Participants 
n YO 

Table 5.1 indicates that the proportion of study participants in the 55-59 age group 

was slightly higher, and the proportion in the 60-64 and 65-69 age groups was . 

Canada* 
n YO 

I 



considerably higher, compared with women in the Toronto C. M. A. and Canada. On the 

other hand, The proportion of participants aged 70-74 was lower, and that of participants 

aged 75 and over much iower than the representation of women in this age group in both 

the Toronto and Canadian populations. This is an indication that, as expected. the 

tendency to return to the labour force after retirement may be stronger among relatively 

younger women (Monette. 1996). However, it is worth noting that 5 of the 30 participants 

were in their seventies, an indication of the persistence of the motivation to work among 

these study participants. 

Eleven of the 30 participants had immigrated to Canada. The immigrants' 

countries of birth were: Great Britain (3), United States (3), Jamaica (2). Greece (l), 

Austria (1) and Australia (1). However, dl of the participants were long-time residents of 

Canada. At the time of the study, those who had Vnmigrated had been in Canada for an 

average of 41.7 years, ranging between 29 and 73 years. 

Educat ion 

The highest levels of education attained by study participants, and comparative 

figures for Canadian women aged 55 to 64 and ageâ 65 and over, are shown in Table 5 2. 

Almost one-half of the study participants (46.7 percent) held a pst-secondary 

qualification or univeaity degree, as compared with 17.3 percent of Canadian women 

aged 55-64 and 11.9 of those aged 65 and over. Only one had less than a Grade 9 

education, as compared with 22 percent of the comparable national population. The 

participants were considerably better educated than comparably aged women in the 

Toronto C. M. A. and Canadian populations, which is consistent with their higher average 

personal income. 

Marital status 

The distribution of marital statuses among study participants did not conforrn to 

those found among the general population of older women. Oniy one-third of the 

participants were married at the tirne of the study. Almost one-balf were separated, 



divorced or widowed, and the remainder were ever single. The marital statuses of 

participants, and comparative figures for women in the same age groups in Toronto and 

Canada are shown in Table 5.3. 

Table 5.2 -- Highest Level of Education Attained: Study Participants and Women in the 
Toronto C. M. A. and Canada 

Highest Education 
Attained 

........ Less than Grade 9 
........... Some secondary 

High school graduate ... 
........... ïrade certificate 

... Some pst-secondary 
............. Post-secondnry 

......... University degree 

Total ........................... 

Participants 

Women, Canada 1991 

Aged 55-64 
Y0 

Aged 65 and over 
940 

Source: Statistics Canada. (1992~). Table 3 ,  pp. 24-25 and 30-3 1. 

Table 5.3 - Marital Status: Study Participants and Wornen in the Toronto C. M. A. and 
Canada 

Marital statu 1 Participants 

............. Ever single 
Married .................. 
Separateci/ divorced 

Women, aged 55 and over. 199 1 

5 
10 
14 

W idowed ............... 

Toronto C. M. A. 
n % 

1 

Canada 

Source: Statistics Canada. ( l992a). Table 3, pp. 97,33. 



The proportions of ever single and separated/divorced wornen arnong the 

participants was high compared with figures for Toronto and Canada, while the 

proportion of married and widows was comparatively low, a possible indication of the 

importance of marital status in revening the retirement. decision. 

Personal income 

On average, the participants had higher personal incomes than women in the samr 

age groups living in large urban centres. This may reflect the fact that most had private 

pension and earned income in the year pnor to the study. However. five fell below 

Statistics Canada's Low lncome Cut-Off (LICO) for an unattached person living in an 

urban area with a population of 500,000 and over, an indication that labour force 

participation is no guarantee against poverty. 

Table 5.4 -- Mean and Median Incornes: Shidy Participants and Unattached Canadian 
Women 

1 Unattached 1 Unattached 1 Unattacheci 
Women, 55-59 I Women* 

1 W0rn2~:5 and 
Participants 1 

Source: Statistics Canada ( 1998~). Table 17, p. 43. 

Participants' estimates of their personal incomes tiom d l  sources during the . 

calendar year pnor to king interviewed (i.e. 1996 or 1997) ranged from $6.840 to 

$54,000. The mean and median estimated incomes of participants were considerably 

higher than the 1996 mean and median incomes of unattached Canadian women aged 55 

and over, as shown in Table 5.4. However, incomes were far fiom evenly distributed 

arnong the study participants. The mean and median incomes of rnanied participants were 

$32,556 and $33,000 respectively, while the mean and median incornes of separated 

ldivorced and widowed women were considerably lower, $25,278 and S 1 9,000 



respectively. The ever single participants had the highest mean and median incornes: 

$37,667 and $38,250 respectively. 

The 1997 LICO (1992 base year) for a two-person household was $21.760 

(Statistics Canada, 1998a). No participant living in a two-person household estimated her 

household income in the previous year to be below this level. (The one participant who 

was living in a three person household did not provide an estimate of her household 

income). 

In the year pnor to the study, the incomes of six participants (dl of whom were 

divorced) were below or j ust above Statistics Canada's LICO, which was $1 7,40n for an 

unattached person living in an urban area with a population of 500,000 or more (Statistics 

Canada, 1998a). The personal financial statuses of five additional participants appeared to 

be potentially precarious. While their incomes were between $20,000 and $25,000. a few 

housand dollars above the LICO, two were the only earnea for their families. 

The sources of personal income during the year prior to the study reported by 

participants were quite varied, with over eighty percent reporting earned income, two- 

thirds reporting CIQPP retirement benefits, nearly two-thirds reporting private pension 

benefits and one-half reporting investrnent income. The nurnben of participants reporting 

each source of personal income during the calendar year preceding the study are shown in 

Table 5.5. In addition to the sources of incorne indicated in Table 5.5. thirteen 

participants reported that they continued to be covered by group insurance benefits. such 

as dental plans or extended health care insunuice, provided by a former employer. Access 

to such insurance coverage, which would otherwise have to be purchased pnvately at 

considerably higher con, may be regarded as a signifiant source of income in kind. 

Participants' estimates of their household income in the calendar year pnor to the 

study ranged fiom $6,840 to over $1 50,000. However, since almost one-half (13) of the 

participants declined to provide estimates of their household income, and the estimates 

that were provided tended to be very approximate, mean and median household income 

figures are not meaningfiil. 



Table 5.5 -- Nurnber of Study Participants Reporting 
Various Sources of hcome During the Previous Year 

Employrnent Earnings ................................... 
C/QPP1 Retirement Benefits ......................... 
Registered Pension Plan ................................ 
Investrnent lncome ........................................ 
Old Age Secwity ........................................... 

........................................... RRiF2 or Annuity 
Disability lnsurance Benefits ........................ 
Other ............................................................. 

t Canada/Qucbcc Pension Plan 
2 Rcgistcrcd Rctimcnt lncome Fund 

Home ownership 

Eight participants owned their own homes, either personally or jointly with their 

spouses, while 22 rented their accommodation. The proportion of participants who rented 

their housing was much greater than the 15.3 percent of women aged 55 and over who are 

pnmary household maintainers and rent their housing in ontario'? Of the homeownen. 

three carried mortgages and five did not. 

Other jhncial obligations 

Only two participants indicated that they had debts in excess of $5,000, and seven 

participants said that they provided financial support to someone else, in al1 but one case 

to children. Three participants were the main providers for theu families. The amounts of 

such hancial assistance. or the significance of these obligations to the personal financial 

status of the participants are not known. 

in order to roughly gauge participants' financial preparedness in the event they 

were to retire permanently h m  the labour force, they were asked about sources of 



income they expected to receive in the future. Table 5.6 shows the sources of expected 

income of two groups: those receiving private pensions from their former employment 

('Pension recipients') and those without private pensions ('Non-pension recipients'). 

Table 5.6 - Expected Sources of Future Income: Private Pension Recipients and Non- 
Private Pension Recipients 

Future income Sources 

Public Benefits Only' ............................ 
iUUF2 Only ....................................... 
W F  + investments3 + Inheritance4 .. 
RRIF + Investment ........................... 
RRIF + Inheri tance ....................... .... 

................. RRIF + Reverse Mortgage' 
hvestments + Inheritance + Assets .. 
investments Only .............................. 

............................... Inheri tance Only 
Assets6 Only ...................................... 

I 

Private f ension 
Recipients 

Total ................................................ [ 19 

Non-Private 
Pension 

Recipients Total 

1 lncludes Old Age Security for Canadian citizens resident in Canada for ten years or more. and 
CanaddQuebec Pension Plan benefits for Plan contributors. May also include means-tested Guaranteed 
lncome Supplement and provincial income supplements (e.6 GARJS-A in Ontario) for those with low 
incornes. 
2 Registered Retirement Income Fund purchased with fiuids h m  a Registered Retirernent Savings Plan (or 
another type of retirement annuiîy), 
3 Interest or dividends h m  invested capital. 
4 Inheritance, usually received upon the deatti of a close relative. 
5 Regular cash payments received in exchange for assignment of the equity value of a primary residence io 
a financial institution. 
6 lncome h m  the sale of real estate or other possessions. 

As noted above, nineteen (almost two-thirds) of the participants were in receipt of 
, 

pnvate pension income. This is considerably higher than the private pension coverage of 

women nationally (43 percent in 1993), and in addition to eamings, pmbably helps to 



account for the relatively high average income of participants. Those with private 

pensions appeared to be more confiident of receiving other income in the hiture than those 

not receiving private pension income. Only three participants with pnvate pensions 

expected that public benefits would be theù only other source of income in the future. 

whereas five of the eleven not receiving private pensions expected to be in this position. 

As can be seen fkom Table 5.6, Registered Retirement Savings Plans were popular 

among the participants as a means of  setting aside rnoney for the funire. The eighteen 

participants currently contributing to RRSPs or receiving money from a RRIF'~. had 

contributed to their RRSPs for an average of 17.8 years, and the amount of these assets 

appeared to be significant. Only one participant anticipated that her RRSP would provide 

less than 10 percent of her future income and one predicted that it would provide over 50 

percent, while four predicted that it would provide between I 1 and 25 percent and another 

four that it would provide between 26 and 50 percent. The remaining eight RRSPlRRIF 

holders declined or were unable to estimate the proportion of their incomes they might 

receive fiom this source in the fbture. 

Reusons for retirement 

Table 5.7 compares the main reasons for retirement stated by participants. 

compared with female respondents to the 1994 General Social Suwey. It should be noted 

that the proportions of study participants who retired because of an employer's initiative. 

such as king offered an ERIP or king pennanently laid off, or because they were unable 

to find employment, were considerabiy higher than those found among comparable 

women in the general population, while a comparatively smaller propoition of women in 

the study sample had retired for family or heaith reasons. Only three women in this 

sarnple had ever retired to caregive, two for ailing busbands and one to look after her 

grandchiid while her recently divorced daughter worked NI the. Only in the latter case 

was the most ment retirement due to family caregiving. 

2s A Registered Retirement lncome Fund (RRiF), fomed h m  the proceeds of a Registered 
Retirement Savings Plan (RRSP), provides regular income for a guaranteed period or during the iife of the 
recipient, 
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Table 5.7 Main Reason for Retiring: Study Participants and G. S. S. (1994) Respondents 

Reason 

... Early retirement incentive 
Mandatory retirement policy 

......... Unemployed/ Laid off 
............ Own health problem 

........ Farnily responsibilities 
..................... Spouse retired 

Other reason ........................ 
..................... Chose to retire 

..... Felt Old enough to retire 

Participants G. S. S., 1994* 
Y0 

'Source: Monette, M. (1996). Canada's Changing Retirement Patterns: Findings from the General Social 
Survey. ûttawa: Statistics Canada, p. 1 7. 

Age ut must recent retirement, and durafion of retirement 

The participants ranged in age from 45 to 75 at the time of their most recent retirement. 

with a mean age was 59.4, and a median age of 59.5. Table 5.8 shows the distribution of 

participants' ages at the time of their most recent retirement, compared with the ages at 

fim retirement of female G. S. S. respondents. Compared with O. S. S. respondents. a 

higher proportion of participants retired between the ages of 55 and 64 (63.3 versus 46 

percent), and lower proportions before age 55 (16.7 versus 22 percent) and afler age 65 

( 10 versus 2 1 percent). 

The number of years that haà elapsed since the most m e n t  retirement varied 

widely among the participants. Almost one-half of the participants (14) had retired two 

years or less prior to the stwly, while six had retired between two and four years, and ten 

had retired five or more years prior to the shidy. However, since absence fiom the labour 

force for more than two years has been associateci with greater likelihood of rernaining 



retired, it is important to note that only two participants remained out of the labour force 

for more than one year following their retuements. Nine haâ taken up to one year off 

Table 5.8 Age of Participants at Most Recent Retirement 

-4ge group 
Participants 

n Oh 
GSS, 1994* 

Oh 

Under 55 .............................. 
55-59 ................................... 
60-64 ................................... 
At age 65 ............................. 
After age 65 ......................... 

Total .................................. 1 30 I 100.0 I 1 O0 

Source: Monette, M. ( 1 996). Canada's Changing Retirement Patterns: Findings fi'om the General Social 
Sumey. Ottawa: Statistics Canada. Table 2.1, p. 16. Note: These figues are for the first retirement after age 
45, rather than the most recent, which rnay account for some of the diflerence between study participants, 
several of whom had retired more than once, and G. S. S. rcspondents. 

before retuming to work, whiie the majority had retumed to work during the year 

following retirement. 

Durution and types of pre-retirernent work 

Al1 study participants had worked Ml-time for ten years or more years before 

retirement. Those who were mothen had worked for 22.8 years, on average, while those 

who were childless had worked on average for 36.6 years. 

Table 5.9 shows the categones of participants' occupations before retirement by 

economic sector. Before retirement, thirteen of the participants had been employed in the 

public sector, âirectly by govemment or by government-funded organizations or crown 

corporations. Twelve had been employed by private sector h s .  Fourteen had worked in 



Table 5.9 -- Pte-retirement Occupations of Study Participants by Economic Sector 

l Sector 

Occupation 

Semi-skilled ........................... 

......... Manageridpro fessionai 

L'nchssified ........................... 

clerical and semi-skilled occupations (e.g. clerk, office adrninistrator. customer service 

representative) and fi fieen had worked in professional or managerial occupat ions(e.g . 
teacher. nurse, director of sales). Because her work had been so varied. it was not possible 

to classis. one participant. 

Total ..................................... 

Post-retirement work 

Public 

7 

10 

.... 

At the time of their interviews, 18 participants were working and 12 were looking 

for work. Since retiring, most of the study participants were working or had worked on a 

part-time and/or or temporary basis. Only two participants were working full-time. In one 

of these cases, the work was subject to renewable contract with no long-term gumtee .  

and in the other, the participant stated that she had made a decision to leave her full-time 

job to seek part-time or temporary work. 

17 

Three participants held reduced-hour jobs which they had obtained through their 

pre-retirement employment. Two of these continued to work with their former employers 

on a part-time basis, and one had been asked by a Enend and former CO-worker who had 

started a successful business, to work part-tirne. 

Private 

7 

5 

.... 

Three participants who had upto-date computer skills were working fairly 

steadily at relatively well-paid, temporary office jobs, obtained through temporary 

placement agencies. 

Total 

14 

15 

1 

12 30 



While some of the women cofined themselves to specific types of work. others 

engaged in a variety of part-time and temporary work afler retiring. Three participants 

were doing temporary telephone work (e.g. telemarketing surveys), or had tried such 

work. Five participants did a variety of occasional, low-paid work, including pet sitting, 

house sitting, demonstrating food products, k ing  a movie extra, conference registration, 

and providing personal care. Two participants adrnitted that they regularly Iooked through 

the classified newspaper advertisements for money-making opportunities, including 

pariicipating in focus groups and research studies. 

Five participants were self-employed at the time of their interviews. Two women 

ran their own businesses, one as an 'personal organization consultant' and another as a 

'house staging specialist'. One woman, a retired academic, was developing a course that 

she hoped to market through continuing education programs. Another woman did 

freelance secretaria1 work as well ss occasionel. part-time work, and another was a 

freelance companion, providing respite for families with f i l ,  elderly relatives. Three 

others had been self-employed, with mixed success, at some time since retirement. A 

retired university professor had been a freelance consultant for a few years. Another 

woman had run a Franchised * f a  back' operation for a year. and another had opened 

severai clothing shops over a number of years, but had made little profit. 

With only a few exceptions, the participants claimed that their current heaith 

status, compared with that of other people their age, was 'excellent' or 'good'. Four said 

their heaith was 'good', but qualified this assessrnent by making reference to various 

conditions with which they were afflicted, including hypertension, diabetes, osteoporosis. 

back injury and dmg reactions. One participant, a 61-year-old who had suffered a stroke, 

described her health as only 'fair', compared with other people her age. 

Children 

Eight of the participants haâ no children. The remaining twenty-two had borne a 

total of 50 children. Of these, three had one child, twelve had two chilchen. five had three 



children and two had four children. The nurnber of years spent raising chilàren averaged 

24.8 years. ranging from 18 to 29 yem. 

Living arrangements 

The majority of participants (16) were living alone. Ten were living with their 

spouses, three were living with relatives (adult children in al1 cases) and one was living 

with non-relatives in a communal residence. 

Summa y 

Although the study sample included a wide age range, from 55 (the minimum age 

for inclusion in the study) to 77, the age distribution of the 30 participants was 

concentrated among those aged 64 and under. Compared with 42.4 percent of women in 

the Toronto C. M. A. and 39.9 percent of Canadian women, 56.6 percent of participants 

were under the age of age 65. Consistent with the fuidings of Monette (1 996) that the 

likelihood of continuing to work declines with age, the study participants were less 

representative of women in groups aged 70 and over (even though five participants were 

over age 70, and two were over age 75). Al1 but one reported that they were in good to 

excellent health. compared with other women their age. 

The study sample contained a higher proportion of ever single and a much higher 

proportion of divorced women. but a lower proportion of married women and widows 

than comparable women in the general population. Not surprisingly. a higher proportion 

of participants were living alone and renting their accommodation than women in the 

general population. 

As a group, the study participants were relatively privileged. Although about one- 

third were below the LICO or on the verge of low income, compared with national 

averages for Canadian women in their age groups, they were better educated, had 

considerably higher personal incomes and enjoyed p a t e r  financial security. Almost two- 

thirds received private, employment-related pensions. Eighteen either already received 

income from a RRIF or anauity or owneû a RRSP that could be converted to a regular 

source of incorne in ihe future. Although less likely than other Ontario women in tbeir 



age groups to own their homes, most were fke of debt, with only a few having signifiant 

financial obligations such as mortgage payments or providing financiai support to other 

family membea. 

More than one-haif of the study participants had worked full-time in the public or 

semi-public sectors in their last job before retirement, and one-half had held professional 

or managerial positions. Aller retirement, nearly al1 worked in a variety of occupntions on 

a part-tirne mdor tempomy bais. 



SECTION 2: THE W O m N  SPEAK 

Several authors have observed that individuals are affected by different sources of 

influence at different stages in their development (Elder, 1974; Giele, 1998; Mannheim, 

1952; Ryder, 1965). Thus, a young girl rnay initially absorb attitudes about a woman's 

roles from her rnother and other close fernale relatives. Later, she rnay be influenced by 

her age peers to marry before finishg school, delay marriage to pursue further 

rducation, or nui marry ai ail. As a mother, she rnay be 'pulied' into the iabour market by 

expanding employment opportunities and the need for social and intellectual fùlfillment, 

or be 'pushed' to take a job to support herself and her children der  marital breakdom. 

As Giele (1998, p. 260) explained: 

Events experienced during childhood shape basic values and attitudes 
about gender role that derive primarily h m  the family of origin. In youth, 
social noms, which Vary with historical period, define appropriate work, 
maritai and civic duties. In adulthood, economic conditions and 
employment oppomuiities shape a person's actual work, marital and 
matemal behaviour, and ovenide earlier influences. 

Similarly, historical events are Iikely to affect individuals differently according to 

their stage of development when they are exposed to them. A nation's declaration of war 

is likely to be particularly disruptive to citizens who are in their laie teens and early 

twenties, because it obliges them to postpone further formal education. civilian 

employment, marriage and family formation to join the military, and perhaps risk their 

lives or health. Similnrly, an economic recession or depression rnay make it more difficult 

for young adults to obtain employment and become self-supporting, and rnay delay 

mamage and family formation. The sarne events rnay have less direct consequences for 

middle-aged and older persons, although they rnay experience loss of farnily memben, 

loss of emplo yment or other disniptions. Infants, young children and SC hm 1-age c hildren 

whose families become impoverished or who lose parents as a result of such events can 

s a e r  personal consequences that follow them throughout their lives, although their 

awareness and memory of the events themselves rnay Vary. 

During the analysis of intewiew transcripts, it became apparent to me that there 

were important differences in the ways participants describeci their experiences, based on 



chronological age. On m e r  reflection, these differences seemed to be related to 

common experiences that were shared by participants of similar ages during their 

formative and later yean. in order to detect qualitative differences among the participants. 

I decided to group the interview transçripts into cohorts, organizing them by participants' 

birth years corresponding to four significant periods in Canadian history. 1 labelled these 

cohorts "Children of the Roaring Twenties", "Children of the Depression", "Depression 

Babies" and *Wartirne ~ a b i e s " ~ ~ .  Marshall (1983, p. 53) suggested such a strategy for 

organizing data into "non-arbitraiy clusters of single-year birth cohorts". The discovery 

that the 'clusters' differ on some social variable might lead to justification for referring to 

them as distinct generations27. 

in the temainder of this Section 1 present the findings fiom analysis of the 

interviews with study participants. To set the historical context for the presentation of the 

interview findings, 1 begin by providing an overview of Canadian history from 1921 to 

1943, with particular reference to the changing role of women. Then, for each of the four 

cohorts in tum, 1 first give a brief description of the socio-historical context into which 

members of the cohort in question were bom, lived their formative years and entered 

adulthood. Next 1 provide a figure in which the life course patterns of participants 

belonging to the cohort are represented graphically, against a background of historical 

pefiods and events. Finolly, 1 offer cornmentary and present quotations from participants 

belonging to the cohort of reference, which exemplify the subjective meanings they 

associated with work, retirement, volunteering, and pst-retirement work; their 

knowledge of and concems about public retirement incorne policies; and their plans for 

the hture. 

26 The steps in this procedure are desen id  in Cbpter Four. 
27 Mannheim (1952, p. 302-305) makes important distinctions arnong 1) a generation in the 

sirnplest sense, v i t  a cohort of people in a defined population who share a historical and cultural location 
and are therefore potentially affected by the same forces of social change; 2) an "actual generation", in 
which *...a concrete bond is created between members of a generation by their behg exposed to the social 
and intellecniai symptoms of a pmess of dynamic de-stabilizaiion", and whose members are ofien aware 
that they are different, and %are a common destiny"; and 3) a *'generation unit*, of which thsre may be 
several within the same acnial generation, whose members my tespond in different ways to the same 
conditions. 



Women's changing roles 

The FUst World War (1914 to 1918) set the stage for the turbulent 'Roaring 

Twenties', which was a decade of contnists. The decade was preceded auspiciously by the 

federal govemment's extension of the vote to women in 191 8, partially in recognition of 

their efforts during the War. This was the culmination of  several years' lobbying by the 

suffragettes, following which women's activism temporarily subsided (Prentice et al.. 

1996). 

The economy slumped during the first haif of the decade. and a nurnber of ugly 

co&ontations between civil authorities and labour unions ensued. The mid- and Iate 

1920s. however, were marked by an expanding industrial economy, especially in central 

and westem Canada, which enabled many married men to earn wages sufficient to 

support a family. The family was changing fiom a unit of production to one of 

consumption, supported by the male wage earner. Children were to stay in school. and 

women were not to compete with men for jobs. but were to stay home and fulfill their 

'natunl' roles as homemakers. Women's employment was to be confined to the pre- 

marriage years and limited to a few types of female-labelled employment. which 

generally offered low wages and few opportunities for advancement. This decade 

witnessed the first tentative steps towards the welfare state. when mothers allowances and 

the first public old age pensions were introduced (Prentice et al.. 1996). 

The Great Depression (1929 to 1939) was both pervasive and devastating in its 

impact. The suffering was more harsh in Canada and the United States than in some of 

the European countries becaux govemments on this side of the Atlantic had developed 

linle capacity to deal with such large scde deprivation (Elder, 1974). The suffering was 

fùrther magnified in westem Canada by prolonged drought and successive crop failures. 

During the height of the Depression unemployed young men (and some women) traversed 

the country by rail in search of employment (Prentice et al., 1996). In more disaâvantaged 

families, when unemployed fathea left home to search for work, responsibility for 

maintainhg households ofien shifted to mothers and older daughters. This emphasized 

the importance of the female d e  in the home (Elder, 1974). 



The outbreak of the Second World War in 1939 led to a hi& demand for female 

worken in both military service and as replacements for men in civilian employment. 

Mothers who had started families before the War were enabled by govemment-sponsored 

child day care to participate in wutirne work while their husbands were away. When the 

War ended, the members of this cohort parented the first wave of the 'baby boom' 

generation, which began between 1945 and 1947~'. Mothea were unlikely to work 

outside of the home during this period because of a return to pre-War social attitudes 

against married women working, reinforced by a government campaign to encourage 

women to relinquish their jobs to the large nurnben of men king discharged from the 

military, and retm to their .nanual role' as homemakers. To M e r  discourage married 

women with children from working, government-sponsored child day care programs were 

closed down. Nonetheless, many women had witnessed large numbea of women working 

outside of the home during the War, or had worked themselves, and were therefore 

prirned to enter or re-enter the labour force when opporiunities to do so increased in later 

decades (Prentice et al., 1996). 

The War experience both at home and abroad generated a strong sense of shared 

national purpose and hope for a bright future. As the War came to a close. a 'bluepnnt' 

br social sec~rit#~ - the bold begiming of Canada's welfare state which was to rxpand 

dramatically in the following decades - was debated and favourably received by 

Parliament. It called for income assistance for al1 families with children. mortgage 

assistance for young families and improved old age benefits (Guest, 1985). Such policies 

no doubt helped to bolster confidence in the future, and helped to Fuel the surge of farnily 

formation and child-bearing that became known as the ps t -  War baby boom. 

The 1950s are remembered as a conservative decade, during which the Cold War 

domuiated popular consciousness, and conformity to 'traditional family values' appeared 

'' Opinions vacy on the year in which the baby boom kgan. ûenton and Spencer (1995) sugest 
b t  it began in 1945, the first year that the number of births exceeded 300,000, Kettle (1 980) argues that 
although the birth rate increased between 1946 and 1950 the number of births was not patticularly 
exceptional until after 1951. Foot (1998) suggests that the Canadian baby boom started a year tater that in 
the U. S., because Canada's armed forces retumed h m  the War a year later. 

Manh, L. (1943). Report on Socid Secwityfor Canada. Prepared for the Advirory Comrnittee 
on Recoiistniction, House of Commons, Special Comrnittee on Social Security, Session 1943. 



to be widespread. But a new vision of the role of women began to emerge in the late 

1960s and 70s, finding expression in the "second wave" of Canadian feminism, as 

increasing numbee of women entered or re-entered the labour market. Prentice et al. 

(1996, p. 343) observed of this worldwide resurgence of activism. "...millions of women 

who identified with no particular group or ideology became increasingly aware of their 

identities as women and their needs for autonomy and recognition". During the late 1960s 

and 1970s. the liberalization of divorce laws and the enactment of legislation giving 

women legal access to effective means of birth control and therapeutic abortion were 

symbolic as well as practical milestones in women's stniggle for equality with men. As 

their children reached school age, more and more mothea dernanded release fiom the 

confinement of housework. 

Throughout the 1960s and 1970s the service sector of the economy expanded. 

notably in occupations traditionally dominated by women (e.g. teaching. nursing. social 

work, clencal and sales work), and women in al1 age groups under 55. including mothers 

with pre-school aged children, flooded into the labour market. The proportion of married 

women in the labour force almost doubled between 195 1 and 1971. Prentice et al. (1988, 

p. 369) noted that, with women's increasing labour force participation in these decades. a 

new life course pattern began to crystallize which lasted until the 1980s: employrnent 

until the birth of the first child, followed by child rearing at home. then re-entry to the 

labour market when the children reached school age. From the 1970s on, working women 

frequently became the primary providers for their families when their marriaga ended 

through separation and divorce. Then, in the early 1980s and again in the early 1990s- the 

economy was rocked by recessions. As public and private sector organizations reduced 

their work forces to cut spending, unemployment soared and many older workers, 

incluâing women, faced unexpected early retirement. 

Chiidmi of the Roaring Twenties 

People born during the 1920s were membea of a relatively large birth C O ~ O ~  

(Foot, 19%, p. 15- 16). They were children during most of the Great Depression, a time of 

harâship for many Canadian families, although not al1 sd5ered the deprivations and 



grinding poverty often associated with this era. They reached adolescence and young 

adulthood during the Second World War. The War carried major implications for people 

born in the 1920s. Some were old enough to enlist or be conscripted into the anned 

services, and assume al1 of the attendant risks. Othen, including many womcn, were 

involved in civilian wartime work. Afier the War, most women married and parented the 

first wave of the baby boom generation. Some returned to work in the 1960s in their 

forties. afler raising their children. 

Figure 5.1 shows the family and work patterns of the five study participants 

belonging to the first cohori. niey were bom between 1921 and 1928. At the time of the 

shidy, they ranged from 70 to 77 years of age3*. 

The meaning of work 

As children and young adults, the study participants belonging to this generation 

experienced the insecuthies and social upheoval associated with the Great Depression and 

the Second World War, albeit ai second hand. Some may have assumed responsibility for 

younger siblings during these periods, and al1 were likel y influenced by prevaili ng social 

values which placed national security, duty and loyalty before self-interest. The common 

experience of sel'sacrifice for the War effort no doubt carried over into many areas and 

helped to shape life-long attitudes towaràs the role of women in the home and 

cornmunity . The pst- War baby boom was reinforced and sustained by po pular opinion. 

shared by many women themselves, that a woman's place was primarily in the home. 

30 The graphs represcnt major events and periods in the participants' lives. in Figures 5.1 through 
5.4, the solid vertical lines signifi five year intervais, h m  1940 (for the oldest cohort) and 1945 (for the 
tiuee others) to 1 995. The year indicated at the top of each linc applies to the immediate right of that Iine. 
Theoretically relevant socio-historical periods and evcnts that occurred during the nearly eight decades 
spanned by the participants' lives, fiom the earliest year of birtb (1 92 1)' to the time of the study ( 1998). are 
represented by vertical, shaded bands of varying width, each of which is labelled. The pst-war 'baby 
boom', which spanned the twenty years h m  1945 to 1966, and amendments to the Divorce Act in 1968 
and 1985 were included because of their pmumed influence on b i l y  size and structure, respectively, 
which in tum are pmumed to have influenced women's labour market activity. The period of growth and 
prosperity which characterized the Canadian economy h m  the mid4950s to the early 1970s; the period of 
accelerated labour force participation among women h m  the mid-1970s to mid-1980s (Committee on 
Women and Economic Restnicturing, 1994); and economic messions in 1973,1982 and 1990-9 1 were also 
included because of their preswned influence on women's participation in the labour market. This selection 
of historical periods and events is by no means definitive, but serves the purposes of the present analysis. 





During the 1950s and 1960s it was not common for young mothers to work outside of the 

home while raising small children, as this participant made clear: 

W20, p. 34: Well 1 think from when 1 was b o a  a lot of women didn't work 
outside the home. 1 stayed home with the kids and had little jobs here and 
there. I took the r d  estate thing, just part-time. Until the kids were old 
enough 1 didn't want to take on anythuig. 1 worked at [a department store] 
. . .for a littie while in the Christmas rush you know, but just so that 1 walked 
home from school with them and al1 that kind of thing. Until they were 
grown up and then 1 felt I could start looking for something. So 1 think a lot 
of women in my age group would have somewhat of a pattem like that. 

The evidence sugpsts that most married women in this generation followrd the 

traditional life course pattern: if they re-entered the labour force at dl, it was only afler al1 

their children were in school, to supplement family income. They were also relatively 

advantaged by birth because, although a relatively large generation in numben, they faced 

little cornpetition in the expanding pst-War economy which. by the 1960s. was open to 

women in most age groups who wanted to work. 

The War experience had likely influenced the views of some of the study 

participants about the role of married women within and outside of the home. One 

participant talked about her first job d e r  high school, during the Second World War. Her 

account reflected the sense of duty, of going where you were most needed. that many 

young women rnust have felt at the time. She enrolled in Radio College and becme a 

radio ground contact for airmen in training: 

W20, p. 24: Oh well there was no question about, you just ... 1 wanted to go into 
the WRENs and the feliow 1 rnarried said you don? want to go into that. 
... Because 1 was in nursing for a short time, for about four to six months and 
then the Radio College thing came up. 

Two participants belonging to the "Children of the Roaring Twenties" cohon were 

ever single, well-educated career women with no family commitments who had long, 

unbroken patterns of Ml-time employment, interspersed in one case by periods of formai 

snidy. One explained her dedication to work: 

Wû4, p. 4: And I think for a single woman who has invested heavily in career it's 
proôably harder than for marrieâ professocs who have other important parts 
of theu Me tbat includes f d y  aaâ offiring and so you make it a deeper 



involvement and cornmitment h m  the single fernaie in the academic world 
for that reason. This is the centrality of their life. 

Cornmitment to work was a defining characteristic of these women. Being 

expected to retire at a certain age made little sense to them. The woman just quoted was 

deeply c o d t t e d  to her work as a univeaity professor. She had anticipated that the 

Suprerne Court would declare mandatory retirement to be a violation of the Charter of 

Rights and Freedoms of Canada. She cornplainrd that her competencies were king 

'Wasted" because of mandatory retirement: 

W04, p. 3: 1 didn't expect to have to [retire] because the Supreme Court decision 
was expected to dismernber mandatory [retirement] and instead it upheld it. 
So there were several of us who thought we'd be around for five more years 
and suddenly we weren't. So in that sense 1 was really quite unready for it. 1 
wam't thinking in that way even in my 65th year, because it seemed as 
though it [the Supreme Court decision] would go the other way. ... 1 was 
deep in my career and 1 haâ every expectation of continuing at Ml speed 
aheaâ. And the vitality of the career in my instance was such that it was 
really quite central. And so the early several years of retirement seemed to 
me to be a temble waste of competency. And there's really quite a large loss 
of self involveci in not exercising those competencies and you can easily 
drift through day after day, eating and sleeping and doing this and that and 
not really exercising your mental capabilities. 

For these women, work defined who they were as people. They could not see 

themselves as ever not working in some capacity, as long as they were dive: 

W20, P. 22: 1 think knowhg this personality that i'll just keep on doing what I've 
ken  doing and be very happy to, unless something happened that 1 couldn't 
walk or you know. Then 1 would pmbably fmd something elm to do to 
keep me busy. 

W24, p. 22: 1 met someone who 1 knew, knew my background and they said so 
tell me they said what's your next job and when do you intend to retire h m  
that? 1 guess when 1 get the bugle cal1 h m  on high. 

W26, p. 32: Oh 1 woddn't be in this world, I'd be in some other world. if there 
was no work that 1 could do with al1 my skills. 

The meuning of retirement 

Regardless of theù advancing years, few of the study participants belonging to the 

"Children of the Roaring Twenties" cohort, were prepated to think of themselves as 



retired, although they acknowledged having formally lefl full-tirne work behind. They 

associated retirement with physicai and mental decline, and loss of productive capaci ty : 

W26, p. 24: Well it seems to be okay for some other people, but 1 do notice a 
settling into an elderly mentality situation quite rapidly, quite shocking. 1 
notice it in other people. ... It's hard when you have close fiiends who retire 
and they really do stari to becorne fussy people. no longer really 
contemporary, a little bit hypochondnac. 

W04, p. 4: [When you're retired] you can easily cirifi through &y after day. 
eating and sleeping and doing this and that and not really exercising your 
mental capabilities. And 1 guess that that's what 1 feel most deeply 
concemed about and 1 see many of my fnends going that way. They kind 
of drift dong and do this and that and go places and do things but that 
whole chunk of putting something out for the world that might be usehl 
seems to be lost to them. 

Perhaps the social conventions against mamied women working made them more 

detennined to remain employed once they had gained access to the labour force. It is 

more likely, however, that the generally negative attitudes towards retirement held by dl 

but one of these participants simply reflected the negative perceptions of retirement that 
, 

were prevalent when they entered the labour force, and with which they had grown up. As 

McDonald and Wanner (1990, p. 32) pointed out, popular opinion in the 1950s associated 

retirement with loss of incorne. boredom. sickness and death. If the concept of retirement 

was not positive when they were younger. they may have been inclined to reject it when 

they were older. Only as they re-entered the labour force in middle age would retirement 

be likely to take on persona1 meaning for them. Their comments and reflections during 

the interviews indicated a shared rejection of retirement, and a shared need to 'keep doing 

something useful' and 'make a contribution' - a continuation, perhaps, of lifelong habits 

of selfsenial and 'living for othen'. 

Pust-retirement work 

Al1 of the participants in the 'Children of the Roaring Twenties" group indicated 

that, although staying active and doing something useful were the most important reasuns 

for working after retirement, eaming extra money was at lest part of the reason they 



continued to work. One expressed the need for eamed income to maintain her 

independence: 

W26, p. 32: Well I codd get by [if she weren't able to work]. It wouldn't be a 
life of lwury ... but my daughters would never see me starve. And neither 
would the governrnent. 

Another, who had k e n  critical of govemment cutbacks to public retirement 

benefits, felt that she barely had enough to maintain her standard of living: 

W04, p. 12: [Regarding her income] It's barely adequate at the moment. I'm 
broke most of the time and I'm not living an exorbitant life. It will be better 
when the RRiF starts coming in. 

For some of the participants in this group, the type of work they did d e r  retirement 

was less important than keeping busy: 

W24, p. 27: 1 need a stnictured day where 1 get up in the morning. I have 
somewhere to go. 1 do my work, work hard d l  &y long, and I'm finished 
when it cornes, whatever the time is. 

W20, p. 36: I've always felt that the jobs are there if you want to find one. And as 
1 said 1 worked in a margarine factory. 1t seems to me 1 did some other 
h y  little job there for a while but if you want to work, it's there. Even 
though they say there's no jobs, 1 think those people are lwking for 
something that they have to have. 1 just wanted something to keep me busy 
and bring in a bit of money. 

Although they actively sought paid work, they sometimes ran into resistance from 

prospective employers because of their age. They felt this was unfair because they saw 

themselves as capable of working as hard or harder than younger persons. Some of their 

feelings of fiutration are captured in this woman's comments: 

W20, p. 7: ... I've applied for bookkeeping jobs part-tirne and never get an 
answer back. And I've looked at my resume. It looks pretty good. ... But 1 
think they get the idea of my age h m  my [last pre-retirement] work. See 1 
started thete in '67. 

p. 36: 1 remember feeling that it was tough to take, a tough ihing to 
swallow, that people [employers] didn't want an older person b u s e  1 felt 
just as qualified or more so. Because when 1 work, 1 really work and 1 don? 
fool arounâ. 1 get the job done so fast that they wonder what happened.. 



They also had to contend with the biases of others, even fnends, agoinst older 

people working: 

W24, p. 24: But there is that barrier. It's a hidden prejudice you know ... Many of 
my &ends said oh you'll never get a job. Well 1 try to ignore that but some 
of it sinks in [and] you know that it's possible. One of my fiends ... [who 
worked for an employment agency] ... She says youtre not going to be able 
to fuid a job. The agencies are not going to be able to place you. 

Despite such biases. these women were resourcefi in finding ways to keep busy and 

eam extra money, in three cases through self-employment. 

Volunteering 

Volunteering was an important area of activity for three of the participants in this 

group, as another way to keep busy and 'do something useful'. One volunteered once a 

week at the hospital h m  which she had retired, as a way of keeping in touch with former 

colleagues. Another did volunteer minute-tsking, typing, bookkeeping and banking for an 

organization she belonged to. The third volunteered as the special events cosrdinator for a 

seniors' centre. and raised funds for charity work through a women's service club. She . 

explained that volunteering was a cornmitment with which she had grown up. one of the 

expectations of women in 'elite' society: 

W26. p. 32: Every retired person should do volunteer work. . . . And I've done a 
lot of work with various volunteer stufT al1 my life. That's part of the elite 
M. These people get into doing volunteer shiff quite early. Many 
unmarrieci girls at my tirne growing up, were not really supposed to do 
anyihing, just go to school and do volunteer stuff. 

Pol icy concerns 

Although participants in this group were not concerned that changes in public 

retirement income piicies were likely to affect hem, possibly because they were already 

receiving retirement benefits, some expressed willingness to defend their interests, if 

necessary. One was quite forceful in her remarks: 

Wû4, pp 12-13: And then 1 think that the alam about what the goverrunent is 
going to do with CPP and their capacity of clawback OAS. They seem to 
have a peculiar idea that some of us are rich. And 1 tbink how can this be. 



We're scnitching dong and wondering where we're going to find the money 
to just hancile our daily lives and you guys are gohg to cut it back. So I'm 
prepared to be quite political in the immediate friture if they cany out their 
threatened intent with people's pension, especially the CPP, which is a 
contributory [program]. And if they think they can just walk in and alter it 1 
think they're ping  to hear h m  a lot of seniors in great power. 

A second echoed these sentiments, saying that she was not concemed because she was 

confident that seniors would corne together to defend their interests: 

W24. p. 41 : But no 1 don't, at this point 1 dont worry about it because first of al1 1 
think 1 would fight Iike the devil if they ever, I think there are enough of us 
to fight like the devil if they changed things so that we did not have w 
income a) because 1 have paid into it myself, 1 paid into the Canada Pension 
Plan since it began because that's when 1 started back to work. 

A third was uncertain whether she should be womed about the proposed Seniors 

Bene fit: 

W26. p. 34-35: It might affect me. It rnight. 1 dont know the specifics so I'm 
not going to let myself get very upset about it. But 1 know it rnay very well 
be a consideration. 

A fourth participant agreed with the idea of governrnent cutting back on pension 

payments to people who. she felt, really didn't need them: 

W 17. p. 18: What 1 feel [is] that people that have a lot of incorne, they don't 
need to wony. It's the people that have the lower income and the lower 
pensions and so on that are the ones that have to worry, you know. And I 
think. let's say I would make $50,000 year I wouldn't want to accept the 
old age pension. But that's the way it is I think. 

Furive plans 

Only one participant in this group had plans to retire at a specific tirne. namely 

when she had converted her RRSP to a RRIF, which was required by the government at 

age 71. She was also the ody one in this group who owned a RRSP. None of the others 

had plans to retire. As noted above, they al1 indicated that they intended to keep working 

as long as their health would allow: 



W17, p. 13: No. I can't say that [she plans to retire at a specific age or time]. I 
rnight slow down a linle bit you know. I notice now 1 can't walk as long as I 
used to walk but that cornes dong as you age I guess. That's why 1 keep 
going swimming you know and take aqua exercises and play bridge to keep 
my mind a littie going. 

Summary 

Participants belonging to t h ,  the oldest C O ~ O ~  had worked mostly Full-time after 

raising their chiidren, or if ever singie, most of their adult Iives. Working was put or the 

way they defined themselves. They were strongly cornmitted to continuing to work as 

long as possible. They rejected the idea of retirement, which to them meant resigning 

themselves to physical and mental decline, and no longer king able to 'do something 

useful'. They were fnistrated by d e s  that required hem to formally retire, and by social 

attitudes that interfered with their desire to keep working. They were more concemed 

about keeping active and king of service than about the type of work they did. or about 

earning a lot of money. Those who had been involved as volunteers throughout their lives 

continued to do volunteer as well as paid work after retirement. Some were fairly vigilant 

with respect to proposed changes to public retirement income policies, and said they 

would defend their interests if necessary. Most indicated that they intended to continue 

working in some capacity as long as possible. They were not inclined to plan to stop 

working at a specific time or age. 

Childrea of the Depmsion 

Fertility was lower among the parents of those bom during this period because of 

hard economic times, and consequently they were a numencally small generation who 

faced linle cornpetition in life (Foot, 1996: 16-1 7). They were infants and school children 

during the Depression, and reached adolescence during the Second World War. but were 

too young to serve in the Armed Forces or hold civilian jobs during the War. Women in 

this cohort finished school and some entemi the labour market in the late 1940s and early 

1950s' as the pst-War economy began to improve. Most married in the 1950s and 

became parents of the early 'baby boom' generation. They were unlikely to work outside 





of the home during the 1950s and 1960s when their children were small, unless forced by 

necessity. However, by the early 1970's when their children were older and they were in 

their late thirties and early forties, some joined the growing numben of married women 

of al1 ages who entered the labour force to supplement family income. or to support 

themselves following changes in marital statu 

Figure 5.2 shows the life course patterns of the eight study participants bom 

between 1929 and 1933, during îhe first Mf of the Great Depression of 1979-39. They 

were aged 65 to 69 at the tirne of the study. 

The meaning of work 

To several participants belonging to the "Children of the Depression" cohort. 

work was associated with social contact, mental stimulation, self-esteem. and getting oui 

of the home: 

W36, p. 35: 1 like people contact. 1 like to be able to be working with other 
people. Like a lot of people said to me oh why don? you get a cornputer 
and work at home. That isn't me. 1 like the, you know, the interaction with 
other people. 

W37, p. 17: [Regarding the importance of work to her] It's my connection with 
the outside world. 1 feel good about myself. I feel important. 1 f e l  needed. 
And that's the big one, needed. That's the big one. Like 1 say especially on 
Sunday when they cal1 me and there's nobody else there, 1 feel needed. And 
1 guess 1 have a need to be needed. 

The meaning of retirement 

Participants in this group tended to associate retirernent with a stereotypical 

leisure lifestyle of which they wanted no part, as suggested by this woman: 

W27, p. 33: How do 1 think of retirement? 1 don? like the word really. Put it that 
way. Retirement means oh we just get the RV.  and we go. 1 don? like that 
very much. 

A divorced participant stated clearly tbat king on her own made retirement less 

attractive to ber: 



W22, p. 30: My oldest fnends h m  hi& school days are retired. ... But they al1 
have husbands. See I live alone. What am 1 going to do? I like it [living 
alone]. I'm perfectiy happy. That's fine with me but it doesn't give me much 
to do. 1 like people. 1 like to be with people. 1 like to talk, you can tell that. 

However, one participant thought that she would have no trouble adjusting to 

retirement if she had enough financial security: 

W36, p. 37: 1 dont think I'd have any problem retiring or keeping busy. lt's just 
that 1 want to be in the right financial position. And of course you have a lot 
more kedom when you're retired. 

Although retirement through the untirnely loss of employment was rare among these 

participants, such an occurrence could be very upsetthg, as reported by this woman: 

W36, pp. 30-3 1 : Well we went through so much you know for five years. do 
we have a job. dont we have a job - I mean it's very stressful. It was a relief 
to know [when the decision was announcedl ... but as I said it was done in 
such a bad way that I was very angry. I w d  to run around a track every 
moming. And then 1 d i z e d  that isntt how 1 was going to get nd of the 
anger. so 1 sat down and wrote a letter to the president. And 1 had a 
meeting with him and 1 just told him what i was feeling, not that it changed 
anythuig but it got rid of my anger. 

The end of employment through mandatory retirement could also be upsetting. 

One participant, a 66 year old accountant with a retired shopkeeper husband and few 

financial resources, was very distressed by her employer's expectation that she retire at . 

age 65: 

W14. p. 6: I wouldn't have retired because I needed the money. My husband is 
retired nom work. But we don? have enough money to retire. So that's 
why 1 wanted to be working as much as 1 could to save some of rny money 
because we have no home and our rent goes up every year. 

She was able to negotiate to remain with her former employer on a part-time basis 

for a year following her retirement, but that arrangement ended when the Company was 

Another participant described how upset she was over king forced to retire at 

age 65, especially when another ernployee was ailowed to stay on: 



W22, p. 26: Well 1 was aware that I was supposed to [retire at age 651 but 1 
fought tooth and nail against it. And there was one woman the= who 
tumed 65 and was asked to stay and 1 made such a stink about that. 1 yelled 
and hollered. 1 went to [her boss] about it, who is the head man there at 
[her former place of employment]. The union went too becaw that was a 
union job. Anyway they made me retire but oh 1 was mad, hot, hot. hot 
about that one. 

While most of the participants belonging to this cohort were not interested in full 

retirement, which they saw as either 'mindless Leisute' or socially isolating, one or two 

were ambivalent about retirement, feeling that it was acceptable for other people, but not 

for them. This may indicate a growing awareness within this generation that full 

retirement was a viable possibility, at least for those with adequate resources. 

Post-relirement work 

Consistent with their general orientation toward work as a source of social and 

mental stimulation. work after retirement was seen as an antidote to the boredom and social 

isolation that these women tended to associate with retirement: 

W2 1, p. 14: No as 1 say 1 couldn't stand sitting here. Like three months was my 
limit. That was it when 1 went to work for [former pst-retirement 
employer]. You know it was a heck of a lot less money than I was used to 
making but 1 mean it was not the money part of it. It was the fact of gening 
out and seeing people and talking to people and you know there was a life 
out there. 1 think this is basicaily the rewm why most people who are over 
65 who have retired go back out to work because of the fact it's the sheer 
boredom. 

W03, p. 18: I like it [working afler retirement] and I like the contacts that you 
are constantly making. You're also working within a controlled 
environment. 1 like the money . 
... And I like working with young people. And 1 find that a lot of my 
fnends are much younger than 1 am. And what is wonderhl is that you 
know we're fiends on an equal basis, so that Pm not stuck with a bunch of 
old fbddy duddies al1 the time you know. 

. .. The mental stimulation is so important becaw that is really a great 
fear is to lose your faculties because I had a mother who died of 
Aizheimeh and it ain't b y .  



Several expressed a preference for part-tirne work, because it kept them busy and 

provideci extra income, without the involvement and rrsponsibility of fdl-time work. 

W37, p. 19: That's why 1 want part-tirne. Part-the 1 can close my eyes to a lot 
of things. But when you're there ail &y and you see al1 the stuff that's going 
on there you know, people that are really not doing their job and the people 
that are getting well paid. It's you know, t'd rather not see it. 

W27, p. 33: But 1 don't want to be the hed secretary or the head of anything. 1 
don't want to be in charge ofanything. i've done dl ihat you knw. I'w 
done that thing for years and t just want to go and corne home and not take 
home work or anything like that you know. ... 1 just now like to Coast dong 
and be out and see what's going on al1 the time you know. 

Temporary office work was strongly favoured by one of these participants, an ever 

single woman. She enjoyed its flexibility because it ailowed her to iake tirne off when she 

chose to: 

W36. p. 8-9: Normally 1 seem to get long-term assignments. If 1 don't it just 
goes on like this. It would be two months or a week here and a week there. 
1 prefer a long-term assignment because then 1 can plan what I'm going to 
do. Well you see last year 1 did, 1 cm't remember how many months 1 
actually worked but 1 took the whole summer off. And 1 worked most of 
the winter and up untilI think it was June and then 1 took the sumrner off. 

Only two of the women in this p u p  were not working at the time of their 

interviews. None reported having had any difficulties in obtaining work because of their age 

or mx. One opined that the older worker's self-contidence was the key to acceptance by 

employea and co-workers: 

W36, p. 20: You have to be confident in youftelf I think because 1 mean I've 
had other fnends that they wodd like to be doing what I'm doing but they 
either dont have the - 1 don? know if it's courage or what it is, but they have 
a thing about well they don't want me because Pm too old you know. 

Vol unteering 

T h  of the participants in this group were Uivolved in volunteer work. Two others 

had volunteenxi in the past for large organizatiom (a hospital and a school), but had found 



the experience to be unrewarding. Another had volunteered extensively in the past, but 

claimed that she could not fiord to volunteer in her present circumstances. 

The three who were still active volunteers said that volunteering was an important 

part of theu lives. The fm was motivated by a sense of s i a l  responsibility to do 

something to help those less forninate than herself: 

W36, p. 37: 1 think there's a big need for it in society. And 1 think that we al1 - 1 
feel very fortunate what 1 have you know my life style and my psd health 
and the good Wends that 1 have. 1 feel very, very fomuiate and I feel that 
somewhere dong the stage 1 shouid be giving something back. Does that 
make sense? 

The second saw volunteering with various advocacy organizations as another way to 

make use of her accumdated experience: 

W03, p. 2 1 : To give back to society what they gave me which sounds pretty 
comy and Mary Poppinsish but and also because 1 have this, dl this 
experience in al1 kinds of fields and areas and you know. where is it going 
to go? It's got to go somewhere and so again that's another area that 1 c m  
be helpful. 

The third found that volunteering through her synagogue over the years had helped 

her to obtain part-time, paid empioyment d e r  her Ml-time job ended: 

W37, p. 8: I waiked in here to the executive director [of the synagogue] because 
1 did a big, big project for hem that needed doing. 1 got a staff together and 
it was like a d l y  big undertaking that the canter asked me to do. . . . And 1 
told him who 1 was and I says I'd really like to work hem. 1 mean I jusr 
walked in and 1 says I'd really like a job here but part-tirne. And he said 
okay where do you live? 1 said across the sûeet. The next week 1 got a cal1 
h m  them. 

p. 19: 1 volunteered since 1 was very Young. It's always been a way of life with 
me. I just like doing these things, you know. 

Policy concenrr 

There was little concem arnong these women about whether or how changes to 

govemment incorne secuiity policies might affect them. Although some were vaguely aware 

of pioposeci changes to the Canada Pension Plan and Old Age Security, they felt (pe@ 



with some justification) that such changes would not likely affect them. However. some 

were concemed about the impact of policy changes on younger people. 

W03, p. 34: But you see, nothing is going to affect my particular generation. 
What is of concem for the other people who are coming behind us and 1 
mean it's riot going to apply to me... Fmm what I'm told and what 1 read 
is, 1 simply don't know how people who will eventually inherit that plan 
[Seniors' Benefit] when they retire.. how they're going to face that? It's 
just ... 1 mean I can see why they're scared because i'm scared for them. It's 
going to be horrendous. really horrendous. I don? know how they're 
going to survive. So in ternis of the answer, 1 don't think the changes are 
good for the people who are coming der  us. 

W37, pp. 38-39: So 1 think the govemment is preparing for that mob scene 
[retiring 'baby boomers']. So they're going to cut back now so they won't 
have al1 those people to deal with later on. Right? So they're starting to 
campaign now like the brain washing it's called. ... So like 1 said when my 
kids reach that age there'll be nothing. And they'll have paid in. My 
daughter was a social worker for the government in Victoria. 1 mean she 
should be able to get benefits but she may not either eh? 

W36, p. 39: 1 dont think it would affect me petsonally. First of al1 1 dont think 
I'm ever going to be - my income 1 don't think will ever be $50.000. unless 1 
win the lottery or something so I'm never going io have that clawback [of 
Old Age Security benefits]. And if I'm under that, is $20 [the reputed 
increase in monthly benefits for low incorne recipients under the Seniors 
Benefit] going to make any difierence to me, 1 don't think so. ... l think as 
time goes on that the younger people are going to have to really start carly 
and make sure they take care of themselves because down the road 1 dont 
think there's going to be a lot of CPPs and al1 these other things. So 1 don? 
know. I reaily haven't thought about it tw much how it would affect me. 1 
think i'd have to read more about it. 

One participant in this group spoke critically about provincial government policies 

affecthg older citizens: 

W21, p. 45: Well 1 mean they're going to cut it down what is it 2001 or 
something for manid people? 

Researcher: Yeah that's for Seniors knefit 1 think. 

W21: Yeah, yeah. I mean mind you single people they're going to leave hem 
alone so they clairn right now. But who knows. 1 mean [Ontario Premier] 
Hamis is such a two faced son of a percb that you know you never cm tell 
what he's going to do. 



Researcher: Well mind you this isn't Hanis's job. This is the fedenl government. 

W21: Yeah. But 1 mean even again you know, with the welfare the way he went 
at it and al1 the rest of it. And 1 still maintain he's got a hell of a lot to do 
with the senior stuff. Well 1 know a fnend of mine, shets on the seniors 
cornmittee down there and it's pathetic. You k w w  1 mean the dmgs and 
M they 've cut off and al1 the rest of it, it really is pathetic. 

Two participants were critical of income tax d e s  that could present a disincentive 

to working afler retirement. 

W30, p. 46: Yeah. part of my working ... I would say that at six months 1 take a 
look at what 1 made. 1 don't keep it every month but I make sure and 
anybody in my position should make sure they do the same thing. You keep 
a rnonitor and truth to tell itts cheaper for you not to work than you know so 
you don? get over that arnount. So it's so selfdefeating for us. 

p. 50: But there is another aspect. It's alrnost like if you make over $25.000. 
you know the whole financial aspect of the working is completely crazy. 1 
don't like using the word cray. Ys not financial benefit to the country to 
some degree. That's the real problem. 1 haven't d y z e d  that right through 
as well as 1 cm. 

W36, p. 40: You see this is another thing. Because i'm doing what I'm doing, I'm 
paying so much tax now. I have to now pay quarterly because it's over 
$2,000. So that's another thing. I have to have that al1 rendy. I mean but I 
can't have it both ways. You know 1 can either stay home and try and live on 
what 1 have or go out and [work]. 

Future plans 

Like those belonging to the previous cohort, most participants in the "Children of 

the Depression" cohort expressed linle interest in retîring, but saw themselves continuing to 

work as long as they were able to do so: 

W 14, p. 19: My plan is to retire when 1 can't walk or I can't think. Lf my mind 
doesn't work and if they kick me out you know for some reason. 

W03, p. 28-89: No. 1 never plan ahead like that. I'm not a very good planner 
pefiod. ... It's whatever you know, hey you know, whatever happens. 

W21, p. 39: No, no, no, no. One dey at a tirne. No as long as Pve got my health 
and 1 can work 1 can't see any re8~0ns why I shouidn't work. 



W30, p. 32: 1 think as long as my health is fine 1'11 always work. But 1 suppose if 
1 haci, I'd probably do about three days a week. ... 1 would never really retire 
because fortunately I'm very portable [...] what 1 do. i'm not tied in to 
a m m &  

One said she would review her situation when she twned sixty-nine (the newly- 

announced age at which a RRSP must be converted to a RRIF), and another said she would 

retire when she chose to, although she did not have o specific age or tirne in mind. However. 

tive of the seven women in ihis group owned W P s  to which they had been contributing 

for several years, which might give them some flexibility to retire in the hure.  This ever 

single participant explained how her RRSP fomed a significant part of her retirement 'nest 

egg' : 

W36, p. 15: So that's like the long range plan. One of the reasons that Fm still 
working is that I can put money in my RRSP. If 1 wasnt working 1 couldn't. 
So chat will be - when 1 stop working that will be my other source of 
income. 

The participants belonging to the "Children of the Depression" cohon were. like 

their "Children of the Roaring Twenties" counterparts, strongly cornmitted to work. They 

saw work as a way to stay active and involved, and to be with other people. As a group. 

they rejected retirement, which they regarded as 'sheer boredom' and the aimless pursuit 

of leisure. Volunteer work was also important to some of them. both to serve their 

communities and to gain usehl work experience. 

Some of these women were reasonably well infonned about public retirement 

income policies, but they were not concemed that changes to government policies would 

affect them adversely. Several did express concem about how younger people might be 

affecteci by such changes. 

With two exceptions, these women, Iike those in the previous cohon, were not 

inclined to plan to retire at a specific age or time. uistead. they tended to adopt a 'wait 

and see' attitude, stating their intention to work as long as their health remained good. 



Depresaion Babies 

Canadians belonging to this cohort were probably too young to remember much 

about the Depression, although as they grew older, they undoubtedly learned fiom 

parents, older siblings and others about the strain and insecurity it had cawd. They were 

school children during the Second World War, and had chiidhood mernories of wartime 

conditions. They were not directly involved in that conflict, although many had family 

members who were, and it may have afTected early family life for some. 

When they reached young adulthood in the mid-1950's. women in this cohort 

usually worked to support thernselves for a few years &er completing their education, 

before marrying in the late 1950s or early 1960s. It was not cornmon for young mothers to 

work outside of the home while raising young chilcûen, although some did. However, by 

the mid-1970s when their children were older and they were in their thirties, many re- 

entered the labour force in response to expanding oppomuiities and the need for extra 

family income, or to support thernselves and their families following divorce. Most 

participants in this group worked full-tirne fiom their mid-forties until their late fifiies or 

early sixties. None was affecteci by the recession of 1990-91. but corporate restructuring 

in the mid- 1990s precipitated early retirement for most of these women. 

The work and family patterns of the ten participants belonging to this cohort. who 

were bom between 1934 and 1938 duMg the second half of the Great Depression. are 

shown in Figure 5.3. They were aged between 60 and 64 at the time of the study. 

Divorce 

Participants belonging to this generation experienced the highest incidence of 

divorce among al1 participants in the study. Few of them revealed much about the 

circumstances of theù divorces, but one expresscd her candid views about why so many 

marriages ended among members of her generation. She also recalled the adrnonition 

h m  her consociates that divorce would lead to a lonely old age: 



Figure 5.3 
Womcn's Lik Course Pattcrns in Historicd Contcat 

"Depression Babies" (b. 1934- 1938) 



W30, p. 33: An awful lot of them, particularly the women who are growing old 
with these older men who have had high power positions, have been 
directing you know hundreds of workers and are now retired and now have 
one worker and that's their wife to direct around....It's a nightrnare. 1 would 
never get involveci with anybody, never, ... because my generation of older 
men is hideous. They're just a nightmare to grow old with. And the h y  
thing is when 1 left my marriage when 1 was 42 what was the one thing that 
everybody said to me amongst ... they said but you're gohg to grow old. 
Youtre going to be lonely when youtre older. There's not going to be 
anybody. 1 said 1 may be lonel y but Pm never going to be bored. 

For these women, divorce often entailed experienced a sharp &op in living 

standards, which left some of them struggling to make ends meet: 

W23, p. 17: And it's exceptionai what 1 have done. ... it was so hard to - he 
[husôand] lefl so much debt and supporthg two children was so hard. It 
was temble. 1 worked three jobs at different times, al1 while 1 was working 
there 1 was ... at night time. 

Othen, like this woman, recrived some support fiom their ex-husbands: 

W32. p. 25: We had a very nice life before ihis... when my husband lost his job. 
There was a rd adjustment to our lifestyle. There wasn't a lot of money 
when we separated and divorced. But when things were better for him he 
did give me money that he felt 1 deserved, that 1 didn't get when we 
separated and divorced. . . . He helped me if 1 needed it you know if there 
was a tirne 1 never you know hesitated. 1 could never say well 1 can't ask 
him. He would help me whenever. 

Perceptions of work and retirement 

Some of these participants associated work with making a contribution, k ing  

productive and king useful. 

W28, p. 28: me meaning of work is] Dohg someihing worthwhile, 
conûibuting, helping people, making a difference, al1 of hem, féelhg that 
there was 1 guess in a nutshell that it was worth doing. 

W35, p. 32: 1 think working is a life time exercise and unless people d l y  have 
a lot of money and they can travel and do volunttxr work and charity work, 
they need to work foi pay or without pay. To be productive in some way I 
think is very important. 



W38, p. 5: 1 gwss I'm of the ilk that a lot of it is 1 have to have a feeling of 
belonging or usefùlness. 

Like their counterparts belonging to the "Children of the Depression" cohort. they 

tended to equate retirement with unproductive leisure. Some perceived retirement as 

decidedly distasteful: 

W23, p. 46: 1 hate that word. 1 think it's the wrong terni to w for human beings. 
. ..So 1 would like to h d  another word for retirement because 1 think it's 
[...] to people. 1 think that word should be annihilateci because 1 think it 
brings such temble things to people. 

Echoing their counterparts in the two previous cohorts, others saw retirement as 

fine for other people, but not for themselves, personally: 

W32, p. 28: 1 think if it's your choice it's great you know. 1 think when you've 
made up your mind that you want to lave the workforce and you want to 
spend time with your ûiends, 1 think that's great if that's what you wodd 
like to do. But it's not what I'd like to do. I don? want to be. 1 don? go to 
coffee clatches and things like that. I'm not part of women' s groups. 1 have 
fnends but you know that's on my time. 

W35, p. 32: 1 think if people can fiord to retire it's a wonderhl choice. If the 
choice is that they can't fiord to retire then they have to continue working 
for as long as they possibly can or go back to work, do whatever they can to 
eam the money to live. 

W33, p. 3 1 : So to just be at home and do that, yeah it'd be fine for a few days and 
then I'd want to be doing something more with people. And 1 think thatts 
different for people who live alone than when you're in a farnily situation. 

Only one in this group saw retirement as a t h e  of life for trying w w  things: 

W15, p. 22: What is retirement though? Okay. Lots of people think of 
retirement as just you collapse. But 1 don? hd,  1 dont think of retirement as 
just the end of the world. 1 hi& of &ment as tune to open different 
avenues, go tell a story or somethhg. So 1 dont consider it boredom. 

These arnbivaient perceptions of retirement may reflect the fact that most of these 

participants were self-supporting, divorced women, sevetal of whom had retired under 

conditions not of their own choosing, through layoffs and early retirement incentive plans 



(Ems). Some had accepted an ERIP with reluctance, because they felt there was teally 

little choice, even though they were told it was their decision: 

W23, p. 27: 1 could have been and should have been in the spring quota [of 
retirees]. But he [her supenisor] was able to hold it off because he knew 1 
was ûying to get a house. So 1 was in the fdl quota. 

W 1 5, p. 6: Well the package was offered to me. ... the benefit that was offered 
for the salary 1 was making and the difference b e ~ e e n  the salary and 
going out to look for something part-time to offset my income, or to fhd, 
to get into something of my own ... so 1 decided to go For the package. 

W32, p. 3: And under the circumstances it was offered to me. 1 don't think 
there was an alternative and 1 guess if 1 didn't take it then 1 would just be 
number four. 

For this last ERIP recipient, the loss of her job was traumatic, engendering 

feelings of personal inadequacy: 

pp. 8-9: When 1 fim was retired 1 was devastated. 1 reaily, 1 just lost ail 
my confidence and my self-esteem. 

However, one woman fought back against what she perceived to be "subversive 

behaviouf' on the part of a new president of the Company h t  let her go: 

W 3 5 ,  p. 24-25 : 1 took an early retirement package that was forced ont0 me when 
a new president came on and he wanted to bring ... al1 his people with him 
and so he let the entire board of directors go with due compensation. It 
never got publicized. ... Everyone was Qing a good job but he wanted his 
own people. It's a subversive kind of behaviour but that's the way the 
corporations do it. ... And then they just cal1 you in one day and offer you a 
package. And 1 was the only one among al1 of them [CO-workers] who 
negotiated my package through a lawyer. 

Posï-retirement work 

For some of these participants, the decision to work after cetirement appeared to 

be closely comected with theù tendency to equate retirement with social isolation. 

W38, p. 5: And 1 like talking to people and you seem to distance youftelf h m  
that when you retire, unless you have money to travel or set out plans. 



Finding work afler retirement that would produce adequate income and allow them 

the flexibility they sought was not easy for some of these women. One-half of the 

participants in this group were employed at the tirne of the interview, and the other half 

were lwking for work. One of these participants encountered negative attitudes about older 

people working from someone who rnight be expected to be more supportive: 

W38, p. 17: The guy at the welfare said who in heaven's narne do you think is 
going to employ a 62- year-old woman for a couple of years? 

Another was incensed that she was seldom given a chance to prove herself to a 

prospective employer: 

W05, p. 31: See thatls wtiat rny real beef is. I'm not given the chance to sel1 
myself. ... 1 dont have a husband who's going to take off and 1 have to go 
trucking dong behind. I don? have kids so Pm not going to be home with 
them when they're sick or they get into trouble. ... l'm a much better bet for 
any employer than anybody thirty years my junior. 

This woman also felt that the cost of upgrading her home computer and learning 

new prognims was prohibitive, particularly since it would not guarantee her a job: 

p. 11 : I'm not going to spend the money to upgrade mer home computer and 
computer skills] unless there's a specific reason or a specific program 1 need 
to know to run. ... 1 havent got enough money that 1 feel cornfortable 
garnbling on taking a computer course, or an accounting course or whatever 
course to build on the skills 1 have. 

Like the participants belonging to the previous cohort, most of these participants 

expressed a preference for part-time work, for mûny of the sarne reasons. 

W33, p. 30: I think Fm probably one of those people that will put it 
[retirement] off. 1 think what 1 have now is the best of both worlds. 
working part-tirne and having a lot more tirne to myself ihan I've had in the 
P a s t o  

W32, pp. 5-6: No, 1 don't want to work into holidays. 1 had five weeks 
when 1 lefi my Company so I'm not interested in that. As 1 say my daughter 
lives in the States. I like to have the W o m  to visit her when 1 want. 
... Because I'm not going to work you know permanent. It's just two weeks 
here and you know if they like you they say thai they will request you h m  
the agencies. You know if ihey nad that you worked out. ... But in 



temporary work what 1 told them was 1 wanted reception work, nothing ... 
not with a lot of responsibility or anything. I'm not interested in doing that 
again 1 guess. 

W05, p. 1 I : Like . . .and 1 know it's asking for the impossible that 1 want 
something that's, you know, one or two or ten steps up h m  your average 
McJob. But 1 really only want part-time because I've got other irons in the 
fm. You know, my school. 1 enjoy bat. I'rn just going to continue that as 
long as 1 possibly cm and I don't want to work full-time. 1 don't need the 
money that hadly but 1 would like some, you know. 1 don? have the energy 
1 used to. 1 think 1 used it ail up. mughs] You know I used it ail up there 
for a few years and 1 don't have a whole lot left. 

However, one participant saw the low pay and irregular nature of much of the 

part-time work available to older workers as drawbacks: 

W35, p. 9: 1 want to get a pay cheque. 1 don? want to do commission work. 
... I'rn more concemed with the ngularity [of work] than the amount [of 
money], although it makes a difference but not that much difference. The 
pay d e  is quite low for this kind of work. 

Volunteering 

Seven of the ten women in this group were active volunteers. Some. like this , 

woman, did volunteer work to 'give something back': 

W19, p. 7: But abused women... 1 went h u g h  the system myself. 1 was 
abused. I'm widowed now but 1 got divorced before so I've been there and 
done that and 1 feel with al1 my healing it's important to help others who are 
going through that. It's given me a whole purpose kind of to help othen 
through what kind of happens because it's nobody's ... no fault of thek own 
kind of t h g  you know. 

ûthers, like this woman, volunteeied as a way of meeting people, king pIut of the 

co~nuni ty  and making contacts that might lead to paid employment: 

W28, p. 7: 1 was volun tee~g  and I guess 1 starteci to do a few extras. And 
then when the staff person le& the Executive Director asked a volunteer 
who'd been here for many years and myself if we could give some paid time 
to keep things going. So we decided betwern the two of us that we'd each 
do two days. It's open four &YS. So it became a job share. So we were 
asked by the Executive Director because we were farniliar with it. 



Another described how volunteer work had prepared her for a career in business: 

W30, p. 10: And al1 through my life i've done massive arnounts of volunteer 
work. in that i've nui rnany, many companies, cornmittees, always headed 
up whatever it was 1 got into. 1 was chaimian of the children's opera and 
then became chaimian of the junior cornmittee, then on to Prologue which 
was taking arts into the schooi, headed up the - anyhow you know it's 
endless. But in that 1 learned - rny line used - people would say well how 
did you leam how to you know son of run things and 1 said well 1 always 
figured if you couid get 30 women working for nothing, you could certainly 
get 30 women working for money. So that's how 1 developed my expertise. 

Concems about proposed changes to public retirement income policies were not 

strongly evident among participants in this cohort. One woman did express skepticism 

about the ability or willingness of govemments to look &er the interests of older people. 

and she was highly cntical of what she saw as past promises king broken by the present 

federal govemment, which she felt would make life more dificult for people who would 

retire in the f û ~ :  

W35, p. 34: ... But younger people now who are self-employed will have to 
look at their retirement savings because I dont think the government is 
going to be there for them. Yeah. We were promised. We were told. We 
were promised that you work your lifetime and your retirement is taken care 
of. We've been naive and we were told that if you have a house you know 
that'll be lyour secuity]. But that's not so any more, especially with the 
economic climate that we just came through. 

One issue becarne apparent in reviewing the comments of these participants about 

govemment policies. Since they were between the ages of 60 and 64, they were eligible to 

receive 'early' Canada Pension Plan retirement benefits, which moa of them did31. Seven 

of the ten had applied for CPP retirement benefits shortly afier turning sixty. Some 

volunteered their reasons for doing this. 

W32, p. 35: I'm taking it [CPP] because at least 1 know every month I'm 
going to receive a few hundted dollars that is really mine. And that's why I 

'' Amendmenu to the Quebec Pension Plan in 1984 and the Canada Pension Plan in 1987 allowed 
contributors to cl& retirement benefits between the ages of 60 and 70, with acnianal adjustments for early 
or late take-up (Tompa, 1999). 



took it. ... I don? need it. 1 need it for me though. I mean I'm not going to 
be out on the Street if I don? get that few hundred dollars, but 1 like the idea 
that 1 get something back. 

W33, p. 15: But I have applied for CPP because the accountant that I work 
with found out that I would be penalized if I didn't take it. Because 1 was 
only in the program for so few years they would continue to count the years 
against me that 1 wasn't contributhg to it. 

W23. p. 35: I'd talked it over with the staff services at headquarten and even 
though 1 was going to lose a little [CPP benefits] i'd be better off to have 
that put back in the house. Because by the tirne Pm 65, a) 1 may not be hcre. 
b) 1 c m  do more with the money now than when I'm 65 years old. 1 can 
keep on putting [it] into equity in the house. 

Not al1 participants regarded the Canada Pension Plan with equanimity. This woman 

was critical of d e s  that do not allow a person to make contributions unless eamings are 

above a certain level, or during pends when they are not employed or self-employed. She 

felt that these d e s  were self-defeating: 

WOS, p. 29: You cannot pay [contribute] until you. income mets such and such 
a level and then they won't let you put in more. So even when 1 could afford 
to put money in, but didn't meet the critena, 1 could not pay into it. Stupid 
or what. If I want to pay in you're telling me, no? That doesn't make sense 
to me. ... Weil for instance al1 these jobs that were through U.1 
[unemployment insunuice], 1 was earning money but it wasn't eamed 
income, so I couldn't.. . there was no CPP and 1 couldn't pay in. 1 wanted 
to. So I could have been paying in, not d l  the time. but many of the years 
since I've actually had real work. 1 could have k e n  paying in to CPP for 
my own Future benefit It wasn't an option. I couldn't. So ôecause 1 couldn't 
somebody's going to have to pay to look a f k  me, eventually. 

Future plans 

Like their counterparts belonging to the previous two cohorts, most of the women 

in this group stated that they did not plan to retire, ot  would only retire when they were no 

longer able to work. In three cases, participants said they could not fiord to retire. 

However, one, whose husband was a h c i d  planner, did indicate that she planned to 

retire at age 63 or 64 (she was 6 1 at the time of the interview). Another said that she 

ûequently discussed her ability to retire with a financial advisor. Six of the ten mernbers 



of this group owned RRSPs which could be used to augment or replace earned income in 

the future. 

About one-Mf of the participants belonging to the "Depression Babies" cohort had 

ce-entered the work force to help meet family expenses after their children were in school.. 

oflen working part-the for a few years, then full-tirne. The other half retumed to work 

before their youngest children entered school, and sorne of these worked continuously. ofien 

Ml-the. as theu children were bom. There were no ever single women in this gmup. 

although one had no children. Al1 but one was divorced, and had worked for some years as 

sole providers for themselves and their children. Al1 had retired fiorn full-tirne jobs. most as 

a result of layoff and ERiPs, by the age of 62. They al1 wanted to continue working - as a 

way to remain productive, to earn extra money, and to be with other people - but most 

expressed a preference for part-time or temporary work. Most were also involved in 

volunteer work, some to 'give something back' and some to learn or improve marketable 

skills and make potential job contacts. 

Few were particularly knowledgeable or concemed about changes in governrnent 

policies, but a high proportion were in receipt of 'eatly' CPP retirement benefits, feeling 

that it was a good idea to claim these benefits when they were needed. They rationalized 

that over the long term, even if the monthly benefits were less. they might receive as much 

as if they were to wait. 

Most of these women had no interest in retiring in the near future. However, they 

were less iaclined than members of the previous cohorts to d e  out retirement altogether, 

and al1 but three had been swing money in their RRSPs to prepare for firture contingencies. 

Wartime Babies 

Members of this cohort reached young adulthood in the late 1950s and early 

1960s, married in the 1960s and had theu first children during the 1st years of the baby 

boom. Ahhough fertility rates were still relatively high among "Wartime Babies" women, 

the mouiers belonging to this cohort tendod to have fewer children than their counterparts 



in the two preceding cohorts. By the mid-1970s, they were in their late twenties and early 

thirties, by which time the oppomullties and incentives for women to work outside of the 

home were increasing. Those with post-secondary education and/or office skills were well 

positioned to find fairly steady employment in the expanding services sector of the 

economy. Those with higher levels of education were able to obtain professional and 

managerial employment, in such fields as education, health care and social services. 

While they enjoyed reasonable job security during the 1970s and 1980s, some of were 

faced with involuntary job loss in the early 1980s and early 1990s due to recession and 

corporate and govenunent restructuring. 

Figure 5.4 shows the life course patterns of the seven participants belonging to the 

fourth cohort, bom between 1939 and 1943 during the Second World W u .  They were 

between the ages of 55 and 59 at the tirne of the study. 

Perceptions ofwork und retirement 

For some of the iWartime Babies" participants, especially those with more 

education. work was a source of professional achievement and personal satisfaction. as 

this women's description of her career indicates: 

W 34, pp. 40-41 : We made massive changes, just absolutely going h m  black to 
white. 1 was in the secretanal science department when new technology 
came in and over a few years we côanged it to an I.T. department and it's 
called Business Administration Monnation Management. So you know 1 
haven't ciiught any of those subjects in probably close to 20 years. ... and 1 
taught Organizational Behaviour and Management and thatts how 1 was able 
to become qualified to do that. So it w d t  just keeping current, it was 
making massive, massive changes in îhis department over many years 
... Then 1 opened a centre for leaming technologies. 1 was the director of the 
department for a year, acting, because they were between. And I kept 
hearing more and more about vide0 confetencing and intemet and who 
would be using the intemet, so 1 created a Centre for Learning Technologies 
and we did a lot of video conferenchg. ... Yes, yes, how to use video 
conferencing and our students because we have a stroag training program. 
And doing it with a corporate partner. We did three seminars for theu 
employees, trying to teach sofi subjects ushg video 1 mean it was just 
outrageously dificult. But again a great opportunity to do these t h g s .  





For others, however, work was pnmarily a source of income and financial security: 

WO2, p. 2: But I mean there's nothing like having a job and doing your own thing 
and going to a movie. Oh god. Oh god yeah. Just du@ like that. And 1'm not 
cut out to be married and living with somebody. I'rn very independent. I'rn 
very, I'm gone al1 the time. I'rn a very active perîon. So for me to be in this 
situation with restricted money itts temble. 

Although not al1 were favourably disposed toward retirement, these participants 

tended to be more open to its advuitages a d  oppominities thm participants in exlier 

cohorts. Two, who had retired From Ml-time jobs by choice, tdked about the fieedom 

and opportunities for new experiences afforded by retirement. 

W31, p. 26: Well retirement to me means that you have more t h e  to do 
whatever you want to do and itts not the idea of doing nothing. Because I'm 
not a doing nothing person you know like I've always got something to do. 

W09, p. 2: Well, 1 was within a year of retirement age for teaching, that is 1 was 
a year from the '90 factor' if you know what that is, when the [school] 
Board offered an early retirement incentive in [city]. And [second husband] 
and 1 were engaged to be marrieci so everything fit together beautifully. 1 
expected to be another year yet but the early retirement incentive was the 
factor, the biggest factor. 

Although three participants in this group had retired from their full-time jobs by 

choice, and another for health reasons, three had lost their jobs when the organizations for 

which they worked ceased operatiom. For this participant, k ing  laid off fiom her nursing 

job was accompanied by feelings of loss, betrayal and fear 

W 1 3, pp. 1 ,3  : Working has been a very important part of my life so that when 1 
found myself in this traumatic situation 1 lost my identity. ... Loss of identity 
was the big one. Loss of control. Panic. F a .  A sense - 1 really think in 
some sense of betrayal, a cornpuent of that. 

Post-retirement work 

For those who were professionally qualified and had the security of reasonably - 

good pensions andlor maniage, continuhg to work after retirement offered the 

opportunity to achieve petsonai and fuiancial goals. ûne participant, a retired high school 



business teacher, saw working after retirement as a way to help her children financially, 

Save and invest while making use of use her technical skills and mental abilities: 

W09, p. 3: 1 really wanted to be doing, using the skills 1 already have. word 
processing, data base management, presentation software like desktop 
publishing. 1 enjoy that kind of thing. And using my thinking skills. 

p. 13: This is the fmt time in my life i've been able to save and invest, plus 1 am 
able to help a couple of my sons who are neediig some assistance. 

For another retired educator, retirement was an opportunity to continue teaching. but 

with a sharper focus than her pre-retirement job had allowed: 

W34, p. 12: 1 used to teach at the broad case study level, look at the structure, 
look at the technology, look at this, do the diagnosis, al1 that. And now 1 
really just want to deal with the people. And only in a very small niche. a 
small focus. And 1 think that's, I'rn pretty clear about that. 

Although as a group these women were quite successful in obtaining employment 

&er retirement. one who was not so fortunate suspected that her age was the problem: 

W02, p. 7: If they hire me today they know chat maybe 1'11 be productive for what 
ten years, so why would they hire me. ... And at one time 1 used to be 
granted first interviews, second interviews. Fm not even. they don't even 
write me a letter any more. So for me that's ... and then you think afler a 
while well is it really because I'm older? 

This participant, who was in straitened circumstances, also mentioned that the costs 

associated with preparing for and obtaining employment were a pmblem for her: 

p. 41 : Oh you have to have money to look for a job. Youtve got to have money to 
do the resume propedy. You have to have bus f a  to go and do it. And you 
have to look half decent. 1 mean you know your wardrobe h m  ten years 
ago is not. you can't Wear that any more. 

Volunteering 

Six of the seven women in this group were active volunteers. Their reasons for 

volunteering were varied, and included supporting chwhes and clubs of which they were 

members, gaining work experience and making potential job contacts, raising money for 

charitable causes that touched them or family members persoaally, and getting social 



support h m  pers. Several said they would do more volunteer work if they were not 

working for pay, and would probably do more after they stopped working for pay. 

Policy concernî 

The women in this group appeared to be unconcemed about proposeci changes to 

public retirement income policies for one of two reasons: either because they did not feel 

they wodd ever need such assistance, or because they were too focused on 'getting by' in 

the present. The following comrnents illustrate these polar positions: 

W09, p. 3 1 : I guess it hasn't been a major concem of mine because 1 knew that 
my teacher's pay cheque was solid. 1 was a littie concemed when 1 heard 
that ... but lots of people had. But 1 think I've always known that the 
teachers' pension was solid and so I knew I had that good base to begin 
with. . . . 1 have to admit that 1 have always thought more in ternis of what 
1 can do for myself than what any goveMnent plan would provide. . .. i've 
never relied on a govenunent plan and I doubt that I ever will. To me that's 
more for somebody who really needs it more than 1 do. 

W02, p. 16: 1 just heard about it [Canada Pension Plan] and that's it. To tell you 
the truth 1 dont even know what kind of changes they're going to make. 

Researcher: Okay. So when you get to be - the earliest I think you can apply for 
Canada pension is sixty. 

W02: Yeah but when you get it at sixty don't they take some of it off or 
something? 

Resatrcher: Yeab there's a bit of a reduction in what you would get if you arenrt 
65. And you will receive some CPP because you were paying into it ail 
those years that you were working. And ceriallily if you get a job again 
you're going to continue contributing into that. So have you sort of stopped 
to think about what sort of retirement income you can expect to get you 
know when that time cornes? 

W02: Never. Never did 1 sit down and think about this. 

Researck Yeah? 

W02: Yeah. n i a i s  what they say about an aioholic. Just wony about today and 
if you cm make it today, that's good. So for me that's the way I go. And 
that's only been in the last three years since Pm on weWarie. 



Future plans 

in contrast to the previous cohorts. al1 seven women in this group said that they 

planned to retire at a specific tùw in the friture, or at a specific age. Although oniy three had 

private pensions, dl but one owned RRSPs. The two who said they would retire at age 70 

said they couid not a o r d  to retire until then. 

Summary 

There was no dominant pattern in the work histones of the seven participants 

belonging to the "Wartime Babies" cohori. As a group, they had higher Ievels of 

education than the other participants, al1 but one holding a univenity degree or college 

diplorna. Al1 of them had retired at or before the age of fi@-eight: three by choice, one 

because she was laid off, one because of a health problem and one because she could not 

find employment. A11 planned to work for a few more years and then retire. Some - 
those with the secuiity afTorded by marriage andor private pensions - worked. or 

wanted to work to pursue professional interests and/or to earn a living. Othm needed to 

eam money to support themselves andor their partnen, and save for their 'final' 

retirement. The former saw post-retirement work as an opportunity to continue using their 

education and skills to achieve goals they had not k e n  able to pursue while working full- 

time, or just to work less and 'wind down'. The latter worked because they wanted to 

carn a living andfor increase their swings. These less advantaged women did not see 

retirement as a possibility for themselves in the near future, although they did plan to 

retire eventually. 



SECTION 3: COMPARINC LIFE COURSE PATTERNS 

To fùrther explore sirnilarities and differences among the participants. 1 organized 

the diagrams of life course patterns by participants' birth years into the four cohorts as 

previously defined. To facilitate cornparison of participants' ages at various life course 

transitions, I aligned the diagrams to the age of fifieen, as shown in Figures 5.5 for ever 

single and childless participants, and in Figure 5.6 for participants who were mothers. 

The vertical lincs in these figures mark the ages of participants 3t five Sem intenfaIs, 

rather than calendar years. 

Sorne of the differences observed were clearly related to fmily status. notably the 

occurrence and timing of marriage and divorce, and the presence or absence of children in 

participants' lives. The life course patterns of participants belonging to al1 four cohoris 

who were ever single, or who were married but childless, were much more uniform than 

were those who were mothers. 

As can be seen in Figure 5.5, among ever single and childless participants, the 

pattern was quite uniform: full-time work beginning in the early to mid-twenties. 

followed by full-time employment for 35 to 40 yem and retirement in the early to mid- 

sixties. 

Figures 5.6 shows the life course patterns of the 23 participants who were 

mothers, arranged by descending age at the time of the study, and grouped into 

histoncally defined cohorts. in contrast to ever single and childless participants. the 

patterns of mothers were much more variable, and appeared to become even more so 

from the oldest to the youngest cohorts. The ages at which these women first married 

were fairly uniform. Seventeen married by age 24 and six married after age 24. However. 

increased variability is observed from one cohort to the next in the ages at which they re- 

entered the workforce &er children were bom. 

Although there were exceptions, mothers belonging to the first two cohorts, the 

"Children of the Roaring Twenties" and the "Children of the Depression", tended to 

postpone their return to work uniil their eldest children were teenagers and they 

themselves were in their rnid-thirties to early forcies. Mothers belonging to the third 
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cohort, the "Depression Babies", tended to work more years before having children than 

those belonging to the previous two gmups. They tended to re-enter the labour market 

sooner, ofien when their youngest children were still toddlers, by which time they were in 

their early thirties to early forties. Most worked part-thne for a number of years while the 

children were growing up. then full-time until retirement. 

The life course diagrams of the mothers belonging to the fourth cohort, the 

"Wartime Bahies", show the greatest variation in family and work patterns. Some 

reninied to work soon &et their children were born while others did not work at al1 until 

their children were teenagers. More mothers in this cohort than in the previous three 

retumed to schwl while working andor raising children. 

Some mothers in al1 cohorts worked more or less continuously, either full-time or 

part-tirne, while raising children, but arnong those in the third and fourth cohorts this 

pattern was considerably more evident. in sum, it appears that the women belonging to 

earlier cohorts were inclined to substantially complete the task of raising children before 

retuming to work, while those belonglng to more recent cohorts were less likely to 

relinquish their work outside of the home entirely, even while caring for small children. 

For the mothen belonging to the third and fourth cohorts, working part-tirne may have 

been a compromise between the competing demands of family and work outside of the 

home, as suggested by Moen and Smith (1986). 

The life course patterns of the majority of the mothers in the present study 

(fourteen of twenty-the) indicated that they had combined various family, work and 

study d e s  throughout most of theù lives. Their patterns exhibited various durations and 

combinations of the following elements: work before marriage, delayed mamage. 

reduced family size. work outside of the home while raising children. acquisition of 

fonnal education &et marriage, divorce, and re-mamage d e r  divorce. These 'multiple 

role' patterns, are shown in Figure ~ . 7 ~ ' .  

" The concept of women's multiple d e s  - the combining of work with family responsibilitia - 
has km widely used in describing and anaîyzing îhe changes in womm's lives tha! have occwed since the 
Serond World War. See for example Giele (1998) and Moen (1992), and Mm, Robison & Fields (1994). 
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The remaining two-fifths of the mothen in the study sample (nine of twenty-three) 

married soon after complethg their basic education, started their families shortly after 

marriage, and entered or retntered the labour force when their children were of school 

age, or even later. Frequently they returned, at least initially, to part-time work. These 

patterns, labelled 'traditional', are shown in Figure 5.8. Within the study sample. 

traditional patterns appear to be more cornmon arnong participants belonging to the 

"Children of the Roaring Twenties" and "Children of the Depression" cohons. Two of the 

three married participants belonging to the fim group, and three of the six belonging to 

the second gïoup maintained a traditional separation between family responsibilities and 

work outside of the home. 

The practicd consequences of the two patterns are underxored by comparing 

marital, matemal and labour force behaviour, as shown in Table 5.10. These tindings are 

consistent. On average, the 'multiple role' mothea married and started their families 

when 

Tabie 5.10 -- Cornparison of Traditional and Multiple Role Participants 

Tradi tional Multiple Role 

Average age at marriage 

Average age at birth of first child 

Average number of children 

Average age at r e m  to work 

Average total years in labour force 

they were older, had fewer children, and retumed to the labour force sooner after their last 

children were bom than the 'traditional' mothers. Moreover, while al1 but two of the 

traditional motheis retumed initiaîiy to part-tirne work, usuaily when their youngest 
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children were of school age, three of the multiple role mothers did not leave the labour 

force for significant periods ai al1 when their children were bom, and seven returned 

duectly to Ml-time work. Consequently they spent, in total (part-time and full-time), 

almost ten more years in the labour force before retiremen?. As a consequence of their 

differential labour force participation over the years, the participants with traditional and 

multiple role patterns also differed in their financial positions afler retirement. The 

average estimated income of traditional participants in the previous year was $2 1 .IOO. 

while for multiple role participants it was $37,000. Four of the participants with 

'traditional' patterns, al1 of whom were unattacheci, estimated their incomes to be S 18.000 

or below, placing them precariously close to the Low Incorne Cut-Off, which was 

$1 6,5 1 1 in 1 998 for an unattac hed person living in a large urban area. 

- - - -  

33 Retirement here refers to the most recent retirement before pa&ipants were interviewed. 



SECTION 4: SUMMARY OF FINDINCS 

Dbtinctive generational world views 

The findings indicate strong and fairly consistent differences among participants 

belonging to the four historically defined birth cohorts in the meanings they associated 

with paid work, retirement, post-retirement work, and volunteering. Differences are also 

apparent in the concems participants belonging to the four cohoris expressed about public 

retirement incorne policies and in their orientations towards the future. These differences 

are summarized in Table 5.1 1. 

To the extent that perceptions and attitudes are shared among members of a birth 

cohort, that cohon may be said to constitute a "generation" (Mannheim. 1952; Marshall. 

1983). Henceforth, the term "generational group" will generally be used to refer to each 

of the four cohorts defined in this study. 

The meaning of work 

While there was some overlap, the meanings associated with work shified across 

the four cohorts. Among the "Children of the Roaring Twenties". work was seen as a way 

ofconüibuting to the community, and as such formed an important part of their identities. 

To the "Children of the Depression", work was a means of k ing  a productive member of 

society, but also a way of maintaining social contact and avoiding isolation. For the 

"Depression Babies", work was a means of being with other people, but was also a way to 

maintain independence. The "Wartime Babies" saw work either as a vehicle for the 

achievement of professional goals or, for those who were less advantaged, as a necessary 

source of incorne, 

The meaning of retirement 

The subjective meanings participants atîached to 'retirement' were used for 

purposes of this study. If participants considend themselves to have retired before 

returning to work, this was accepted at face value. In fact, what 'retirement' meant for al1 

but two of the participants, was the end of full-time employment. Al1 of the participants 



Table 5.1 1 -- Summary o f  Findings From Interviews With Study Participants, by Birth Cohorts 

Meamimg of Mmiing of Meaning of post Meaning of Conceras re: Plans for the 
Geicntior work rttiremcnt retirement work Voluntetriag policy chaagea futun! 

"CLildren OC Being usehl, Physical and Keeping busy, A lifelong duty "We're prepared to Most don't plan 
t k  Roariig Part of one's mental decline making a to one's defend our interests to retire, will 
Tweitksm ident ity contri but ion cornmunity against unwanted work as long as 

change" able 

Wbiiàna of Being Loss, isolation, An antidote to Helping the less "We won't be Most don't plan 
tk productive, end of  boredom; part- fortunate affected, but to d m ,  will 

Dcprca~ion~ soeially involvement time preferd younger people work as long as 
involved Leaming new will be" able 

ski t ls 

aDcpnsska Keeping active Okay for other An antidote to Give something "We don't expect Some have plans 
Babics" and supporting people (but not boredorn; part-tirne back govemmen t to retire 

onesel f for me) preferred benefits to be there at a specific 
VS. for our children" timelage 

A remote A source of extra barn new skilts, 
possibility money Make contacts 

aWartime Personal An opportunity to New opportunities Lem new skills, " We're not Al1 plan to retire 
Babiesn satisfaction, achieve goals to use skills make contacts counting oii at a specific 

Professional VS. vs. government - we time/age 
goals A remote Earn a living, Save must look afler 

VS. possibility money ourselves" 
Earning it living 



had held a full-time position fiom which they had 'retireci' before returning to work. They 

did not associate retirement with other criteria often used in retirement studies such as a 

particular age, a ceremonial retirement 'event', or receipt of a pension. They regarded it 

as a state of m t  working Ml-time, following an extended period of full-time work. The 

two exceptions were both members of the youngest generation. One had changed careers 

after k ing  permanently laid off fiom her first job, and at the time of her interview was 

working Ml-time in a renewable contract position. The other had returned to work full- 

tirne after retiring early fiom a career job, but was in the process of looking for a part- 

time job that would allow her to have more fiee time. 

Participants' attitudes towards retirement reflected the world-views shared by 

most members of the generational groups to which they belonged. which in tum 

coincided with the historical conditions experienced by those groups. particularly during 

their young adult yean. The predominant reasons for retirement varied fiom one 

generationai group to the next in accordance with c hanging structural conditions. 

Few of the study participants belonging to the "Children of the Roaring Twenties" 

and "Children of the Depression" generations were favorably disposed towards 

retirement. The majority talked about it in mostly negative ternis. They saw it as 'loss' - 

loss of income, loss of structure in their lives, and loss of regular contact with people. 

Retirement was described by one participant as "the end of involvement": by another as 

"isolation"; by another as "'a big void"; and by another as "sheer boredom". They did not 

identify with retirees, and did not want to think of themselves as retired. The participants 

belonging to the "Depression Babies" cohort were more ambivalent in their feelings 

about retirement, with a few indicating that they planned to retire at a specific age. and 

one suggesting that retirement was an oppominity to 'try new things'. About one-half of 

these women owned a RRSP, indicating that they had been setting aside money for their 

eventual, permanent retirement. In contrast to the other three groups, the " Wartime 

Babies" were inclinecl to be more positive about retirement. Al1 said that they planned to 

retire at a specific age, or after achieving specific goais, and most had set aside money in 

a RRSP for this purpose. This shift in study piuticipants' perceptions of retirement may 

be related to the diffemt expectations of older and younger generation groups, which 



may in turn be co~ec ted  to the institutionaiization of retirement through public 

retirement income programs during the post-War period. Thus, 'fuial' retirement may be 

seen among women in younger age groups as a normative, sociaily sanctioned event, 

while for those in older age groups, it may mean relinquishing one's identity as a 

productive and valued member of society. However, the extent to which retirement is 

seen as a potentidly positive experience may be largely dependent upon one's financial 

circumstances. Those who are advantaged are likely to feel more positive about the 

prospect of retirement than those who are disadvantaged. 

Post-retirement work 

An important diEerence among participants belonging to the four generations was 

the extent to which they rejected or accepted the probability of final retirement (in the 

sense of full withdrawal from paid employment or selfsmployment). Because al1 of the 

participants continued to work, or intended to do so, after ending fùll-time jobs. it was 

also apparent (and verified by the Focus Group) that pst-retirement work was part of a 

process towards eventual, 'final' retirement, even if some were not prepared to think in 

those terrns. 

Al1 participants in al1 generational groups said they wanted to work or continue 

working. Very few, however, said that they would prefer to work on a regular. hll-time 

basis. They wanted the flexibility to controi how many hours they worked and to take 

time off when they chose to. Most were willing to forego earning sigiificant income in 

order to have these advantages. Several said they preferred part-time to Ml-time work. 

because it got them out of the house, kept them busy and provided some extra money. al! 

without the hassles associated with full-time work. Those involved in temporary office 

work extolled its benefits for shi lar  reasons, but also claimed that it paid reamnably well 

and one could choose to work fairly regularly. The preference for part-time work seemed 

somewhat paradoxical in view of the need expressed by several participants for 

suppkmentary income to maintain their present lifestyles and save for the future, and the * 

fact that the part-time work available was mostly p r l y  paid and irregular. However, for 

the majority of participants, the advmtages of part-time or temporary work, including 



more time to pursue non-work interests and less job-related stress, apparently outweighed 

the disadvantages of irregular scheduies and low pay. 

Almost al1 participants associateci pst-retirement work with positive benefits. 

The 'Thildren of the Roaring Twenties" kept working because they had always worked. 

and saw no reason to stop. They worked after retirement to mainiain their sense of 

identity. The "Children of the Depression" emphasized the need to get out of the house. 

avoid boredorn. be with other people, and do something 'useful'. The '-Depression 

Babies" aiso emphasized the need to be with other people, the importance of being able to 

fiord the extra things that "make life "worthwhile", and saving for the future. To the 

more advantaged "Wartime Babies", working after retirement was an opportunity to do 

things for which they had not previously had time, and meant king able to improve one's 

financial position. A few in each group needed to eam extra income to maintain an 

adequate standard of living. However, most said they would prefer to work part-time. or 

to work on temporary assignrnents. Most wanted the Bexibility to control how much they 

worked and to take time off to do other things when they chose. Only a few expressed 

concem about the irregularity and low pay that characterized most of the part-time and 

temporary work available to them. 

Given the fact that a high proportion of participants in al1 cohort groups indicated 

that the need or desire to earn extra money was at least part of the reason they continued 

to work, it is possible that their generalized rejection of retirement was really a 

rationalization of the marginal or near-marginal financial status of some participants. This 

possibility is further supported by the kquently stated view that retirement was fine for 

other people but not for them, suggesting that they did not feel their resowces were 

adequate to retire at present. and did not expect this to change in the future. 

Although only a few participants felt that they had ken subjected to overt gender 

discrimination in employment, some participants in al1 but one cohort - "Children of the 

Depression" - said they had experienced age discrimination when looking for work, or 

in work situations. One woman in the oldest cohort felt that she had been denied work in 

the p s t  because of ber age, and another in this group thought she was likely to have 



difficulty fmding work in the fùtwe because of her age. Two women in the "Depression 

Babies" cohort and one woman in the "Wartime Babies" cohort complained that their age . 

was a factor in the dificulties they were experiencing finding employment; but îhey wers 

also concemed with issues such as the costs associated with conducting a job search and 

upgrading their skills. implying that their difficulties were multiple. and not related only 

to age and/or gender. 

The fucus gmup confimcd that many people prefer part-time and tempomry work 

to full-time work after retirement. especially if they have a private pension income. The 

memben of the group agreed that part-time or temporary work is attractive because it 

cames less responsibility and is less stressful. than full-time work. involves less 

involvement in 'office politics'. gives the fkedom to work when and as much as one 

wants to and leaves more free time for other interests. The only significant drawback 

identified by the focus group was that the pay is usually very low (anywhere from $7.00 

to $12.00 per hou) which leaves very little after taxes. They suggested that those for 

whom part-time work is a way to supplernent pension income would probably prefer noi 

to go back to full-tirne work, but those for whom money is the main consideration would 

take tiill-time work if they could get it. 

Volunteer involvement 

C happe1 1 and Prince ( 1 997) identi fied three independent factors assoc iated with 

the reasons given by older Canadians for volunteering, which they labelled. self-interest. 

obligation and social value. The self-interest factor consisted of such motives for 

volunteering as meeting people, leaming new skills; doing something that you like to do; 

and making contacts usehl for employrnent. The obligation factor included fulfilling 

religious obligations or beliefs and feeling that one owes something to one's cornmunity. 

The social value factor included helping others and helping a c a w  one believes in. The 

authors concluded fiam their study that, consistent with earlier findings in the literature. 

"Senion are less likely to volunteer out of self-interest, but they are more likely to 

volunteer for reasons of obligation and reasons related to social value than is true of 

younger adults" (Chappe11 and Prince, 1997, p. 345). They point out, however, that it is 



dificult to know if this difference is a C O ~ O ~  or an age effect: do seniors born during a 

certain period tend to volunteer for certain reasons. or do individuals' Rasons for 

volunteering change as they age? 

I considered two-thirds of the study participants to be active volunteers, because 

they were contributing time to voluntary community organizations at the time of the 

study. The proportion of active volunteers increased fiom older to younger cohorts. To 

detemine whether the reasons br volunteering yivan by study pasticipwts conformrd to 

the findings reported by Chappell and Prince (1997), 1 categorized active volunteer 

participants in each cohort according to their main reason for volunteering. using the 

factors, 'social value', 'obligation' and 'self-interest'. The results are summarized in 

Table 5.12. 

Table 5.12 -- Main Reasons for Volunteering 

"Children of the 
Roaring Twenties" 

Thildren of the 
Depression" 

"Depression Babies" 

*' Wartime Babies" 

Total 

Social value Obligation 1 Self-interest / Total 

Among the participants, the reasons given for voiunteering clustered around 

'social value' and 'self-interest', as dehed by Chappell and Prince, with only two out of 

twenty voiunteering out of a sense of obligation. in al1 but the ''Children of the 

Depression" cohort, self-interest was the predominant motivation. This may be related to 

the fact that al1 of the study piuiicipants were at least potentially on the lookout for 

employment oppominities, and for a high proportion, volunteer organizations and 



activities were seen as one source of skill-building, work experience and making contacts 

that codd lead to employment. 

Policy concerns 

With a few exceptions in each cohort, participants revealed only passing 

knowledge about, or interest in, reforms or proposed refoms to public retirement income 

policies for seniors. Few were well informed about recent amendments increasing Canada 

Pension Plan contributions, or had heard about the proposed Seniors Benefit. both of 

which had received considerable media attention in the months pnor to the study. Most 

did not feel that they would be personally dected by such policy changes. Perhaps this 

was because those belonging to the three oldest cohorts were already receiving 

govemment old age benefits and were no longer required to contribute to the CPP. while 

at least some of those in the youngest cohort were too concemed with meeting their 

present needs to worry about future retirement benefits. Several participants belonging to 

the "Children of the Depression" and "Depression Babies" groups expressed concems 

about the impact that changes in govemment income security policies would have on 

younger people, such as their chilken, who were not yet retired. Two cornplained that the 

high rate of income tax on earned income constituted a disincentive to work for low 

wages. 

Future plans 

Not only was retirement rejected by most participants as a present option for 

themselves, but two-thirds stated that they had no plans to retire, or that they intended to 

keep working until they were no longer able to do so. Most of the exceptions were found 

among those in the youngest, "Wutirne Babies" cohort, al1 of whorn tended to be more 

accepting of their own retirement and half of whom were well prepared for it financially. 

Difftreot lilc course patterns 

in addition to d i f f e ~ g  generatiod world-views, the life course patterns of study 

participants also varieâ markedly, according to both generational membership and marital 



status. Three types of life course patterns were identified: one for ever single and childless 

women and two for mothea. The pattern of ever single and childless women tended to be 

uniform, typically consisting of entry to the labour force shortly aHer completing 

education, and retirement after thirty to forty years of steady employrnent. One of the 

mothers' patterns. labelled 'traditional', was sequential, consisting of marriage within a 

few years of completing education, followed by birth of the first child within a few years, 

then several years of child rearing with minimal work outside of the home. then entry to , 

the labour force in the thirties or forties after children entered sctiool. or sometimes 

following divorce. The other mother's pattem, labelled 'multiple role'. often began with 

several years of work between the completion of education and marriage. and combined 

child rearing with retum to forma1 education, part-time or sometimes full-time work even 

before children entered school. 

Arnong the study participants, multiple role pattems were increasing 1 y common 

fiom one birth cohort to the next, which M e r  supports the suggestion that the 

di fierences were generational, not individual. 

In this chapter, the socio-demographic characteristics of the study sample were 

described. with comparative national and regional information to assist in locating the 

study sample within the larger population. The participants were found to be younger on 

average and to have higher levels of education and income than the general population of 

women in their age groups, and a higher proportion were unattached, mostly through 

divorce. Findings h m  interviews with the participants were presented, indicating the 

meanings they associated with work, retirement, volunteering and pst-retirement work, 

their views on changes to public retirement income policies. and their orientations 

towards the future. Finaily, three types of life course pattern found among the study 

participants were identified: traditional and multiple role for mothers and career for ever 

single and childless women. The next chapter is devoted to interpretation of the findings. 



Chapter Six 

DISCUSSION 

Introduction 

The findings presented in Chapter Five reveal differences in the rneanings that 

participants associated with work. retirement, pst-retirement work. and volunteering. 

They also reveal qualitative differences in the concems expressed by participants about 

public retirement income policies and in their orientations towards the future. These 

differences corresponded fairly consistently to the location of participants within four 

historically defined bi& cohons. and were strong enough to suggest that four 

generations, each with a distinct world-view can be identified within the study sample 

(Mannheim, 1952; Marshall, 1983). 

Differences were also found in the life course patterns of participants. Three types 

of pattems were identified: a 'multiple role' type found arnong a majority of participants 

who were mothen; a 'traditional' type found arnong the remainder of the mothers: and a 

'steady career' type which was found to be consistent among ever single and childless 

participants. There were important differences arnong mothen with traditional and 

multiple role pattems in their average ages at rnmiage, birth of first child. and return to 

employment outside of the home. They also differed in the number of children raised. 

total years of labour force involvement across the life course, and average income afler 

retirement. Moreover, even within this sample of thirty women, the proportion of 

multiple role mothers increased in each generation. 

How cm the generational differences in world-views and life course patterns 

arnong the participants in the present study be interpreted? More specifically, how were 

interactions between individual agenc y and c hanging social structure mani fested in their 

life course patterns, and how did these interactions affect retirement and reverse 



retirement behaviour in later life? in the present Chapter. 1 explore the possibility that 

these differences reflect changes in the way the women in the study sample adapted their 

lives in response to changing social structural conditions, drawing upon the theories of 

reflexive modernization (Beck, 1992, 1994 and Giddens, 1991, 1994) and reflexive life 

planning (Giddens, 1991) which were outlined in Chapter Three. The purpose of this 

exercise is not to develop theory. but rather to make use of the aforementioned theories to 

interpret the findings of the present study. I suggest that the study findings offer 

substantial support for the arguments put forward by Giddens (1991) and Beck ( 1992), 

namely that as the contours of high modemity have crystallized over the past half century. 

individuals have increasingly engaged in a process of reflexive life planning in response 

to the risks associated with changing social structural conditions. Among the study 

participants. 1 will show that those who remained suficiently flexible across the life span 

to adapt to changing conditions were best able to manage the nsks of modemity. 

including divorce and unexpected, involuntuy retirement, and were best able to manage 

the transition to final retirement through pst-retirement work. 1 suggest that the 

relationship between the extent to which these women made strategic life choices to 

accommodate c hanging conditions, and their relative advantage or disadvantage after 

retirement bars further investigation. I then explore the atypical behaviour of some 

participants, drawing upon Giele's (1993, 1998) w o k  to suggest that some individuals 

led the way in experimenting with new strategies and lifestyle choices in response to 

changing conditions. spreading life course innovation among their contemporaries. 

Finally, 1 comment on the generational differences found in the study participants' 

perceptions of public policy related to retirement income security. 

Confronting the risks and consequencm of bigh modemity 

1 begin by recapitulating the arguments put forward by Beck (1992) and Giddens 

(1 99 1 ), which were outlined in Chapter Three. These authoa argued that life in the late 

twentieth century indusûialized world is characterized by rapid change and the escalation 

of risk on a historically unprecedented scale. Although the personal rkks of daily life 

have been mitigated to a considerable extent by modem medicine and public health and 



safety practices, new risks have arisen from the widespread application of technologies in 

agriculture, transportation, energy and mnny other fields. We are barraged through mass 

communications by information about 'high consequence risks' - for example. the life- 

threatening turmoil wrought by natural and man-made disasters in near and far- flun y parts 

of the globe - and this combines with increasing awareness of risk in our daily lives to 

generate a pervasive sense of insecurity. As social actors, we search for a sense of 

stabilip and predictability in our daily lives, tuming to abstract systems of  technical and 

expert knowledge to provide reassunuice; but the knowledge claims of experts oAen 

conflict, and we become increasingly doubtfui of their ability to protect us from harm. We 

continuously revise our identities, constnicting reflexive autobiographies and choosing 

From a wide range of lifestyle options that "...give material form to a particular narrative 

of self-identity" (Giddens. 1991. p. 81). As we take greater personal responsibility for 

what happens to us. we carefully assess the risks in our daily lives. and consider the steps 

we can take to minimize their worst consequences. We seek to balance risk and 

opportunity, recognizing that self-actuaiization requires us to take chances. We become 

increasingly aware of the implications of our life choices, and we self-consciously plan 

our futures; but our life plans are always subject to revision as we become aware of new 

conditions and new sources of risk. In these attempts to gain a measure of control over the 

material and social conditions of ow lives, we become the authors of our own identities 

and our own futures. While we remain connected to those around us, even our intirnate 

relationships become open to modification and re-negotiation in light of our constantly 

evolving identities and emergent life plans. 

Giddens and Beck argued that this state of &airs is relatively recent. In the feudal 

or 'pre-modem' period, identity, social status and individual destiny were largely 

detennined by tradition, kinship, locality and gender, which govemed with whom we 

interacted and how. With the emergence of industrial society, the traditional constraints 

of feudalism were loosened, and individds were 'released' into the wage labour 

economy, but within the new structurai constraints of class, stratification. family and 

differential gender statu of men and women. In the current 'high' phase of modemity, 

which gained momentum following the Second World War, sources of identity and 



security associated with the industrialism are receding, in their tum, into the background 

due to the reflexive processes of modernity itself. A trend towards individualization is 

taking hold, whereby each individual strives to rnaximize his  or her flexibility in the new. 

global labour market, unfettered by ties to mariage, family and place. 

Women were profoundly afTected by this transition fiom the conditions of 

industrial society to those of nsk society. Among the most obvious risks women 

encounter as 'emancipated' individuals in the evolving, reflexive phase of high modrmity 

are divorce, substandard employment. involuntary loss of employment and involuntary 

retirement. Following retirement. women kquentiy fixe the risks of inadequate financial 

resources, dependency (on a man, adult children or the state), and an indeterminate period 

of loneliness and isolation in old age. Each of these risks arises h m  or is exacerbated by 

the massive structural change that attended the emergence of high modernity. 

1 will now explore the nature of the risks faced by the study participants. related to 

divorce, involuntary retirement, and low income d e r  retirement. 1 will make reference to 

their experiences to illustrate some of the specific strategies they used to cope with these 

nsks. and i will argue that the application of these strategies indicate increasing 

engagement in reflexive life planning ftom one generation to the next. 1 will argue that. 

individually and collectively, the participants re-shaped their identities and made dramatic 

changes in their lives to accommodate changing structural conditions. 

Divorce 

The situations of men and women in divorce are quite different. Since divorce 

courts normally give the biological comection between a mother and her children 

precedence over the daims of fathers, women generally receive custody of children upon 

divorce while losing a substantial source of family income. The consequences of divorce 

for women include having to financially support themselves and their children for several 

years. At the sarne time, the structure of the labour market does not generally provide 

women with opportunities to eam incomes suficient to ensure independence. As Beck 

(1 992, p. 1 12) observes, 



Divorce law and divorce reality, the lack of social protections. the closed 
doon of the labour market and the main burden of family work 
characterize some of the contradictions which the individualization 
process has brought into the female life context. 

Amendments to the Divorce Act in 1968 and 1985 precipitated dramatic increases 

in annual divorce rates. While only one of the five participants belonging to the "Children 

of the Roaring Twenties" generation had divorced. four of the six ever married 

participants klonging to the "ClUldren of the Depression" ynèratian and al1 eipht of 

those belonging to the "Depression Babies" generation had done so. as had three of the 

six married participants belonging to the "Wartime Babies" generation. For ihese women. 

working full-time outside of the home became a necessity when their marriages ended. 

and continued to motivate their return to work after retirement. to varying degrees. Life 

planning strategies, such as delaying marriage and matemity to keep one's options open. 

obtaining education beyond the high school level and working before marriage to gain 

expenence before starting a farnily, were important determinants of participants' abilities 

to successfully manage the divorce transition. 

The 1968 Divorce Act amendments offered women an opponunity to lrave 

unhappy marriages which had not previously been available; but their individual 

circurnstances and pre-divorce life choices contributed to varied outcomes. 

The oniy divorced participant in the "Children of the Roaring Twenties" group 

explained that she had had to take a central role in keeping the family together. since her 

husband had been so emotionally scarred by his War experiences that he had not been 
' 

able to provide for his family. She had worked Ml-time from the time her children were 

teenagers until her divorce, which occurred the year afler the 1968 Divorce Act 

amendments, and she continued to support her two children through university, working 

full-time until retirement. Mer recovering from the serious injury that had caused her 

retirement, she continued to work at a variety of part-time jobs to supplement her meagre 

private pension. She saw herself working untii her health failed, and had no plans to retire 

permanently before then. 



Two divorced members of the "Children of the Depression" group worked hll- 

time throughout most of their adult lives while raising families. These were strong-willed 

women who were determined to be self-sufficient. In this sense they were ahead of their 

time, leaving unhappy marital relationships to fulfill personal life goals. Their divorces 

appeared to be largely inconsequential to their independent financial status, indicating the 

importance of continuity of labour force participation for women's independence. ARer 

retirement, which they abhoned. these two continued to work. primarily as a way of 

maintaining social contact and avoiding boredom. 

Two other divorced members of this group did not participate in the labour force 

for twenty-one years while they raised their families. They both divorced when their 

youngest children were almost ready to leave home. Although both had worked part-time 

for a few years before their mariages ended. they began to work full-time only aller 

divorce. The outcomes for these two women were quite different. again illustrating the 

importance of continuous labour force participation. One used her social contacts and 

reptation as a leader in volunteer work to start a business career. T'en years later shr 

remarried and gave up her work, but returned to work in a few years when her second 

marriage failed. Af'ter she retired from full-time work to caregive, she engaged in part- 

time selfsrnployment because she could not afiord to retire permanently. In her case. a 

twenty-one year absence from the labour force to mise children, the interruption of her 

business career by a second divorce and (as recounted below) the substantial loss of 

invested swings combined to foi1 her best efforts to become financially independent. 

AAer retirement she continued to work, hoping that the business service operations she 

created would help her r e m  to her accustorned level of independence. The other. who 

worked steadily for nineteen years for a series of employers afler her divorce was able to 

accumulate suflicient resources to retire with reasonable security. The continuity of her 

employment &et divorce was aîtributable to the business skills she had acquired early in 

life, as well as her calculative involvement in volunteer activity to secure business 

contacts. M e r  retirement, her contacts h m  volunteer work led to two paid part-time 

jobs that she held concurrentiy. 



ALI but two of the nine ever married participants belonging to the "Depression 

Babies" generation were separated or divorced at the time of their interviews. which 

suggests that the changes in divorce law may have had a disproportionately strong effect 

on them. Only one of the divorcées in this group did not work at al1 while raising her four 

children. Having not worked for over twenty years, ihis woman reentered the labour 

market at the age of forty-five, immediately following her divorce. She succeeded in finding 

Ml-time employnent in the early 1980s. but s i ~ e e n  yeus later the business that employed 

her failed. The unexpected loss of her job proved to be catastrophic for her. She was unable 

to find equivalent, full-tirne ernployment, and becarne dependent on social assistance at age 

sixty-two. She had become acutely aware of the dire consequences, for women like 

herself. of staying home for several years to raise children: 

Researcher: Did you go back to work afler you were married? 

W38: No, no 1 didn't. [Husband] didn't want me to work. And we had a lovely 
house in [city]. And there's the demise of the person that stays at home you 
see. While also if you aftenvards land up with four children. Most of the 
people in the area didn't go to work. 

Another divorced mother of four h m  this group reflected on how she and her 

contemporaries had seen maniage and children as a way to 'escape' fiom their parental 

homes when they were young women just out of school, and how this youthhil decision 

shaped their immediate priorities and limited their options: 

WOS, p. 21 : 1 had kids early, so my.. . well, 1 had to get away from the parents, 
number one, so in those days that was the only way you could do it. That 
was the ody 'acceptable' way for a girl to leave home. ... So 1 did it. So 
when you have four kids in four years that's your priority. So I worked part- 
time when 1 could if it fitted the household. If it didn't I had to quit. 

Perhaps in an effort to rectify her earlier life choices, this wornan experirnented 

with several alternative lifestyles in mid-life. Afkr working in a full-time clerical job in . 

the financial services industry while raishg her children, she had retumed to school full- 

tirne and obtained a univetsity degree. However, the recession of the early 1980s 

prevented her h m  obtaining full-tirne employment in her field. When she received an 



inheritance, she divorced her husband, took early retirement at age forty-five, and moved 

to another province. Fifieen years later, after subsisting on mostly part-time and 

temporaiy work and unemployment insurance in a region with chronic unemployment. 

she retumed to her home province to seek a regular, part-time job. Her story is one of 

dogged determination to change her identity fiom child bride to univenity graduate to 

self-sufficient heiress to businesswoman through reflexive life planning. It also serves as 

yiother reminder thar even wll-intentioned plans cm mn afoul of stnictunl barriers such 

as recessions and regional unemployment. 

Five of the women in this group had adopted strategies early in adulthood. 

consistent with the notion of engagement in reflexive life planning. that served to insulate 

them fiom the material consequences of divorce. Al1 five had worked at least part-time 

and three had worked rnostly full-time while raising children. Three were working full- 

time when their divorces occurred. Four of them had increased their capacity for 

independence by obtaining M e r  education afier maniage. 

Reflexive life planning also was strongly evident in the ways that participants 

belonging to the "Wartime Babies" generation managed their lives. Four of the six 

mothen belonging to this generational group did not work before marriage, but their 

levels of education were higher on average than those of their predecessors. indicating 

that they had spent more years in forma1 education before marriage. Four of the six 

worked continuously or returned to work mon &er their children were bom. and two of 

these O btained graduate degrees. 

One of the three divorcées in this group had worked full-tirne as a teacher for 

several years before her divorce. Although she suffered a loss of income and a downward 

adjustment in lifestyle, she and her three children did receive support payrnents which 

enabled them, with her personal income, to weather the fmancial consequences of a 

broken marriage reasonably well. Another mernber of this group, in contrast, did not work 

before marriage and remaùied at home to mise her children before her divorce. She was 

placed in the position of having to d u c e  her lifestyle àrasticdly when her husband r e k d  

to pay for her support, and was forced to go to work at the age of forty for the first time. She 



then worked for only eleven years in a succession of jobs, afler which she becamr: 

chronically unemployed when government fbnding for work in her field (social services) 

ended. She was unable to find employment, retired 'by default' at the age of fi@-five. and 

becarne dependent on provincial social assistance. This example again illustrates the 

difficdty of achieving financial independence when reflexive planning begins t w  late. The 

stnictuml risks and continual change associated with high modernity cannot always be 

neutralized through even the most self-referential efForts of individds. While the modern 

individual may choose a traditional lifestyle as a way of coping with the pervasive 

anxieties of rnodemity, she or he must be aware that this choice is only one of many 

options (Giddens, 199 1, p. 1 82). Self-awareness is poignantly captured in this women's 

reflection upon the socially structured conditions of her marriage and the consequences of 

not taking steps earlier in life to prepare for the contingency of divorce: 

W02, p. 4: Well when I got mamed 1 had finished grade 13 and it was ai 20 1 got 
married. 1 came h m  norihem Ontario so 1 guess I don't know. Maybe 
everybody did that. You just got mamed and because when my husband went to 
univenity in Waterloo I was up north and 1 worked in his parents' store. It 
wasn't really a job it was just something to do. It wasn't a career. It wasn't 
anything. So waiting for him to finish schwl. And here I moved from northcm 
Ontario to Toronto with no education, no nothing. And then I feel oh god. 
Then for a while 1 hated him. Oh it was just - but the thing is 1 could have gone 
to university when 1 was married and I didn't. 

Unexpected job loss is one of the pervasive risks of modem life. Its successhl 

management demands a major investment and redirection of energies fiom affected 

individuals. Strategies for coping with this contingency include insulating oneself against 

long-term unemployment by making educational and ski11 development choices that 

enhance one's human capital and improve chances of early ce-employrnent; developing a 

systematic job search strategy and a network of employment contacts and; and developing . 

a contingency plan to meet ongoing expenses while unemployed. When unexpected loss 

of employrnent happens to older workers, they are often at risk of long term 

unemployment. If they are offered a financiai incentive to retire early or a severance 

package, a decision to retire may seem like a more appealing alternative. 



A high proportion of the study participants experienced unexpected loss of 

employment at a time in their lives when permanent withdmwal h m  full-time 

participation in the labour force was a meaningful option. Their range of responses to this 

event is again indicative of their differential involvement in reflexive life planning. Some 

were relatively passive. accepting the end of their jobs, and ofien implied early 

retirement, as inevitable. Others were emotionally upset, intemalizing their feelings of 

anxiety and lost self-esteem. Still othen took decisive action. if not to keep their jobs. 

then to obtain the rnost favourable settlement or Find alternative employment. Only two 

retumed to fiill-time work. 

Only one participant in the "Children of the Roaring Twenties" group had retired 

by choice. One had retired for health reasons, and three had retired from full-time 

employment reluctantly when they reached (or, in two cases. exceeded by several years) 

standard retirement age. Al1 but the one who had retired by choice held strong. negative 

views of retirement, consistent with popular opinion in the 1950s that associated 

retirement with low income. boredom and poor health (McDonald. 1990. p. 32). 

Although they did not feel that being required to retire at any particular ape was fair. they 

accepted it as an institutionalized nile that was beyond their control. They sought to 

remain involved in the world of work after retirement. ptimxily ihrough self- 

employment. 

Retirement fiom full-time employment had not been a pleasant experience for 

most of the "Children of the Depression" pariicipants, only two of whom had retired by 

choice. Three were subjected to mandatory retirement niles, two were penanently laid 

off and two retired for other reasons. One-half expressed strong, negative views. while 

the other half were neutral in their views of retirement. While most of them stoically 

accepted retirement, one ever single w o m q  who had retired after losing her job to layoff 

during the 1990-91 cecession, evennially summoned the courage to cornplain to the 

president of the Company that had laid her off about the insensitive way she felt she had 

been treated. Then, she methodically developed a plan to become re-employed and secure 

her future retirement. A married participant in this group, faced with mandatory 



retirement at age 65 and womed that she and her retired husband would have financial 

difficulty if she could not continue to work, negotiated with her employer to continue 

working part-time for an extra year. These actions are early examples of individual 

agency in the face of structural change, that became more common among successive 

waves of wornen as they encountered the instabilities of the labour market. Af'ter 

retirement, the "Children of the Depression" participants engaged in a range of part-time. 

temporary and self-employment activities, some for prirnwily social reasons and others 

primarily to earn extra income. 

Early retirement due to unexpected job loss. which resulted from massive 

structural change in the Canadian economy, was a major risk encountered by the 

"Depression Babies" participants. Compared with other study participants. their loss of 

employment during the corporate and public sector re-stmcturing of the mid- 1990s was 

disproportionately hi&. Only two of the ten had retired by choice. One had been laid off. 

and four were offered early retirernent incentive plans (ERIPs). Three had retired for other 

reasons. Most accepted the loss of employment as inevitable. or internalized their feelings 

of shock, anxiety and lost self-esteem. But in a departwe from the general pattern of 

passivity shown by most of these participants when they lost th& employment. one who 

was offered an ERIP took the offensive, seeking expert legal advice to negotiate tems of 

separation that were acceptable to her. Another who had retired for health reasons 

enlisted the help of her union to fight her employer's decision to deny her extended health 

insurance coverage. Following retirement, the women in this group, most of whom were 

unattached and not yet eligible for full public pension benefits. worked or sought work to 

supplement their modest private pension incomes and to set aside money in their RRSPs. 

The "Wartime Babies" participants were not immune From the risk of job loss. but 

when it occurreâ, those with steady work histones and higher levels of education tended 

to be more assertive and proactive than their couterparts in the t h e  earlier generational 

groups. One sued her former employer for wrongful dismissal when she was laid off. and 

won. Another retumed to school &et losing her nursing job, obtained a college diploma 

and started a second career. A third retired when job stress, exacerbated by a back injury. 



prevented her fiom working. As she was recovering, she volunteered at a hospital. 

planning to make contacts that would assist her in regaining employment in her tield. 

These were al1 carefully caiculated strategies for managing the risks of unplanned job loss 

and involuntary. early retirement. Most of these women succeeded in finding work f ier  

retirement that was adequate to their needs, and was ofien related to their pre-retirement 

work. The consistent application of careful planning throughout their lives paid off aHer 

retirement as it had before. However, one of the seven, a divorced woman with few years 

in the labour force. was not able to recover from the unexpected loss of her job. 

Iaadequate financial nsources 

Many scholars have argued that the prevalence of low income and poverty arnong 

older. unattached women is a cumulative consequence of discontinuous labour force 

participation. underemployment and substandard employment over the life course ( See 

for example Calasanti. 1988: McDonald, 1995; Nishio. 1987: and Logue, 199 1). The 

poverty of older women, according to this view, reflects the contradictions of an 

institutionalized social and economic structure that fails to place economic value on the 

caring work of women in the home, while simultaneously failing to provide viable 

alternatives through adequate employment opportunities outside of the home. and 

supports suc h as affordable child care services (Eichler. 1 996: Gunderson & Muzynski. 

1 990). 

Compared with the averages for women in their age groups. the study participants 

had adequate or superior incomes, and many had access to personal resources that would 

be Iikely to sustain them in relative comfort in their later years. even were they to 

withdraw permanently from paid employment. However, the incomes of about one-third 

of the participants were barely suficient to meet their current needs, and some faced the 

risk of falling deeper into poverty in the future. A few contempiated the prospect of 

becoming more dependent upon their children, or on provincial social assistance. Some of 

the more disadvantaged participants knew that their childfen would provide a 'safety net' if 

they were no longer able to earn enough money to get by, but they were very reluctant for 

that to happen. 



The rninority of participants who were disadvantaged or at risk of becoming so. saw 

working aller retirement as a necessity rather than a casual, socially siimulating activity. ln 

some cases, they turned to self-employment. since regdar employment with reasonable 

compensation was difficult or impossible to find. 

For three of the five "Children of the Roaring Twenties" participants. low income 

aRer retirement presented a potential problem. While al1 but one had pnvate pension 

incorne in addition to OAS and CPP (and in one c e ,  GIS) the incornés of thrtx were 

very rnodest. one fdling jusi below and another just above the Low lncome Cut-off. Two 

reported that their incomes in the previous year were $50,000 or more. but one of these 

was supporting her widowed daughter and two grandchildren. and the other carried a 

substantial mortgage on a recently purchased house. Following retirement. the limited 

employrnent opportunities for participants in this group who wanted or needed to work 

for financial reasons called for creative solutions. Three of the five were ~el~employed. 

one operating her own business. another doing occasional fieelance secretaria1 work and 

other odd jobs, and a third doing freelance consulting, occasional teaching and part-time 

administrative work. It may be that self-employment was just another indication of their 

strong work ethic, since selfsmployment usually entails long hours for modest return. but 

it may also have been a calculative response to a structural barrier: the lack of regular. 

paid employment opportunities for women in their age bracket. These considerations. in 

addition to a strong work ethic, rnay explain why as a group these women had difficulty 

with the idea of final retirement. Most said they did not intend to retire permanently. and 

would continue to work as long as they were able. 

As a group, the "C hildren of the Depression" participants were relative1 y we1l-o ff 

financially. Estimates of their personal incomes during the previous year, which ranged 

from S 18,000 to $Sû,000, were dl above the Low hcome Cut-off (9 16,5 1 1 in 1998 for an 

unattached person living in a large urban area). Al1 received OAS and CPP. five of the 

eight received pnvate pensions and al1 but one owned a RRSP, other investments or both. 

Most participants in this group saw work after retirement pnmwily as a way of remaining 

socially active, especially if they were living on theù own. This echoed the motivation of 



many women of this grneration who, as young mothers during the 1950s, had taken jobs 

to escape the boredom of housework and for social stimulation. Afier retirement. while 

they continued to regard employment as a source of social stimulation, most did not want 

the responsibility, time and energy demands of full-time work. In most cases. they did not 

need to earn a lot of money, but it was also apparent that full-tirne work, or well-paid. 

part-time or tempocary work was not easily obtained. Of the eight, two worked Full-time. 

but on a temponvy basis. One held a regular, part-time job with her former employer. and 

another held two regular, part-time jobs concurrently. One did occasionai. part-time office 

work, one was self-employed, and two were looking for work at the time of their 

interviews. However, earning extra money was mentioned by several of these 

participants as one reason they continued to work after retirement. A few were concemed 

that they might outlive their savings, or that they would not have enough to cover major 

contingencies such as poor health (possibly a veiled reference to concems about the 

future of Canada's publicly funded, universal health care system). 

The expenences of two participants in this group illustrate the persona1 

consequences of failing to accurately calculate the balance of risk and opportunity. One. a 

divorced woman had loa a large amount of money on the stock market. 

W30, p. 33: It was the 80's. We were dl throwing it on the stock market which 1 
did and promptly lost one third of it. I happened to - 1 waited 25 years to get 
some money and 1 got it in August and in October a third of it was gone. 

This mishap had lefi her in relatively straitened circurnstances. AAer retirement she 

uied to meet her needs by generating incorne through self-employment. Her misfortune 

exemplifies a risk to security which threatens many older people. Although the alleged 

prudence of establishing an individual retirement savings and investment vehicle such as 

a RRSP has become widely accepted, there is considerable reliance on 'expert 

knowledge' to guide investors through the arcane process of selecting and managing their 

investments. As nurnerous C ~ S ~ S  in financial markets have recently shown, errors of 

judgment in this highly uncertain area of institutionalized risk can lead to al1 but 



irreveaible damage for individuals, especially those who do not have the advantage of 

time to recover serious losses. 

Another participant in this group represented the opposite extreme. She admitted 

that she was very conservative in her invesûnent strategy. because she felt uncornfortable 

about risking her hard-earned savings. As a result, she had avoided oppominities for 

capital growth recommended by a financial advisor retained by her former employer: 

Researc her: Have you talked to a financial adviser about your situation? 

W14, p. 14: Yes but the way they talk... we aren't people who have a lot of 
money and who are Young. We are not [prepared to] invest in long-tenn 
vehicles. That's why we stick with Canada Savings Bonds. 

AAer retirement, the ten "Depression Babies" participants fell into two equal 

groups: those who were working at the time of their interviews and those who had not yet 

succeeded in finding suitable employment. Although none was employed full-time. those 

who were employed were more advantaged in most respects than those who were not. 

Their present incomes were higher, and they had more consistent work histones. Two 

were married, one was ever single and one divorced. One shared a hll-time job with a 

friend, and another had obtained a steady part-time job through a fnend. One continued to 

work at a part-time job she had started before retiring frorn full-time employment. The 

ability of these women to find post-retirement employment suitable to their needs 

indicated ski11 in reflexive life planning: making use of available resources and 

knowledge and maintaining personal flexibility to deal with risk and uncertainty - 

qualities some of them had cultivated throughout their lives. 

In contrast, the experiences of the participants who were unemployed d e r  

retirement indicated the risks associated with unfortunate timing, structural barriers and 

lack of personal resources. One. who had not entered the labour market until her mid- 

forties, was unable to find suitable employment in the competitive labour market of the 

1990s. Two others had been unsuccessful in establishing small businesses afler 

retirement, due to unfavourable economic conditions and lack of previous experience. 



The fifi had purchased a house just before she was offered an E W .  and was anxious to 

earn extra income with which to make mortgage payments to avoid losing the house. 

Despite their relative prosperity, some said they would not be able to atrord to 

retire, an indication that they had carefully assessed the risks involved in retiring too 

soon. Yet, despite their professed lack of intention to retire permanently, seven of the ten 

had private pensions, six owned RRSPs and three had other investments. a clear 

indication of willingness to entrust their futures to the "abstract systems" of financial 

markets. Several also had professional fuuucial advisoa fiom whom they sought advice. 

This was one reason several of hem had applied for CPP retirement benefits to begin iit age 

sixty, a calculative assessment of opportunity and risk. These observations al1 indicate that 

most of these women were at least making some preparations and engaging in retlexive life 

planning. 

Four of the seven "Wartime Babies" participants were relatively advantaged afier 

retirement. Their estimated personal incomes during the previous year fell between 

$33,000 and 58,000. Two of them held full-time jobs at the time of their interviews and a 

third was self-employed. The fourth was partially retired by choice, working part-time ai 

her pre-retirement job with a large crown corporation. Three of these four had private 

pensions, but because of their ages (55 to 59), none was eligible for OAS or CPP benefits. 

The remaining three participants in this group were relatively disadvantaged. 

having spent fewer years in the labour force before retirement than the others. One had 

remained at home to raise children, starting to work full-time for the first time in her 

€orties. Afier her divorce, she worked Ml-time for a few years but was unable to find 

steady employment afler retirement. Another haâ also returned to work in her forties to 

support herself and her retired husband, who had no pension. 

Despite their acceptance of final retirement as an ultimate goal, however, the 

"Wartime Babies" participants wanted to keep working for at least a few years d e r  

retiring fiom Ml-time employment. in the cases of the most advantaged, they had 

professional or financial goals to achieve; in the cases of the least advantaged, they 

needed the money. 



Individuaiization and pubüc policy 

The noticeable shifi in the participants' perceptions of public retirement income 

policies across the generational groups b a r s  some comment. Members of the two oldest 

generations were already in receipt of public retirement benefits. The participants 

belonging to the "Children of the Roaring Twenties" generation, even as they rejected the 

concept of hiIl retirement, tended to defend the collectivist social security approach of the 

wdfiire siata. T h q  felt stronyly that they were entitled to knefits such as OXS and 

CIQPP because they had paid for hem in advance through their taxes. The "Children of 

the Depression" group also felt entitled to public benefits. but were concemed that future 

retirees - i.e. their chilâren - might not be so fortunate, and would have to fight to keep 

them. The participants belonging to the "Depression Babies" generation did not yet 

qualiS, for OAS. but most had applied to receive C/QPP retirement benefits early. at age 

60. They felt entitled to these benefits because they had paid for them. but had little 

awareness of how they might be affected by changes to the policies goveming other 

public benefits such as OAS or GIS. Finally, the perceptions of participants belonging to 

the "Wartime Babies" generation, none of whom were yet qualified to receive public 

retirement benefits. fell into two categories. Those who had the advantages of private 

pensions from long-term professional careers felt that public benefits were not likely to 

make much difference to k i r  tinancial status after they had retired permmently; but 

those who were less advantaged were generally uninformed about public pension policies 

and potential changes to them, because they tended to be more concerned about 

improving their financial status through private savings and investments before retiring 

permanent1 y. Thus, perceptions s hi fied across the generations from enti tlement to 

universal, public retirement benefits as a right among the oldest, towards a view that 

public benefits would not be available for Futw generations arnong those in the middle 

two p u p s  and hally, among those in the youngest generation who were wellsff, an 

acceptance that retirement income security was an individual responsibility. This is a 

clear example of what Beck (1 992, pp. 100, 136) referred to as the b'individualization of 

nsk". in the individual achievement orientation of late modemity, social inequalities are 



legitimized and personal crises are defined as individual inadequacies rather than 

institutional and societal failures. 

Lhkiag individuals and social structure 

in Chapter Five. some of the major historical events and social structural changes 

affecting women's roles and identities in North Arnenca h m  the 1920s through 1970s 

were described. The cumulative impact of these events on women's lives were dramatic. 

but it is also clear that as their roles and identities changed. women in tum changed social 

structure. For example, through her analysis of records on the work lives of successive 

cohorts of Amencan women over the course of the past century, Matilda White Riley 

uncovered increased labour force participation in each successive cohon. She described 

this phenomenon in a recent autobiographical recollection (Riley. 1999. p. 45): 

From generation to generation, this wave [of working women] has 
mounted until, with the changes in lives, structures also began to change. 
... Gradually the noms changed as well ... Fim it became acceptable For 
women to work. Now it ofien is expected, even required, that women (at 
al1 income levels), even young mothea, should work. Clearly. changes in 
the individual lives of millions of women in succeeding cohorts (and their 
employers) have revolutionized both work and farnily structures. 

As noted in Chapter Three, delineating the processes and mechanisrns by which 

individuals interact with social structure to influence change is a continuing challenge for 

life course theonsts. A due to the nature of this process was offered by Mannheim (1  952. 

p. 308) who observed that new practices adopted by younger generations are oHen 

originated by membea of earlier generations. He referred to such individuals as 

" forerunners" . 

Giele (1993) studied the process of innovation which led to new life patterns of 

women in the modem age, with special attention to the role played by individuals who 

experimented with new identities and ways of living that were eventually emulated by 

othea. Although her studies have focused on univeaity educated women who assumed 

leadership roles in women's movements, a number of participants in the present study 

stand out as forerunners or innovaton. For example, two participants belonging to the 



"Children of the Roaring Twenties" cohort defied social conventions against married 

women working outside of the home. One, whose pattern was the least traditional of the 

three mothers in the "Children of the Roaring Twenties" group, worked for 16 yearj 

before marriage at age 35. She retumed to Full-time work shortly d e r  the second of her 

two children was born. She also returned to school when her children were still toddlers. 

and returned again to complete a univeaity degree fier her first husband died. 

hoihrr woman in this group recailed how she b d  chosen io work clespite h e  

assumption of her peen that married women only worked if their husbands were poor 

providea. The exarnple set by her widowed mother and the support she received from her 

husband and family eased the way for this woman to follow her own inclinations: 

W24. p. 19: And I got a phone cal1 h m  my best &end. wanting to know how 
my husband's business was. And 1 said what do you mean? Why would 
she want to know? She said you're woiking. 1 was five years ahead of my 
time. And I went to my husband, I says I better stop working because people 
are thinking that your business is failing. So he started io laugh. ... He said 
you do what makes you happy and you let me worry about my business. So 
we were both laughing. And my husband wasn't surprised because my 
mother had had a women's Wear store beside my father's in [home tom]. 
And father died very suddenly when she was only forty-eight and my 
mother carried on ihai business with the help of my brother next to me. He 
was still quite yowig but my mother was a business wornan. ... And she 
carried on that business with my brother for 24 years. And my mother ran 
her home - we always talked about how mamrna got up in the morning, and 
the house was clean, the laundry was put on, dinner was ready and she went 
to business you know. 

The decision of this women to r e m  to work outside of the home while continuhg 

to manage a household may have set an example for some of her peers: 

W24, p. 19: Five years later everyone 1 knew was working. ... People d l y  
started to discover that there was At isn't that 1 felt 1 wm't lùifilled 
because we had a lovely social life. It was just that 1 wanted something else 
because 1 had always loved working. Even when I finished xhool 1 loved 
my job. Whatever 1 had 1 enjoyed it. 



Clearly. the innovators were not prepared to psssively comply with the dominant 

opinion, reinforced by the advice of such experts of the era as Dr. Benjamin ~pock-'~, that 

young mothers should stay home to mise their 'baby boom' children. A participant 

belonging to the "Children of the Depression" generation tells how she reflected on her 

situation, and acted to improve it: 

W37. p. 32: No I didn't always work. When the kids were growing up 1 was 
home. And then one day 1 was washing the kitchen flwr and I'd go this is 
it. Today I'm going to get a job. And you know what 1 went and i got a job 
that day. 

Another participant belonging to the "'Children of the Depression" generation 

combined full-time work with child-rearing and elder care throughout most of her adult 

Me. Her divorce appeared to make little difference to her independence. which was 

driven by her strong personality and the needs of her family. Another raised three children 

and worked full-time in a career she enjoyed while her youngest child was still a toddler. 

She developed a niche for herself in a traditionally male-dominated occupation. Both of 

these women took pride in their independence and self-sufficiency. They pioneered 

multiple roles before this pattern had become widely adopted by wornen. no doubt setting 

exarnples for their children and others around them. 

The atypical patterns of two other mothers in this group would become more 

cornmon in later generations. One, having worked Ml-time for several years before 

rnarriage in a job she enjoyed, continued to work full-time when her only child was born. 

The other, who had also worked for several yem before rnarriage, returned to Full-time 

work irnmediately &et her third child was bom and also continued to work hll-tirne until 

retirement. 

By the time the "Depression Babies" and "Wartime Babies" generations 

completed their basic schooling and prepared to enter the labour market, the innovative 

patterns described above haâ become more entrenched. Among the eight mothea in the 

fvst of these gmups, al1 but one worked for a number of years before marriage. Four of 



the remaining seven worked part-time and three worked full-time while one or more of 

their children were still pre-school aged. Among the six mothea in the second group. 

four worked before marriage. Three worked part-time and three worked full-time while 

their children were still pre-school aged. 

The decision to work afler retirement can also be interpreted as a Iife course 

innovation. In many ways it can be seen as a reflexive response to the risks of inadequate 

financial resources and social isolation that may becorne increasinyly conmon as di<: 

labour force ages in the new millemiun. From this perspective. the reverse retirees of 

today are expioring new temin for others to follow. As they encounter the myriad pitfalls 

and opportunities of this terrain. they are changing its contours: 

W09, p. 3 1: No as 1 say 1 think this is a growing trend because more and more 
people are retiring early, early as in 55 .. where a couple of decades ago I 
imagine it was still 60 plus. And 1 think at this age you're still energetic. 
you're still - you've still got good health. You still feel like you want to be 
doing something. And so 1 think this probably propels a lot of people to 
h d  another career as 1 have done, 

Summary: women's retirement and reverse retirement in a changing world 

Each new generation encounters the same sets of nsks as its predecessors. but 

with a fresh outlook, which can lead io new solutions to old problrms; but it also faces 

new risks, to which new solutions must be found, and which later generations may îùrther 

modify in their turn (Mannheim. 1952; Ryder, 1965). 

In the present study of thirty women, al1 of whom had retumed to paid 

employment f i e r  retirement, four successive generations were identified. each with a 

distinctive world- view. Each of these generations had to contend with new risks 

presented by the new structurai conditions that accompanied the evolution of modernity. 

These risks included mari ta1 breakdown, loss of employment, and inadequate financial 

resources. As each of the four generations in tum confronted the presxisting 

contradictions of women's lives and encountered the new risks of high modemity. they 

34 Dr. Benjamin Spock's book, The Cornmon Seme Book ofBaty and Child Cure, first published 
in 1946, became widely accepted as an authotitative source on child care for the parents of the pst-war 
baby boom. Spock recornmended that mothers stay home to care for their young children. 



increasingly altered their life choices and engaged in a process of "reflexive life planning" 

(Giddens, 1991). With each generation, old ways of living associated with exclusive 

dedication to farnily responsibilities and dependency on a male wage-earner were 

graduall y eclipsed. 

Women of the "Children of the Roaring Twenties" generation faced the ultirnate 

persona1 and societal challenges of survival. They worked individually and collectively to 

survive and to rebuild afier the ravages of depression and war. Attitudes and values 

absorbed by children and young adults during The Great Depression and the Second 

World War followed them though life. A few innovators experimented with alternative 

roles for women, but traditional views of women's roles prevailed. As a generation, they 

associated retirement with the loss of income, social usefulness and hedth. To them. 

retirement in the sense of complete withdrawal from work was a repugnant concept. To 

some women of this generation, reverse retirement offered continuity of their pre- 

retirement identities as hard workers. 

For the group belonging to the "Children of the Depression" generation. family 

responsibilities associated with parenting the first wave of the pst-War baby boom took 

immediate precedence: but as children became less dependent (and raising them more 

expensive) they began to re-enter the labour market in the late 1950s to mid-1960s. 

seeking to escape tiom social isolation and the boredom of housework while earniny 

supplementary family income. They began to conceive of alternative identities and ways 

of living. With the expansion of labour market opportunhies, their tentative forays into 

the world of work became a flood. They rejected M l  retirement, which for many of them 

meant retuming to domestic confinement and boredom. For some. especially those who 

were unattached, reverse retirement allowed them to be with other people and to remain 

involved in the community. For othea, it was an important source of supplementary 

income. 

In their quest for greater independence and self-fulfillment, women of the 

"Depression Babies" generation continued to pmduce the pst-War baby boom, but 

actively explored alternative identities and lifestyles. The marriages of those who were 



unable to reach acceptable compromises within conventional nuclear family arrangements 

fkquently ended. Divorce required them to re-define their identities as the main 

providers for themselves and their families. in the labour market context. reflexive life 

planning becarne an increasingly important determinant of ability to adapt to changing 

social and economic conditions. in the mid-1990s, most of the study participants 

belonging to this generation were faced with unexpected job loss and early retirement. 

For some women o f  this generation, reverse retirement offered an alternative to abnipt. 

unplanned withdrawal from the labour force. It provided an opportunity to maintain their 

lifestyles and prepare more adequately for full retirement. 

Women of the "Wartime Babies" generation were increasingly self-aware. and 

attuned to the nsks of modemity. Many actively engaged in reflexive life planning. ofien 

fiom an early age. They ofien took advantage of educational and career opportunities. 

modifying the timing of family responsibilities accordingly. Afler retirement. the study 

participants belonging to this generation fell into two categories: those who had the 

advantages of private pensions from well-paid, long-tenn employment and those who had 

entered or re-entered the labour force in mid-Iife. The former had achieved a balance 

between family and career responsibilities in their lives, often choosing to work outside 

of the home and mise young children simultaneously. Some chose to retire early from 

successful professional careen. knowing that their financial futures were secure. These 

women planned to retire pemanently at a specific age. For them. reverse retirement was 

an opportunity to achieve professional or financial goals before permanent retirement. 

The latter planned to retire eventuaily, but were focused on attempting to meeting their 

present financial needs through pst-retirement work. Especially for those who were 

unattached revening the retirement decision following relatively brief work histories 

ofien entailed unemployment and under-employment in low wage jobs. 



Chapter Seven 

Introduction 

In this chapter. 1 begin by identiwg the limitations of the study. 1 then discuss 

the implications of the findings for various audiences. namely social workers and others 

who provide services to older women, governrnent and private sector policy-makers. and 

researc hers. 

Limitations of the study 

The use of a small convenience sarnple for this study was intentional. It sewed the 

purpose of obtaining information about the expenence of reverse retirement from a group 

of women with fairly diverse backgrounds who had had a comrnon experience. However. 

the findings are not representative of the experience of dl Canadian women who reverse 

their retirement decisions. In particular, the experiences of minority and recent i m m i v t  

women, who form a significant and growing proportion of the aging population in 

Canada were unexplored, as were the experiences of those in the most disadvantaged 

groups, such as retired female workers in low-wage industries. The implications of the 

findings discussed below should be regarded as applicable primarily to women with 

charac teristics similar to the study participants. 

As described in Chapter Four. I took several steps to reduce my possible bias and 

my influence on participants' responses, to improve the accunicy of information included 

in the analysis and to improve the credibility of my interpretations. However, there can be 

no absolute certain@ that the information provided by participants, which consisted of 

subjective, retrospective accounts of theù views and experiences, was complete and 

accurate; or that the descriptions they gave of their experiences and their views on the 



matters of interest to me were faithful to their tme feelings, values and beliefs. Likewise. 

the credibility of my interpretations are dependent upon their logical consistency and 

faithfùiness to the information and views provided by the participants. Nonetheless, 1 felt 

that 1 was able to develop a good rapport with most participants, and put them at ease 

during the interviews. The cornments of the four participants who attended the focus 

group session were especially gratiwng, in that they supported many of the themes 1 had 

identified corn the interview transcripts. 

Practice impIicatious 

If the findings of this study were to be replicated in larger. representative studies, 

they would cany a number of implications for members of helping professions who serve 

older wornen. 

The findings regarding the pst-retirement outcomes of traditional and multiple 

role life course patterns could be used, perhaps in conjunction with the Life Events Tirne 

Line instnunent, to assist individual women to weigh the long-term consequences of life 

choices in early adulthood related to education and the timing of marriage and maternity. 

The finding that generational differences may lie behind the attitudes of older 

women towards work, retirement and reverse retirement may assist practitioners to better 

understand, for example, the aversion of some older women to full retirement or the 

tendency of othen to deny the need to plan for eventual retirement. The study reinforces 

other resemh findings of diversity in women's attitudes towards retirement (see for 

example Cheny et al., 1984). These findings emphasize the desirability of designing 

programs for older people that recognize the diversity of their interests, needs and values. 

As one participant observed, 

W04, p. 14: And I think that the existing opportunities for seniors, many of them 
seem to be inappropriate for who some of us are. Like if you go to any of the 
organized pmgrams for seniors, they're offering things like card playing and 
liw dancing and littie trips to here and there. Maybe they're fine for people 
who tiaven't had a career ... 



The social and emotional importance of working d e r  retirement For some women 

should not be overlooked. Post-retirement work may serve as a source of identity as well 

as providing both social and mental stimulation. For others, especially those who 

followed traditional patterns of combining family and work responsibilities. and who later 

became unattached through widowhood or divorce, post-retirement work may be an 

essential source of income through which to meet immediate needs and augment savings 

for the eventuality of full retirement. 

The finding that many of the participants in this study were active in volunteer 

work. in part because they saw volunteering as a valuable opportunity to gain 

emplopent-related skills and contacts, should be of interest to practitionen. More open 

acknowledgment of this aspect of volunteering could be used to assist social agencies and 

other organizations in recruiting and motivating volunteen. Well-planned volunteer work 

could serve as an effective source of skill training as well as providing an alternative 

outlet for retired women (and men), to help them stay involved in their communities. 

Policy implications 

Government policies 

a) income security 

This study found wide variation in participants' awareness of public policy 

regarding retirement income security. Again, the level of awareness was linked to 

generational differences. Severai members of the "Children of the Roaring Twenties" 

generation expressed willingness to actively defend the old age income security policies 

of the welfare state fiom which they benefitted directly, while those members of the 

"Wartime Babies" generation who were relatively advantaged felt that they were unlikely 

to benefit personally from such policies. This indicates that the current overall federal 

policy direction of eroding the univedity of public income security programs and 

directhg benefits towards the most disadvantaged has been effective in discouraging 

widespread expectations among younger generations that they will benefit fiom such 

programs. The hdings also suggest that while age advocacy organizations rnay succeed 



in politicizing income security issues arnong older senion. those in younger cohorts rnay 

be more prepared to accept individual responsibility - which is consistent with Beck's 

(1 992) observations on the individualization of risk in modemity. This suggests the need 

for more concerted efforts to educate woman, especially those approaching retirement. 

about the importance of public retirement income security policies to their future well- 

being, and the need to be actively involved in organizations that attempt to influence 

policy with a view to the needs of women. 

b) Mandatory retirement 

The finding that none of the participants in this study welcomed mandatory 

retirement, and some actively resisted it as unfair and arbitrary, supports the position that 

this practice should be prohibited. Mandatory retirement rules limit choice. and fail to 

recognize that many women continue to enter or re-enter the labour force in mid-life. 

Requiring them to retire at a specific age may deprive them of the opponunity to 

compensate for years spent out of the labour market, or in part-time work. while fulfilling 

family responsibilities. 

c) Income tax policy 

Although the majority of participants worked for low wages. only two commented 

that they felt curent income tax rules served as a disincentive to seniors working for low 

wages. Nonetheless, this is an important equity issue for al1 low-wage workers. and 

suggests the need for regular review of minimum wage policy as well as income tax 

refonn to reduce or remove such disincentives. 

d) Employment and retraining prognuns and resources for older worken 

There are currently few skills upgrading or employrnent placement services 

specifically for older workers, male or female, and the distribution of those that do exist 

is uneven (One Voice, 1994). Given the alarming rates of unemployment and under- 

employment among older workers, as exemplified by participants in this study, this need 

should be urgently addressed by federai and provincial govemments as part of their 



economic development and job creation initiatives3'. The dearth of such programs and 

services contributes to the devaluation, undemtilization and demoralization of older 

worken. and may place some in financial jeopardy. 

Private and public sector personnel policies 

'Ihis study lends support to the concem that the potential contributions of older 

workers to productivity and profitability are too oflen under-appreciated. The need For 

greater awareness arnong corporate leaders of the capabilities and potential value of older 

workers is underscored. 

The experience of one participant indicates that some corporations rnay be more 

prepared to modify standard practices by accommodating the needs of older workers. This 

woman had voluntarily accepted an opportunity offered by her employer to receive one 

half of her final retirement pension at age 55 while continuing to work at her present job 

until she reaches age 65. At that time she is to receive her full pension. This arrangement 

was very satisfactory to her. because it did not entai1 a significant loss of incorne. and 

allowed her to have more flexible work hours, and more time to pursue personal interests. 

The wider availability of such 'phaseci retirement' options may be welcomed by many 

older workers. as well as unions and employers concemed with providing entry-level 

opportunities for younger workers. 

A small number of participants stated that they had experienced overt or subtle 

foms of discrimination based on age bat  rnay have contributed to thrir being 

prematurely laid off or not king hired. While it is dificult to accurately mess  the extent 

or consequences of ageist attitudes arnong employers, this issue should be addressed. 

along with other employrnent equity issues, as a focus of educational efforts that stress 

the positive pualities and capacities of older workers. 

" Some headway hm recently k e n  made by the Options 45+ pmject sponsored by One Voice 
Seniors Networic and funded by Human Resources Developrnent Canada, and this initiative is applauded. 



Conceptual and theoretical issues: 

a) Women's voices 

This study has demonstrated the value of giving voice to women's experiences 

and viewpoints, to improve understanding of the meanings women attach to important 

life events and transitions, and how they experience social structural arrangements. It has 

also demonstrated the importance of studying women's lives in historical context to 

capture change in women's lives and in social structure over time. 

b) Generational differences 

The fuidings of this study suggest that ditrerences in attitudes and behaviour 

among older people may be rooted in generational differences. This could have broad 

implications for undentanding sources of diversity within older populations. 

C) Meaning of work 

This study found that. arnong participants belonging to the two oldest 

generational groups. work was a primary source of identity and a way of contributing to 

society. which they were not prepared to relinquish. Participants belonging to the 

"Depression Babies" generation worked as a way of king socially active, avoiding 

boredom and king financially independent. The "Wartime Babies" worked to achieve 

persona1 or professional goals or to support themselves financially. The findings clearly 

indicated that work outside of the home was far fiom a secondary part of women's lives. 

as some literature has suggested. 

d) Meaning of retirement 

An important finding was that most of the women who participated in this study 

did not think of retirement in the context of their own experiences as an event. a role or a 

status. Retirement in their minds did not necessarily coincide with the 'objective' criteria 

oAen found in the literature, such as the end of a career job, exit fiom the labour force or 

receipt of a pension. They did not associate tethement with reaching a certain age. or with 



a ceremonid retirement 'event'. These women defined themselves as retired because ;in 

extended period of full-time employrnent in their lives had ended, oflen in circumstances 

beyond their control, and they did not intend to retum to Ml-time work. 

Most did not identifi themselves with the role of retirce, and were often quite 

critical of others who did. Although they did not articulate it as such. the participants 

seemed to think of retirement, the period following full-time employment. as a 

transitional state - a continuum between fùll employment and fiill retirement - which 

included periods of paid work. 

This self-definition reinforces other studies (see for example. Guillemard. 199 1 : 

Guillemard & Rein, 1993; Kohli & Rein. 1991; Mutclder et al., 1997; Phillipson. 1998) 

that discuss the blumng of the boundaries between work and retirement in the modem 

age . 

e) Meaning of reverse retirement 

Most participants associated reverse retirement with reduced work effort. Most 

rxpressed a strong preference for part-time or temporary work after retirement. because 

they wanted to work reduced hours, andor have the flexibility to pursue other interests. 

They did not want the responsibilities usually associated with full-time work. such as 

supervising other workers. This raises a question about the appropriateness of the term. 

'reverse retirement' to describe the complex and varied experiences of women who re- 

enter the labour force in later life d e r  a period of absence frorn it. The descriptions of 

their experience offered by these participants were not consistent with linear 'reversais' of 

their pre-retirement labour force involvements. 

There were discrepancies between these views of reverse retirement and the 

apparent need of some participants for additional income. Few expressed dissatisfaction 

with the low wages and irregular nature of the work available to themeWhen the focus 

p u p ,  which 1 convened after the initial analysis of the interview transcripts was asked 

about this paradox, they suggested that those for whom part-the work is a way to 

supplement adequate pension income would probably prefer not to go back to fùll-tirne 

work, but those for whom money is the main consideration would take full-time work if 



they could get it. The reality was that reguiar part-time or full-time work was very 

diffcult to find for those who needed it the most, confirming the findings of researchen 

such as Hardy ( 1 99 1 ). 

Graphing life course patterns 

The use of graphs to represent data on life course pattems visually. facilitated . 

cornparison of the pattems of individual women, reveaied changes in the relationships 

among family, work and other events in women's lives over time. and heiped to makr the 

relationships among individual life course patterns and socio-historical events more 

readily apparent. This technique reveaied a number of aspects of returning to work afier 

retirement that might otherwise have been overlooked. It allows one to 'see' the 

relationships among data at rnacro, mes0 and micro levels even in relatively small 

samples, suggesting questions for M e r  analysis. For example, the observations that 

marital breakdown, retirement following permanent layoff, part-tirne work or formal 

study coincident with child-rearing are more concentrated in certain cohons than others. 

or that the ages of family and work transitions are increasingly varied arnong more recent 

compared with older cohorts. leads one to reflect on the possible reasons for these 

pattems. 

The potentid of this technique, and its use in conjunction with quantitative data 

bears M e r  investigation. For example, hypotheses derived fiom graphic representations 

of life course data could be tested on larger, randomly selected population samples. 

Alternatively. the technique could be used to supplrment or visually 'venfy' the tindings 

of large-scale analyses by 'graphing' data collected h m  randomly selected samples of 

large populations. 

Questions for furure research 

The replication of this study with a larger, representative sample would serve to 

detemine the extent to which the findings are more widely applicable. 

The barriers confronting women who wish to reverse their retirement decisions 

need to be better understood. Little research has been dow on the nature and extent of age 



and sex discrimination in employment in Canada. The present study indicates that ageism 

and sexism directed against older women by employen may be fairly common. but is 

dificult to document. More information is needed on the qruility of pst-retirement work 

available to women after retirement, and the feasibility of improving standards in this 

area. 

Canadian studies on the stnicturai causes of poverty and low income arnong older 

women would help to pinpoint risk factors and strategies for amdiontion and prevention. 

including the expansion of opportunities for earning income d e r  retirement. 

More studies on the social and economic status of older women belonginy to 

ethno-racial minority groups would bring important perspectives to issues of women's 

equality within Canada's increasingly diverse aging population. 

Finally, it is important that studies be conducted cornparhg the differences 

between the reverse retirement experiences of women and men. to gain a better 

understanding of the nature of gender inequality across the life course. in the Canadian 

context. 
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Appendix 1 - Continued 

A l l .  S-y 

Rewersing the Retirement Decirion 

Retirement does not always npresent an abntpt transition from work to nonwork it can be 
graduai. k can be pan-time or tuIl-tirne. and it c m  involve multiple exits. To capnin the new 
n t i m m t  dyiü~nic of moving in and out of the sute of retirement, a host of tems have been 
pmp~sed in the ~ticemcnt literatun Then has been discussion about ''partial ntircment," meaning 

chui  hll-timc work aRer atiring; some rcsearchen identify "ceverse retirement" or "spells of 
dmmt'' ps pauses in ongoing saceen; and some describe ''unretirement" as ntuming to wodc 
afk being retired for a long of timc. Some nsearchen have identified "bridge jobs" to 
retirement which arc full-rime or pan-tirne jobs taken up afker a carcer job is ended. usually in 
another occupation or industry. 

According to one Canadian national survey, approximately 17.1 perccnt of the ntired report 
that they worked aRer retirement - 2 12 percent of the men and 1 13 of the women. Most p s t -  
retirernent workcn (5 1 percent) movcd to a new employer aRer cetirement; over 27 percent, mainly 
wornen, staycd wilh a former employer. Apptoxirnatcly 20 percent started their own business. The 
cype of work prefcrrcd was partiime work In the United States the figures arc even higher with 30 
to40 percent of worken returning to work aAer retirernent and these numbcrs are txpected to gmw. 

As the Canadian pension system moves to an emphasis on individuai rcsponsibility ovcr 
sate responsibiiiry for retirement incorne, it is quite likely ihat work d e r  retirement will 
inmase as more people scramble to pmvidc for themselvw. Studying who goes back to work 
after retirement provides information about who will want to, or who will be abfe ta, maintain 
Itiemselver in labour market, what factors will encourage or discourage chis behaviour. and 
ultimatcly, who will be bamd fiom the labour force. This rcsearch will help us understand how 
govemmcnt and corponte p~i icy  can support post-retirernent work and, at the samc tirne, proteet 
the wlnerable who arc unabic to return to work or work to oldcr agcs. 

The purpox of this pmgam of research then, is to examuic the circumstances that kad to 
work aAcr retirement for Canadian men and women; to examine the type and nature of this work 
and to explore its effcct on seniors health and well-being. Because not al1 retirees who dcsirc 
work aftcr retirement will fmd work, the experienca of 'lnniccessfid" ce-entrants WU be 
considcrcd form the point of view of how barri- to port-retirement work can bc rcrnoved. The 
findings are discussed in light of the proposed Seniors Bmefit, suggcsted changes to the UQPP, 
the refevaacy of early cetirement incentive pmgrams and mandatory retirement provisiw. . 

In this pmject, tbrn groups of post-retirement workers wili be intcrviewcd: 30 men and 
30 women who niccessfully found work &et retirement; and 30 penons who wecc unnicc~~sful 
Li finding post-retirement work. People will be invited to participate in nich a way as t~ ~ ~ X W C  a 
reprcsentatioa of workers w i t ,  a wide range of incomcs and fiom a wide range of occupatiom, 
and to indude both the Canadian barn and hose fiom third world countries who are kn~wn to 
cxperience economic challeaga in retirement. Data wiii be colletted on the penon's work 
history, thcir tanntian into retinrnent, the events leading to post-retirement work, how they 
went about hnding wock, the challenges and ntppom they may have cncountercd, and the q d t y  . 
of the workhg experience. The relationslip betwen the worked e x p e n e k  a d  theu 
cconornic circumsstacces wiil bc addmsed in the a m s  of hcalth, housing, family and socid tics 
and focmal community invoivcment. .The i n t e ~ e w s  will bc supportcd by an analpis of e*g 
Clnadian data to identify the extent and name of post-tetirement work on a nationai l evd  



Appendix 1 - Contimred 

A nurnber of scholan have argucd that the tripartite liie course of tducation, ernployment, 
and cetinment is "coming undone" (Guiltemard and Rein, 1993:496), is becoming, "longer and 
fiizticr" (Kohli and Rcin, 199 122), or, at minimum, has become more variable in timing (Hcnrctta 
1992:265). In short, retirement docs not always npnsent an abrupt transition h m  work to nonwotk: 
it can be gradual, it can be part-time or fii l l-he, and it can involve multiple exits. To capture the 
new ntinmcnt dynamic of rnoving in and out of the state of cetirement, a host of tenns have been 
proposed in the retirement literaturc, Thus, at the theoretical Ievel, Atchley describes the 
"dtconceptu3fhtian of rctirrrncnt," mmely the bfruring of th: barndaries between work and 
retirement (Atchley, 1993); Honig and Hanoch (1985) talk about "partial retirement," mcaning l e s  
than full-tirne work aftcr retiring; H a y W ,  Hardy and Lui (1994) identify "reverse retirement" or 
"spells of retircrnent" as  pauses in ongoing carccn; Quinn, Burkhauser and Mycrs (1990) descnbe 
"unretirement" as rcturning to wodc after k ing  retind for a long period of time; Ruhrn (1990, 1994) 
discusses "bridge jobs" to rctircmcnt which are full-cime or part-tirne jobs takcn up after a caner job 
is ended, usually in another occupation or industry. 

The objectives of the proposed tescarch are to: 

1. To examine the circumstances that lcad to work aAcr ntirement for Canadian men and wornen; 
2. To examine the type and nature of the work experience of men and women who rehim to work 

afttr retirement; 
3. To examine the effects of post-retirement work on seniors health and economic well-being; . 

4. To examine the expericnces and economic outcornes for "unsuccessfiil" re-entrants - those 
availabte for work aftcr retirement who were unable to locate jobs; 

5. To examine the policy implications of the findings in tenns of the proposed ncw Seniors Benefit 
and proposed changes to UQPP; the relevancy of cariy ntircment inccntivc ptogtams, and 
mandatory retirernent provisions.' 

RELEVANT SCHO~ARLY LKERATURE 
Using the Cwrenr Populorion Sumeys in the United States, Herz (1994) finds that pm-time 

and full-time work among retired men is on the rire. Among men agtd 55 to 61, 50 percent wete 
working past retirernent in 1993, cornparcd to 37 percent in 1984. For thosc aged 62 to 64, iht 
perccntage was 24 percent, cornparcd to 19 percent in 1984. While both full- and part-time work 
werc on the incrcasc, the greatest incnase was for part-tirne work among those agtd 50 to 6 1 ycan. 
Thcse ment  findings arc consistent with secondary data analyses h m  an earlier cra which 
identified that b c ~ e e n  30 and 40 percent of people move into their "final" retirement via padal 
ntirement, and work after retirement, or use "bridge jobs" from their "caner" jobs into retirement 
(Bcck, 1986; Ruhm, 1989, 1994; QU~M, Burkhawt and Mytn, 1990; Hardy, 1991; Myers 1991; 
Reirners and Honig, 1993; McDaniel, Lalu and Krahri, 1993) and that this process can cover up to 

A reccnt ruling of the Supreme Coun of Canada upheld die mandator); rcthmmt principlc ia î h o ~  pmvhcu 
that do not have human rights legîslatioa outlawhg rhU practice (ie. Manitoh Quebec, and'New Bninrwick). ' 
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five yean (Ruhrn, IWO). 

It is becoming a rather repetitive observation about mort aspects of Canadian retirement, but 
there is linle information about pon-retirement work in Canada. According to the Survey of Ageing 
and hdependence, appmxirnately 17.1 percent of the rctired report that they worked after retirement - 21.2 percent of the men and 1 1.3 of the womcn. Mon pon-retirement worken (51 percent) moved 
m a new employer a b r  retirement; over 27 percent, mainly women, stayed with a former employer. 
Approximately 20 percent started their own burines. The lype of work preferred wu part-time work 
(McDonald, 1996). A pttliminary analysis of another Canadian data file, the General Social Swey 
(1994). indicates that app~ximately 13 percent of retirees retum to work following retirement, about 
16 percent of the men and 8 percent of the womcn (McDonald, 1996; Monette, 1996). Notably, the 
petcentage af Canadian retirces who go back CO work artcr cerirement is half of the figure reportcd 
for the United States, possibly refiecting different sociopolitical circumstances. As an illustration, 
Canadians arc not very Iikely CO m u n i  to work afttr cetiring to pay for escalating medical costs. On 
a technical note, Myen (199L) suggests that lower estimates may be an artifact of using "sptic 
modcls" (cross-sectionai data), as opposed to longitudinal data, in esrirnating the numben who 
rcrum to work. 

Almost al1 cescarchen observe that those in poor health art lcss likely to rcturn to work after 
retiring (Gustman and Stcinmeier, 1984; Momw-Howell and Lton, 1988; Hapvard, Hardy and Lui, 
1994; Pames and Somrnen, 1994; Ruhm, 1994); chose who do rcturn to work tend to be younger 
retirees (Honig and Hanoch, 19 85; Myers, 1991 ; Hayward ct al., 1994; Pames and Sommers, 1994; 
Ruhm, 1994), and thcy appear to have highes levels of education (Myen, 1991; Pames and 
Sommers, 1994; Ruhm, 1994). Re-entry usually occun within the first' two yean aAer retirement 
(Hayward et aI., ' 1994). Hardy (1991), addnssing the issue from the other sidc of the coin, 
demonstrates that "unsucccssful" rc-entrants - those available for work aAer cetirement - wcre 
more likely to be women, to haYe ntircd fmm lower-status jobs, to have lcss education and to have 
cetircd involuntarily. Therc arc also unifom results regarding the role of  self-employmcnt. The self- 
emptoyed continue to work to Iater ages or art more tikcly to renirn to work aficr retiring (Quim, 
1980, 1981; Fuchs, 1982; Honig and Hanoch, 1985; Elder and Pavalko, 1993; Hayward et al., 1994). 
Similarly, professionals, or, more gcnerally, white-cotlar worken, are more Iikely to rtturn to work 
(Monow-Howell and Leon, 1988; Myers, 1991; Hayward et al., 1994). Pension coverage and social 
sccuriry incomc have also becn consistently linked to post-rctirernent work. For example, employer 
pension benefits and wealth bath tend to rcduce the probability of work aher retirement, white the 
effccts of social security have been uncven. Honig and Hanoch (1985) originally found that a high 
social security entitlement is ~soc ia ted  wih job re-entxy while Sweeney et al., (1989) and blyen, 
(199 1) lacer showed that increases in social s e c ~ r i y  ceducc the pmbabiliy of rc-cntw. ' 

TO a lesses extent, there is somc evidcncc that being married or having a working wife 
inctcases the likelihood of post-retirement work (Myers, 1991; Hayward et al., 1994; Ruhm, 1994). 
Mandatory cetirement provisions have also been cxarnined by a number of rcsearchen; the analyses 
wcrc based mainly on longitudinal data files from an era whcn these provisions wcre operative in the 
United States. Conventional wisdom suggested that people subject to mandatory retirement probably 
also rcceive more liberal cetirernent pension bcnefits, thercby discoutaging post-rctinrncnt work 
(Gutman and Stcinmeier, 1984; Hardy, 1982; Myers, 1991). Social smctural factors, such as 

* Eamings t a u  on those unda the age of 72 in the United Shm rupporedly en&urage penons who el- & &ive 
benrots to wrk pur-time over hll-cime so chu they do not cxcetd the maimum emings lwel (Mycn, 199 1). 
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inflation rates, unemploymnt rates, and urbdniral location arc also known ta c k t  pan- 
retirement work in the expected direction: high unemployment produccs l m  post-retirement work. 
and high inflation pmducu more pan-retirement work (Haywud et al.. 1994). 

The main issues in the litcrature mvolve amund definitions of work after retirement 
( G ~ a n  and Steinrncier, 1984; Honig and Hanoch, 1985; Butler, Andcnon & Burkhauser, 1989; 
Myefi, 199 1; Haymrd et al. 1994; Parnn and Sommm 1994); wherher or not partial retirernent is 
par< of the labour supply continuum. (Honig and Hanoch, 1985; Quinn Burkhauser and Myes, 1990; 
Reirnen and Honig, 1993; Hayward et al., 1994; Parnes and Sommen 1994); the reasons for po* 
retirement work. (Bo- 1987; Fontana and Fmy, 1990; P m e s  and Sommen, 1994; Hen. 1995) and 
the hadequacies in the specification of the modcls, namely the hard-to-ignore absence of rcsear~h on 
the post-retirernent work of womcn (McDonald, 1996) .The propascd rcsearch addresses the last W 
If SUCS. 

RELEVANCE TO ONGONG RESURCH 
Since I received my doctorate in 1983, my main program of nscarch has bccn the study of 

retirement h m  a life span and a social nnicniral perspective. My present rcseanh addresses 
problerns experienced by the ntircd, problcm that gcncraIly have received short shrifi in the rcvival 
of the "grcat pension debate" of the 1990s (Myles and Street, 1995). For example, my currtnt work 
focuses on the snidy af involuntary retirernent due to mandatory retirernent provisions, job 
dispIaccmcnt, caregiving responsibilitics, poor hcalth and discriminatory practices applied to third 
world immigrants. I also am working on a project that explores the income discontinuities 
cxpericnccd by rctircd widows. 

1 just completcd an analysis of post-retirernent work using the Survey of Ageing and 
independence (SAI). Being pan of the reseanh tcam that designed the SM, I was responsible for 
having this topic included in the questionnaire, which was subsequently addcd to the General Social 
Suwcy (GSS). My own analysis (McDonald, 1996) indicates the necd for indepth interviews with 
post-retirement workers to complcrnent what little WC know based on sccondary data sources. 

C o m r m o ~  
Pm-retirement work has reccived littte attention, probably because it is a recent event. An 

understanding of the practice is significant for scveraI rcasons. In the first instance, the= are no 
studics of the phenornenon in Canada. Apart form the analysis of the S A I  (bfcDonald, t996), the 
only other extant statistical analysis is a set of cross-tabulations donc on the GSS data by Statistics 
Canada (Monette, 1996). Akhough not rcleased yct, CARNET has included several questions about 
post-retirement work in one of their case snidies but rhis war not the main focus of  the research. In 
other words, the= is no in-depth smdy of post-retirernent work in Canada and only tentative 
sccondary data analyses are avaiIable. 

In the absence of information, it is difficult to consider the proposed overhaul of the 
Canadian pension systcm, a rather serious matter for al1 Canadians. Given the govemment's movc to 
ernphasizt individual rcsponsibility over statc rcsponsibility for pensions (Mylcs and Street, 1 995). it 
is quite likely that work after retircmtnt may becomc even more important as people sctamblt to 
provide for themsclvu. Studying who goes back to work pmvides infornation about who wiIl want 
to, or who will be able to, maintain themselves in the labour market, what factors will encourage or 
discourage this behaviour, and ultimatdy, who will bt bamd from the labour force. For example, 
knowing who w o h  aftcr retirernent is relevant to the discussions about raising the age of retirernent 
because it is t h e  worktn who wilt be in the vanguard (Brown, 1995; Lam, Cutt and Prince, 1996). 
Or, rccognuing who will never be able to work ta later ages, foretells who will be in nccd of . 
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governmcnt financ ial protection. 
A?i well, the existence of post-retirement work highlights the inconsistenciu in govemment 

pension policies. Cemin factors discounging post-etinment work arc embedded in cumnt pension 
policy. For example, both rcgistered retirement plans and Ihe UQPP harbour obstacles to pas!- 
retirernent work because, in both cases. chce = niles pohibiting work while co l l~ t ing  a panid 
pension. In a similar vein. the new Senion Bencfit will likely diwourage work afier retirement for 
[QW and mid-range earnen, since the bencfit is =duceci according to incorne. This trend has alrrady 
bcen observed in the United States (Mycrs,l991). Understanding the circumstanccs of post 
retirement workcn would hetp connibute to the design of a consistent and relevant pension systcm 
that offered choiccs for ail. 

Finally, according to the S a ,  thosc wha re-enter the Iabaur forte full-tirne, are more likety 
to have cetirrd because of mandatory retirement provisions and the offer of euly ntirtment 
incentive plans (McDonald, 1996). î h a c  ovo corporace policies obviously do not perfom the 
function originally intcnded - moving older wotken out of the labour force - and pcrhaps should 
be discontinued. An exploration of worken' experiences with these poiicu and thcir views of this 
issue in the context of post-rcrimment work, wodd add to the dcbatc, cspccially about mandatory 
retirement. 

Pest-retirement work has been approached fmm the economic theon of labour supply 
mainly by econornists (Gustman and Steinmcier, 1985; Honig and Hanoch, 1985; Butler, Anderson 
and Burkhauses, 1989; Quinn, Burkhauscr and Myles, 1990; Myen, 199 1 ; Pames and Sommcrs, 
1994; Ruhm, 1994). As well, individual characteristics such as race,'cducation, gcndcr and health 
have been linked through human capital argumenu to markctability in the labour market aAer 
retirement. Sociologists have becn more inclincd to view the subject fiom the carcer pcnpcctive 
(Morrow-Howell and Leon, 1988; Hardy, 1991; Hayward, Hardy and Lui, 1994). thc political 
econorny perspective (Bcck, 1985; Calasanti and Bonanno, 1992) and the life span approach, (Elder 
and Pavalko, 1993). Psychologisu have approached the issue in ternis of the psychological proces 
that unfolds as a penon movcs from considerhg ~ e m s e l v n  to be workers to comidcring thcrnselvcs 
to be rctircd (Jackson and Taylor, 1994). 

f h e  present research is guided by a combination of &e life course perspective and a political 
econorny of aging framework Social structure, social policy and the nature of Ihe ecanorny are 
known ta affect retirement as do individual characterisics, histories, and capabilities. Al1 of these . 
processes occur under vaying histockal cxigencier and arc influenccd by a changing population 
structure. The rnodcls outlincd below rcflcct thac  considcations within the limitations pnsentcd by 
the data files. Social stmcniral variables (cg. gcnder, and cthnicity as factors innucncing [.ire 
chances) policy variables (e.g. mandatoy retirement provisions) and economic structural vanables 
(e.g. p r i r n ~  and secondary economic secton, unemployment rates3) an cxamplcs of some of the 
variables to be used. An hinoncal undcnmding of the woricing livcs of people which more and 
more are culminaing in the blurring of the a i n m c n t  transition - an cmerging alteration in the life 
coune, - nprcscna the life span approach. 

M ~ O D O L O G Y  
A multimethod approach will k u t i l i d  to achieve the resnrch objectives - secondary data 

f Some variables will be iufded to the GSS fila %ch as pmvlicial unemployrncnt tares for mm and women and' 
scctor eoiufarmation pnviously wed in the SAL 
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analysis and the cthnographic intewicw. 

A SECONDARY DATA ANALYSES 
Secondary data analyses will be cmploycd to meet each nsearch objective to the extent that 

the data will permit, Secondary data analyses pmvides a foundation for pmblcm fomulation ihrough 
identifying knowledge gaps, for the design of new rcsearch and for the analysis and interpretation of 
data in new ways. In this project the secondary &ta analysis will be used for the analysis and 
intcrprctation of data in a new way, that is, ta understand the process of work afkr retirernent and.its 
a f k t  on Canadians health and cconornic well-being (Kiecolt and Nathan, 1985). As weI1, the 
secondary analysis will k used to develop the qualitative cornponent of the project and will provide 
the national backdrop aqainst which the qualitative analysis can be intcrprcted. 
Data Files 

The Generui Social Survey (cycle 9 )  will be the main data fite for the proposed analysis 
bccawc it provides mon information about work affer retirernent then any other data file curnntly 
available. Although the sample size is srnaII, the= a n  still cnough cases to test several models. The 
Survey of Ageing and Independence has already been mined for what it has to offer on post- 
retirement work (McDonaId, 1996). The National Health Population S w e y  does not mcasurt wotk 
after retirernent and the Surwey of Income Dynamics (SLID), an idcal data set because of its 
longitudinal featurts, does not cuncntly have enough wavcs to carry out the analysis proposcd hett. 
SLID wil1 be uscd For sorne prelirninary analysis and more if another wave becomts available during 
the study. 

It is, of  course, acknowledged that the analyses will be rnainIy cross-sectional, making it 
impossible to portray post-retirement work in a dynamic fashion through the we of hazard models. 
This cross-sectional type of analysis is identical to the one carricd out by Hardy (1991) and is 
s'ibject to the same criticisrns. Cross-scctional data mask aspects of the transitions in and out of 
retirement and do not capture changes in characteristics lcading up to work afier retirernent because 
the respondents were not obscrved prior to exiting. The SLID will allow the use of harard modeis if 
the data becomes availablc within the next year, This data base would also make it possible to do a 
prtlirninaq analysis of those who retired and were unsuccessful in looking for post-rctircment wotk. 
Anafysis 

To achieve the objectives, chose who go back to work afier retiring will be cornparcd to those 
who do not, using the GSS and the SLID. Following McDonald (1996). the sociodernographic trait$ 
health characteristics, work history, retirernent behaviour, and income characteristics of the 
respondents and featuns of the economy will be compared as a baseline for understanding what 
factors might prcdict post- retircment woric. Post-retirement work is a self report measure in the GSS 
while in the S L D ,  it is the actual rrturn to work measutcd in the second wave of interviews. Thrce 
modcls will be estimated: a generai mode1 predicting post-retirement work to examine what facton, 

. net of the othtn, lead to work afier retirement; and two furthet models to assess whether the factors 
Vary with full-time and part-time work, pon-retirement. These re-entry modeIs a n  estimated uting 
logistic regrcssion, rince the dcpcndent variables in the thrce models contain two catcgocies - 
workho work; part-tirne workho work; and full-tim work /no wotk. If possible, hazard models will 
be uscd with the SLID. The findings h m  this analyses wili be explored in the ethnogtaphic 
interviews. 

B. E'THNOGRAPH~C INTERVIEW 
An txptoratory investigation of post-retirement work will bc conductcd via face-to-face 
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,?, ,.w 
C' interviews. The quditativc exploration is nguired because we have very littic, if @ information. 

about how post-ntirement work plays out in the lives of Canadians, the quality of that expcrience 
and its effccts on hcalth and incorne in old age. While the secondary analyses can givc a stnse of the 
distribution of the problern in the population, the qualitative data can givc fonn and depth to the 
information. This approach fits with the lifcioune perspective that in fons  the cumnt pmgnm of 
retirernent research of which the pmposed nsearch will be a part, and adjuns for the limitcd amount 
of information about post-retirernent work found in the GS, SUD and the SAI, 

Consistent with the goals of tfic research, thrce groups of pst-retirernent worken will be 
interviewcd: 30 men who successnilly found work after retirement; 30 womcn who successhiily 
found work aRer retircmtnt and 30 persons who wcce unsucceuful in finding post-retirement work 
Purposivt sampling will be used to ensure the sclection of workcn rcprtsenting a widc range of 
incomu and occupations, and to include both the Canadian bom and those h m  third wodd 
countries who are known to e x p e h c e  economic challenges in retirement, (McDonald, 1996). 
Those pcrsons who have retumcd CO work following a self nported retirement, or who say they are 
ntired and arc looking for work, will be included in the study. The 90 post-retirernent workcn wili 
bc solicited fmm the sources aiready k ing  used in Ihe involuntary retirement and widow snidy. 
Specifically, the Ontario Coalition of Services for Senior Citizens, the Ontario Nenvork for Older 
Women and out own Multicultunl and Native Cenm in our faculty have agreed to support this 
additional research through allowing us to solicit participants. 

Two guidcd interview schedules - ont for successful and one for unsuccessful =-entrants - 
will bc developed on the basis of the secondary data analysis and will be similar to the existing 
interview schedules from the involuntary retirement study. The interviews wiH focus on the 
respondcnts' experience of post-retirement work and their interprctation of the experience. Data will 
be collected on the person's work history, their transition into retirement, the evenu leading to post- 
retirernent work, how they went about finding work, the challenges and supports they may have 
encountercd, and the quality of the work experience. The influence of public and private pension 
polices, RRSPs and governmtnt transfer paymenrs on post-retirernent work will be explored. In the 
case of immigrants to Canada, the d e  of rccipmcal pension agreements and the ineligibility of some 
immigrants for full public btnefits wilI be cxpIortd as factors that rnay influence post-retirernent 
work. The rclationship betwcen the workers' cxpcriences and thcir economic circumstances will be 
addrtssed in the areas of hcalth, housing, family and social tics and forma1 comrnunity involvement. 

The interviews will Vary from one to w o  hours, based on the experiencc of our ongoing 
rtsearch, and will be audio taped, and transcribed. halysis will be computcr assisted (Nudist) and 
will focus on uncovering patterns and rhcmes utilizing the "constant comparntive mcthod" of 
analysis. Crcdibiliry (validity) will be assesscd by "mcmber checking of the data" (Sherman and 
Reid, 1994) thmughout the p w c t  and through feedback from the involved agencies. The pmposed 
nsearch will be appended to the cuncnt pmject for ethics approval a the University of Toronto. 

Co rnmunication 
Academic papea will be presented at the Canadian Association on Gerontology and the 

Lcarneds and wili be submitted to the Canadian Journal on Aging and Canadian Public Policy. Mini 
reports on cash gmup will be cirsulated to other academics, pnctitionen, agencies and govcmment 
deparûrtents. Some of the agencies supporting tke inearch have nquested a seminar on the fndings 
for their senior memben (cg. AMNI and the Ontario Coalition for Services to Seniors). An 
established list, previously uscd to diucminate the tcsults from several other research projects on 
retirernent will be used for this project. ' 
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Dear 

Re: Post-retirement Work Study 

Further to our recent telephone conversation, in which we discussed your possible 
interest in participating in the above research study, I am enclosing the Research 
Description. If you have any questions afler reading this material, please call me or make 
sure I answer them to your satisfaction when we meet. 

1 will call you in the next few days to confum your wiilingness to participate in 
the study and arrange a time and place for the interview. If you agree to be interviewed, 1 
am pleased to offer a $15.00 honorarium for your participation, and I will be happy to 
provide a surnmary of the findings if you wish to receive one. Your participation will also 
assist us in preparing recomrnendations for govenunent and corporate policy makers as 
well as employers and employment counsellors. 

Thank you for your interest in the study. I look fonvard to speaking with you 
again. 

Sincerely, 

Malcolm Stewart 
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A research project funded by the Social Sciences and Humaniües Research Council of Canada 
Principal Investigator: Lynn McDonaM, PMI., 246 Bbor St. W., Tonmto, Ontario. Tel. 978-5714 

RESEARCH DESCRIPTION 

Title of Research: Women's experience of retuming to work afier retirement 

Reseanh funded by: Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of 
Canada (SSHRC) 

Duration: June to December, 1997 

Malcolm Stewart, M.S.W., C.S. W., Ph. D. Candidate, 
Faculty of Social Work, University of  Toronto 
(4 16) 487-63 10 

Research Supervisor: Professor Lynn McDonald, M.S.W., Ph. D. 
Faculty of Social Worlc, University of Toronto 
(4 16) 978-57 14 

Rcscarcb ratioaale and objectives 

Background 
The average retirement age of Canadians has been falling for the past fi@ yean. In 

1994 it was 61.4 years for men and 58.5 years for women. In one respect, this trend reflects 
improvements in pension benefits and pater  flexibility in pension rules. In another respect, 
'early' retirement before the 'normal' age of  65 has been encourageci by govemments and some 
employers as a means of reducing oficial unemployrnent rates and nplenishing the work force 
with younger workers. Furthermore, during the massive economic restnicturing of the 1990's 
there has been a sipificant shift away fiom early retirement by choice to unexpected or forced 
job exit due to corponte and public sector downsizing, mergers, layoffs and Company closures. 
Re-entering the labour force afier retirement may therefore be a necessary or simpiy attractive 
option for many workers. A recent Statistics Cuiaâa study reported that in 1994, 16 percent of 
men and 9 percent of women went back to p id  work in some capacity after their initial 
retirement, many opting for self-employrnent. People who have left 'camr' jobs in their late 
40%. 50's or early 60's may not be physically, psychologically or financially prepared for 
retirement. Some may find that their present or fiture retirement incomes are insufficient for 
comfort and dignity. M e r s  may value the social and psychological knefits of working. 
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Women und pst-reti~ement work 

Women are generally more vulnerable to financial insecurity in later life than are men. a 
situation that reflects their lifelong disadvantage in the paid labour market combined with 
homemaking and farnily caretaking obligations which fa11 disproponionately to them. Although 
the participation of women in the Canadian labour force has increased dramatically over the past 
fi@ years, retirement has been largely defined in relation to the male career. and consequently 
the study of retirement and pst-retirement work has mainly centred on men. Yet the financial 
well-king of women in later life may increasingly depend upon their ability to accumulate 
personal resources through employment. Women are also more likely to be unattached through 
widowhood or divorce for some period of their lives, increasing the importaire of Anancial self- 
su ffic iency. 

Study rationale 

The need for more research on women's retirement and pst-retirement work is  
increasingly urgent, given the realities that women comprise an ever-increasing proportion of the 
older population. they are otten at risk of experiencing financial need in old age and they tend to 
be more dependent on public transfer programs than are men. This study will contribute to till ing 
the present gap in knowledge about the experiences of Canadian women who retum or attempt to 
return to work afier retirement. To the extent that working after retirement is likely to become an 
increasingly common experience among older Canadians, and particularly among women a the 
large, pst-war 'baby boom' approaches later life, improved understanding of the experience of 
pst-retirement work and job search could have important implications for the design of labour 
market and retirement plicies directed at older female workers. 

Objectives 

The objectives of the study are 

to incmase understanding of the subjective meanings of work, retirement and post- 
retirement work for women; 

to sensitize public policy advocates and corporate policy planners to the needs of 
older female workers; 

+ to contribute to the formulation of labour market, income security and personnel 
policies that are supportive of wornen's pst-retirement work; and 

to improve oppominities for older women who c h o o ~  to remain in the labour force 
longer or retum tc work after retirement. 

Reslarcb metbods and procedures 

Stndy partic@an& 
The study participants will be women who are 55 y e m  of age or older, have retired from 

paid employment or selfsmployment within the past five years, and are presently working for 
pay, are self+mployed or are looking for paid work. Women who meet these criteria wiil be 
recruited with the assistance of community agencies and by word of mouth. 
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The methods used to collect data fiom participants are a structured questionnaire and an 
open-ended interview. The answers to both the questionnaire and the interview will be tape 
recorded. The questionnaire covets background information including marital and tàrnily status, 
living arrangements, education, work and retirernent history, present employrnent or job search 
activities, current income and future retirement income. Interview questions will cover five 
themes: the meanings of paid work and retirement; the experience of retuming to work afier 
retirement; sources of difficulty and support in retuming to work; future plans with respect to 
work and retirement: and opinions about proposed pension policy changes. 

Completing the questionnaire and interview may take up to two hours. Participants may 
be asked to read the üanscript of their interview for accuracy and completeness or to attend a 
focus group to discuss the preliminary findings of the study. Agreeing to these requests is, of  
course, optional. All participants will be offered a Free summary of the study's findings at its 
concIusion. 

Voluntay nature ofthe study 
Participation in the study is completely voluntary. A $15.00 cash honorarium will be 

paid at the beginning of the interview. The honorarium may be kept whether the interview is 
completed or not. Participants rnay refuse to answer any question with which they are not 
comfortable, and will be fiee to leave the interview at any time without giving a reason or 
retuming the honorarium. 

Ali information and opinions provided by participants during the interview will be 
completely confidential. The identity of participants will only be known tu Malcolm Stewart and 
his supervisor, Dr. Lynn McDonald. and only they will have access to the code numbers 
matching individual participants with their questionnaires, interview tapes and interview 
transcripts. No one from the govemment or anyone else will have access to any personal or 
identifiing infonnation about participants. Records relating the participation of individuals in the 
study will be kept secure. No information that could disclose the personal identity of an); 
participant will be released or published. 

Publicatio~ O fflndings 
The findings of this study will fom part of Malcolm Stewart's Ph. D. dissertation at the 

University of Toronto. They may also be used to inform the community, social sew ice providers, 
policy makers and cesearchers about the experiences of women who retum or attempt to retum to 
p id  work aAer retirement. The findings may be published in joumals, books or other 
publications, but in al1 such cases, the infonnation will be presented in a way that makes it 
impossible to identifi individual participants. 
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QUESTIONNAIRE 
Revised 09/26/97 

1. Participants sex: Femaie O Ma* O 

2. What is your age? 

3. In what country were you bom? 

(If you were born outside Canada) 

In what year did you immigrate to Canada? 19 

Why did you chose to immigrate to Canada? 

4. What is your present marital status? 

a) Manied 
b) Cornmon law union' 0 
c) Same sex partner' 0 
d) Single (never rnamed) f i  
e) Separated U 
f) Divorced O 
g) Widowed l3 

Is your spouse or partner retired from paid employment? Y e s O  Nom 

5 .  With whom do you live? 

a) Spouse or partner O 
b) Relative(s) 

SPECIFY 
c) Non-relative(s) O 
d) Live alone O 
e) Other SPECIFY 

6. Do you live in rental accommodation? Yeso No O 

7. What is the highest level of educaüon you have achieved? 

8. Compared with other people your aga, how would you rate your heaith? 
Poor O Fair O Good O Excellent O 
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IN~ERVIEWER: Show the Padicipant r copy of tho 'LW €vents Timo Un#. Fill in your copy 
of the Lm Evenb Tima Line (nwt page) a8 information h piovldd. Add othar rlgnMcant 
event, as nerdd. Coach the Participant to make a u n  th% ail aign-nt mvmb are 

[mordad, thon u k  for d.(iih about mach rnby. 1 
Intowiwor to Participant: 
Now I'd like you to look at this page which lis& a number of major Iife events related to work, 
retirement and family Me. Please tell me approximately where each of the events that applies to 
you should be located on the line at the bottom of the page. Add any other major events that you 
feei were important as well. 

(Probo for the following information: ) 

Eduertknlntnining: dates of any courses taken, type of ducation or training and 
institutions attended, qualifications obtained. 

Wo& Hktoy: dates of al1 part-time and full-time jobs held. types of employment, 
locations. 

Marital and frmily chrngn: matriage, separation, divorce, death of spouse, 
remamage, birth of child(ren), child(nn) leavingretuming home, changes in living 
arrangements. 

Moving to anothw city. 

Gr pi in mloymont: Sabbaticals, leaves of absence, parental leaves, unem ployment 
spells, educational leaves etc. 

Retinmsnt(s): Dates of retirement(s) 

Herîth and financial c r h a  or othmr major lif+ avants. 

1. (REF ER 10 THE 'REASONS FOR RETIRING' CARD) 

Why did you retire the fint time (1 9 2 3  lndicate al1 reasons mat apply in 
order of importance. 

MOST TO LEAST IMPORTANT REASONS 

Reatons: 9 mandatory retirement 9 eaily retirement package was attractive 9 laid off - no 
work 1) find 9 unemployed . health probiems (your own) 9 provide care for 
someone else (RELATIONSHIP?) husbandEwife/partner retired e had enough 
money to retire 8 other reason (SPECIFY). 

(REPEAT THIS QUESTION FOR EACH RETIREMENT IF MORE THAN ONE) 

Second retirement (1 9 ) 



IF PARTICIPANT IS EMPLOYED.. . 
1. What typa of paid work are you presently doing? 

Narne of employer or business 
2. When did you start working at this joblbusiness? 

month year 
3. (REFER T b  THE 'JOB SOURCES' CARD) 

@ How did you find your present job? 

Sources: O public employment agency Oprivate ernployment agency 
e union Q former employer's offer e networking: friends, 
relatives, former co-worken, self-hdp group etc. Q piaced ad 
O answered ad other - What other rneans did you use when looking for your present job? 

5. How many houn per week do you work at this job. on average? 

6. How many months a year do you work (or expect to wok) at this job? 

7. Do you belong to a union in your present job? Yes O No O 

IF PARTICIPANT IS LOOKING FOR WORK ... 

1. When did you begin looking for woik? 
month year 

2. Have you k e n  l d i n g  for work continuously since then? Yes O No O 

(If 'No') Why is that? 

3. What type of work are you looking fof l  

4. What alternative type(s) of work would you accept if available? 

5. (REFER TO THE 'JOB SEARCH STRATEGIES' CARD) 

What job search strategies are you using to find work? 

Sources: epublic employment agency aprivate employment agency 
8 union 6 placing ads manswedng Pds Onetworking: friends. rebtives. former 
co-workers, self-help group etc. 0 visiting prospective employers other 
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1. Are you presently engaged in any kind of volunteer work? Yes Cl No Cl 

(If 'Yes') What kind of volunteer work do you do? How often? How long have you been 
doing it? 

1. Dunng the past year. did you receive incorne from any of the following sources? 

a) Earnings from ernployment 
(salary, wages, commissions, 
self-employ ment) O 

b) Pension from previous 
em ployer(s) 13 

c) Sunrivor's benefit from spouse's 
occupational 
pension O 

c) Early retirement incentive 
package U 

d) Retirement lncome Fund 
(RRIF) Cl 

e) lnvestments (interest, dividends, 
capital gains, rents etc.) 

a 
9 Ofd Age Security 

( O W  O 

g) CanadalQuebec Pension Plan 
retirement benefits Q 
disability benefits O 
credit splitting O 
suwivor benefits O 

i) Guaranteed Income 
Supplement (GIS) 

Ontario Guaranteed Annual 
Iricome Su pplement 
(GAI NS-A) U 

k) Spouse's Allowance O 

1) Ernployment Insurance O 

m) Workers Compensation 

n) Disability insurance O 

O) Social Assistance O 

p) lncome from family 
mern bers O 

q) lncome from other sources 
(alimony, inheritance, royalties) 

O 

r) (If immigrated) Pension from 
your country of origin O 

h) Veteran's Allowance 0 s) Other 

2. Over the past year, did you give financial support to another person or persons? 

Yes Cl N o n  (If 'yes') RELATIONSHIP? 

3. Over the past year, did you receive any financial support from another person or persons? 

Yes Cl No O (If 'yes') RELATIONSHIP? 
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4. Do you (and your spouselpartner) own your accommodation? Yes O No O 

(If 'Yes') Do you have a mortgage on your home? Yes 0 No 0 Don't know O 

Approximate amount owing S 

5. Do you have any other signifmnt debts? Yes O No Don't know O 

(If 'Yes') Approximate amount owing $ 

6. Other than your home and investments, do you have any significant assets, 
such as a vacation or income property, paid-up insurance, jewelry or art? 

Yes a No O Don't know 

(If 'Yes') Approximate value $ 

7. (If participant has one or more occupational pensions) Is (are) your benefits protected against 
inflation? 

Yes O No O Don't know O 

8. Do you continue to receive group insurance benefits (extended health, dental etc.) fmm a 
former employer? 

Yes O No O Don't know O 

9. What is your best estimate of your total personel income from ail sources iast 
year (1 996) before taxes? 

$ Unable ta estimate O Don't know O 

1 O. What is your best estimate of your total househoki income from al1 sources 
last year (1 996) before taxes? 

$ Unable to estimate Don't know 

([F YOU ARE NOT PRESENTLY EMPLOYED, SKlP TO QUESTION 5) 

1. Do you plan to retire from your present job? Yes 0 No O Don? know O 

(If 'Yes') When do you plan ta retire? 

Why do you (or don? you) plan to retire? 

3. Do you make contributions to the CanadalQuebec Pension Plan3 

Yes 0 No O Don? know O 

(If 'No') Why not? 

4. Does your present employer provide a pension plan to which you belong? 
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Yes O No O ûon't know O 

5. Do you contribute, or have you contributeci in the pst ,  to a group or individual 
Registered Retirernent Savings Plan? 

Yes O No O Don't know O 

(If 'Yes') How long have you been wntributing to your RRSP? 

Have you been able to contribute a significant portion of your eamings to 
your RRS?? 

Yes O What percent? No D Don't know O 

How is your RRSP invested? 

Do you expect your RRSP to make up a significant portion of your 
retirement income? 

Yes O What percent? No O Donat know O 

6. Are you making or have you made any other investments for your retirement? 

Yes O No O Don't know O 

(If 'Yes') What kinds of investrnenk are you making? 

Will these other investments provide a significant portion of your 
retirement income? 

Yes O What percent? No O Don't know O 
7. Have you received or do you expect to receive an inheritance? 

Yes O No O Don't know 

(If 'Yeso) Do you expect your inheritance to provide a significant portion of 
your retirement incorne? 

Yes What percent? No O Don't know O 

END OF QUESTIONNAIRE. 



LIFE EVENTS TiME UNE 
The line bebw reptesents the past 52 years of your life. Please indicate on Me line the approximate location of each of R e  life events 
numbred 1 to 18 tha! apply to you. (Some events may have occurred more than once). Add any events that you feel were significant, 
numôering thern l9,20, fi, 22 etc. 

1 Started education program 6 Full-time job ended 
2 Received duc.  qualification 7 PaR-tirne job ended 
3 Started full-time job 8 Wound up business 
4 Started Part-time job 9 Took leave frorn work 
5 Started own business 10 Retired 

11 Mamed or remamed 36 Moved to another city 
12 Birth or adoption of child 17 ChiM ieft home 
13 Separated 18 ChiM retumed home 
14 Divorceci 
15 Wiowed P 



INTERVIEW GUIDE 
Revised 1 1/19/97 

1 TAPE RECORDED 1 

(REFER TO COMPLETED 'LIF E EVENTS TlME LINE') 

How would you describe the pattern of your employrnent history over the yean? 

What explains this pattern? 

Can you identify a theme or themes running through your employment? 

Before you retired, did you experience any barners to getting or keeping 
employrnent? 

Probes: discrimination based on age, race, gender or sexual 
orientation; lack of information, contacts, current skills etc. 

(If applicable) Did changes in your marital status, (i.e. separation, divorce. 
widowhood) have any consequences in ternis of your incorne before or after 
retirement? 

Probes: pensionsplitting , alimon y, insurance settlements, survivors 
benefits 

Have you kept your job skills current over the years? 

(If 'Yes') What have you done to stay current? 

1. Which job do you think of as your main job b f o m  mtiring? 

2. Had you heen expecting to retire when you did? 

(If not) How did you feel about that? 

3. Had you made any formal or informal preparations for retirement? What were they? 

P iokr :  Formol oremrations: attendeci financial planning saminar or 
company pre-retirement sessions; met mth a ratirement counsellor. 
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Informa! ~re~arations: sought information or adviœ from family 
and friends; read materials about retiring . 

How did you feel about working before you retired? 

What did working mean to you, in practical t m s ?  

Probes: financial independenWsecurity. contribute to family income. social 
stimulation, professionaVsocial commitment 

How did you feel about retiring? 

Did you see yourself as a retiree? 

Did you know any other people who were retired? 

How did you spend tirne in your retirement? 

10. Did your feelings about retirement change over lime? 

(If 'Yes') How did they change? 

11. Is there anything else you can think of that describes how you feel about 
retirement.. . what it means to you now? 

IF PARTICIPANT IS EMPLOYED.. . 

1. How would you describe the pattern of your employment sinœ retiring? 

How would you explain this pattern? 

2. Did you experience any bemers to finding employment after you retired? 

Probes: discrimination based on age, race. gender or sexual 
orientation; lack of information, contacts, current skiils etc. 

3. What was heipful to you in finding your present ernploymecit? 

4. Why are you working? 

5. What does working for pay (or seif-employment) mean to you now? 

6. What is different about this job. cornpared with the last job you had before 
retiring ? 

7. What would you have done if you hadn't found your present job? 

8. What would the wnsequenœs be if you weren't working? 

9. What do you like about your prerrent work? What do you dislike about it? 

10. (If applicable) H m  does your worûing impact on your family life? 
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11. Can you describe what your 'ideal job' would be like (within the bounds of 
your education and expehnœ)? 

IF PARTICIPANT IS LOOKING FOR WORK.. . 

1. Are you experiencing any baniers to obtaining employment? 

Proôes: discrimination based on aga, race, gender or sexual orientation; 
lack of information, contacts, cuvent skiils 

2. What is particulady heipful to you in looking for work? 

3. (If no work alternatives) Why is that? 

4. How long are you prepared to keep looking for work? 

5. What do you think the consequences will be if you don't find paid employment? 

IF PARTICIPANT IS D01NG VOLUNTEER WORK.. . 
1. Why do you do volunteer work? 

2. What does volunteering mean to you? 

1. Do you feel that your cuvent income is adequate to meet your needs? 

Why or why not? 

2. How are finances managed in your household? 

Do you manage your personal finances yourself? 

(If not) Why is that? 

What role does your (spouse/partnetlother person) play in managing your 
personal finances? 

3. What about household finances - how an, they managed? 

Why is that? 

4. Have these arrangements for managtng your personal and household 
finances always been that way, or have they changeâ over time? 
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Do you believe your total annual income will be adequate to meet your needs after 
you retire? Why or why not? 

Do you have any speciftc conœms about any of the recent or proposed 
changes to govemrnent retirement benefits, such as Old Age Security. 
Guarantwd Incorne Supplement and Spouse's Allowance? 

Are you familiar with the proposed seniors Benefit? Do you have any concems or 
opinions about it? 

Do you have any concems about recent or prop0~8d changes to the 
CanaddQuebec Pension Plan? 

Do you feel reasonably well infoned about retirement income policy issues? 

(If not) Why is it that you are not better informed about (or interested in) 
changes or proposed changes to public retirement benefits? 

CONCLUSION 
Before we end the interview, do you have any questions? 
If you were conducting this interview, is there anything that you would have asked about 
regarding the experience of retuming to work after retirement? 
Can I contact you again if I need clarification or have additional questions? 
OPTIONAL: Would you k willing to read the draft transcript for accuracy and 
corn pleteness? 
Would you like to receive an executive sumrnary of the findings of this study? 

If you know of anyone who might qualify for this study, would you please refer them 
to me? 

THANK YOU FOR YOUR HELPl 



A research propct funded by the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada 
Principal Investigator: Lynn McDonald, Ph.D., 246 Bloot St W., Toronto, Ontario. Tel. 978-5714 

CONSENT TO BE INTERVIEWED 

Title of Study: 

Interviewer: 

Women's experience of retuming to work after retirement 

Malcolm Stewart, M.S.W., Ph. D. Candidate 
Faculty of Social Work, University of Toronto 
246 Bloor Street West 
Toronto, Ontario 
(4 16) 487-63 10 

Researcb Supervisor: Professor Lynn McDonald. M.S. W.. Ph.D., 
Faculty of Social Work, University of Toronto 
(4 16) 978-57 14 

t understand that Malcolm Stewart is conducting a research project with the above title which 
will fonn the basis for his Ph. D. thesis at the University of Toronto, and that his project is part 
of a larger study of pst-retirement work which is king directed by Prof. Lynn McDonald and 
funded by the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada (SSHRC). 

I have k e n  given a copy of and have read the "Research Description". Any questions 1 have 
asked about the study have been answered to my satisfaction. 

I understand and agree that a tape recording will be made of the interview, and that a typewrinen 
transcript of the interview will be prepared, which 1 may be asked to review for accuracy and 
cornpleteness. 

I have been assured by Malcolm Stewart that al1 information and opinions I provide during the 
interview will be completely confidential, and that only he and his research supervisor, Dr. Lynn 
McDonald, will have access to the code nurnbers matching individual participants with their 
questionnaires, interview tapes and interview tranxripts. No one from the govemrnent or anyone 
else will have access to any personal or identiFying information about me through this study. 
Records relating to my participation in the mdy will k kept secure and no information that 
could dirlose rny personal identity will be reteased or published, under Malcolm Stewart's 
ethical obligations as a student at the University of Toronto Faculty of Social Work and as a 
mernber of the Ontario College of Cenitied Social Workers. 

I understand that my participation in this study is entireiy voluntary, and that 1 am fiee to refuse 
to answer any question or to withdraw h m  the interview at any time, without giving a rpason. 

Participant's signature Date 
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A m a r d i  pw fuiM by the Soaai S & 6 c i  i d  ~umaniîies ~eoearch CMincil of Canada 
Principal Investigator: Lynn McDoriald, P M . ,  246 Bloor St. W., Toronto, Ontario. Tel. 978-5714 

FOCUS GROUP CONSENT FORM 

Titie of Study: Women's experience of rehiming to work a Wer retirement 

Interviewer: Malcolm Stewart, M.S.W., Ph. D. Candidate 
Faculty o f  Social Work, University o f  Toronto 
246 B l w r  Street West, Toronto, Ontario, M5S 1 A 1 
(4 16) 487-63 10 

Researcb Supervisor: Professor Lynn McDonald, M.S.W.. Ph.D., 
Faculty o f  Social Work, University o f  Toronto 
(3 16) 978-57 14 

I understand that Malcolm Stewm is conducting a research project with the above title which 
will form the basis for his Ph. D. thesis at the University of Toronto, and that his project is psrt 
o f  a larger study o f  pst-retirement work which is k i n g  directed by Prof. Lynn McDonald and 
funded by the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council o f  Canada (SSHRC). 

Malcolm Stewart has informed me verbally o f  the purpose and nature o f  his study. and of the 
Focus Group to be held on Iune 9, 1999.1 undentand and agree that Malcolm Stewart wil l  be 
assisted in conducting the Focus Group by Ph. D. snident Peter Donahue. also o f  the Faculty of 
Social Work. Any questions 1 have asked about the study or the Focus Group have k e n  
answered to my satisfaction. 

I understand and agree that an audiotape recording will be made o f  the Focus Group discussion. 
and that a typewritten üanscript o f  the interview wil l  be prepared from the audiotape(s), for use 
in Mr. Stewart's research. 

1 have been assured by Malcolm Stewart that my identity and the identities o f  the other Focus 
Group membem wil l  k held in complete confidence. No one from the govemrnent or anyone 
else wil l  have access to any personal or identifying information about me through this study. 
Records relating to my participation in the study will be kept secure and no information that 
could disclose my personal identity wi l l  be released or published, under Malcolm Stewart's and 
Peter Donahue's ethical obligations as students at the University of Toronto Faculty of Social 
Work and as professional social worlcers. 

1 understand that my participation in the Fofus Gmup is entirely voluntary, and that I am fke to 
refuse to answer any question or to withdraw h m  the Focus Group at any time. without giving a 
reason. 

Participant's signature Date 
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FOCUS GROUP PROCEDURES 

Approximately one year afier the interviews were conducted, a focus group was held with 
four participants, who were selected on the basis of theù availability, interest and the 
verbal expressive ability evident in their interviews. The purpose of the focus group was 
to obtain feedback about the accurafy and completeness of the researchen initial 
understandings of what the participants had said about key issues related to the 
experience of retuming to work afler retirement. 

'nie focus group was held in the early evening in mid-week at the researcher's Facuity. A 
light supper was served before the fmus group began. Before the focus group began, the 
researcher explained the purpose of the meeting and asked if there were any questions. 
Participants were than asked to si'@ a consent fonn, indicating that they had k e n  advised 
of the nature of the focus group and the study of which it was a part. and agreeing that the 
proceedings be tape recorded, with the understanding that no information would be made 
available that could be used to reveal the identity of any participant. A colleague of the 
researcher's, another doctoral student with experience in leading groups, facilitated the 
focus group while the researcher listened to the proceedings and took notes. 

The focus group began with a request for each participant to indicate briefly when she had 
retired and what she had been doing since retirement in tems of paid work or looking for 
paid work. This opening question was intended to identify characteristics and experiences 
that the participants had in comrnon. This was followed by introductory questions, 
intended to get people talking about the general topic of reverse retirement; transitional 
questions, intended to move the discussion toward the main questions of interest: the key 
questions; and ending questions, to bring the discussion to a close [Krueger, 1904 #493]. 
The actual questions appear below in the order they were presented. 

The focus group lasted approximately 90 minutes, and generated some vrry helpful 
information that clarified and amplified many of the issues identified by the researcher. 

The questions used to guide the focus group are attached. 
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FOCUS GROUP: 

Women's Experience of Returning to Paid Work After Retirement 

June 9,1999 

1. Openinn Ouestion 

Would each of you please take about 30 seconds to tell us when you retired and 
what you have k e n  doing since then in ternis of paid work. or trying to obtain 
paid work. 

(ClariQ and surnmarize each response) 

2. Introductow Ouestions 

The women in t e~ewed  for this study expressed three different views 
about retirement. 

Some felt that retirement is mainly negative - the loss of structure. loss of 
relationships with CO-workers, boredom, behg stuck with old people - 
these are some of the ways they talked about it. 

Some felt that retirement is mainly positive - that it places fewer demands 
on a petson's t h e ,  and gives hem freedom to try new things. 

Some feel that retirement is okay for other people - they may even have 
a lot of fiiends who are retired - but not it's not for them. personally. 

2.1 1s this a fair surnrnary of the different ways that women feel about retirement? 

2.2 Are there other ways some women may feel about retirement, other than the ones just 
mentioned? 

2.2 What do you think accounts for these differences in the ways women feel about 
retirement? 
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3. Transitional Ouestions 

People retire for different reasons. Arnong the women interviewed for this study. 

Some retired unexpectedly, before they felt ready to retire. We cal1 this 
involunfary, early retirement. 

Some retired at a pre-determined age (usually age 65), and they knew they 
would be retiring, because their employer's policy required thern to retire at that 
age. We cal l this mandatory retirement. 

Some retired because they chose to do so. In some cases. their employer 
offered an early retirement pickage. We cal1 this voluntary early relirement. 

3.1 How do you think the reasons for a woman's retirement are likrly to affect her 
feelings about her own retirement? 

4. Key Questions 

Women interviewed for this study said that working f i e r  retirement meant many 
things to them. These meanings included: 

having financial security for the funire 

having money to pay for the things that make life worthwhile in the present 

k ing  fiee to work as much or as little as they wanted to 

not having to depend on anyone else 

king able to leave something for their children or grandchildren 

king able to help out other family members or fiends 

staying in touch with the world, keeping active 

not being afraid to speak out about things they felt were wrong 

4.1 Is this a fair reflection of the meaoings of working afier retirement, for 
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women? 

4.2 Are there other meanings associated with working after retirement that should 
be added? 

Almost al1 of the women interviewed for this study said that they would prefer to 
work on a part-tuw or temporay basis rather than full-the. year round. The reasons 
they gave for this included: 

part-time and temporary work usually carry less tesponsibility. and are less 

stressfiil than full-time work 

you don? have to get involved in the 'office politics' 

once you are known (in temporary office work), you are called fairly ngularly. 

but still have the freedom to book off tirne when you want to 

part-time work is less exhausting 

you have more time for yourself when you work part-time 

4.3 Are there other advantages to part-tirne or temporary work that should be added? 

4.4 Are there any negative aspects of part-time or temporary work. for women who work 
after retirement? 

Some women interviewed for this study said they found it easy to obtain paid work 

after retirement, while others said they had difficdty obtaining as much work as they 

wanted, or had not been able to find work at dl ,  in spite of looking. 

4.5 What do you think could or should be dow (by govemments, employen or other 
o r g h t i o n s )  to make it easier for women to work after retirement, if they want to? 
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Many women interviewed for this study said they had no plans to retire, that they 
would keep working as long as they could, and see what happens. Only a few had 
specific plans - to Save more money in an RRSP; to pay off a mortgage or other 
debt; or to work until a specific age (e.g. 65) and then retire. 

4.6 Why do you think some women are more inclined to make specific plans for the 
future than othcrs? 

5. Endina Questions 

Most of the women interviewed for this study were, or had ken, involved in volunteer 
work. Some said that if they were not working, they would be more involved in 
volunteer work. suggesting the importance that volunteering has for them. 

The meanings attached to volunteer work for the women included: 

giving something back to the community 

gaining experience and skills that could lead to a paid job 

feeling useful and wanted 

helping other people made hem feel good about themselves 

5.1 Are there other things that volunteering might mean to women? 

5.2 Before we end, does anyone have any last thoughts about working after retirement 
that they are prepared to share with us? 

THANK YOU FOR COMING TO THE FOCUS GROUP. 

YOUR COMMENTS HAVE: BEEN VERY HELPFUL. 




